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Abstract 

Induced pluripotent stem cell-derived endothelial cells (iPS-ECs), which 

display characteristic morphology and marked vasoreparative capacity both in 

vitro and in vivo, hold clear potential for therapeutic angiogenesis in ischaemic 

diseases. However, the precise mechanisms underlying their regulation are 

not well known. Many challenges still remain with regard to enrichment and 

expansion of homogenous, mature, highly proliferative and functional ECs 

both in vitro and in vivo. It is well established that reactive oxygen species 

(ROS), which are a central feature of ischaemic disease, are important 

regulators of both EC and stem cell biology, with recent evidence specifically 

highlighting NADPH oxidases as a key source. In this thesis, we investigated 

the role of NADPH oxidase-dependent redox signalling in the differentiation of 

both mouse and human iPS-ECs in vitro and in silico, and provide evidence 

supporting a key role for NOX4 NADPH oxidase isoform and ROS signalling 

during the differentiation process, which is likely to be important when 

considering therapeutic potential of these cells. Our findings presented in 

Chapter 3 show that differentiation of miPS-ECs is associated with induction 

of NADPH oxidase isoforms, NOX2 and NOX4, together with increased ROS 

generation and general suppression of antioxidant profile. We found 

ROS/superoxide levels at Day 6 of iPSC differentiation to be higher in the 

undifferentiated cell population compared to differentiated ECs, suggesting 

that increased ROS levels may be important in directing the early stages of 

differentiation, before subsiding as the derived ECs mature. In Chapter 4, we 

demonstrated that NOX4 NADPH oxidase in iPS cells promotes EC 

differentiation and regulates eNOS signalling in a ROS-dependent manner, 

whilst opposite effects were evident with NOX4 knockdown. Our data also 

revealed that oxidative stress may be damaging to the cells and underlie 

reduced differentiation efficiency, which was significantly improved upon 

treatment with the pan-NADPH oxidase inhibitor, VAS2870. Lastly, in Chapter 

5, we demonstrated that NOX4 regulates expression of proangiogenic 

markers, as well as EC genes (CD31, CD144, eNOS), and identified key 

transcriptional factors (STAT3, JUN, NFⱩB, ERK, Akt and Jnk) involved in their 
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regulation. We also showed that NOX4 regulates antioxidant expression via 

the transcription factor, NRF2, and highlighted hiPS-EC differentiation as a 

highly oxidative event mediated by superoxide generation and NRF2 inhibition, 

and its downstream antioxidant genes, similar to differentiation of miPS-ECs. 

Taken together, the data presented in this thesis indicate that NOX4 NADPH 

oxidase plays a significant role in regulating iPS-EC differentiation and 

function, whilst highlighting the complexity of ROS signalling and importance 

of defining key aspects of iPS-EC signalling towards their clinical application 

for treatment of ischaemic cardiovascular disease.    
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1.1 Cardiovascular disease and atherosclerosis 

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the leading cause of death worldwide, 

representing a significant social, medical and economic burden. According to 

the World Health Organization (WHO), CVD cost the lives of an estimated 17.9 

million individuals in 2016, representing 31% of all deaths globally (WHO, 

2017). CVD is an umbrella term used to define pathological conditions that 

affect the structure and function of the cardiovascular system, which includes 

the heart and blood vessels, and can be classified into peripheral arterial 

disease (PAD), coronary artery disease (CAD) or cerebrovascular disease, 

amongst others (Malakar et al., 2019; V. K. Sharma, 2017; P. Song et al., 

2019). Ischaemic CVD is characterised by partial or complete occlusion of 

blood vessels and consequent reduction in blood supply and is most 

commonly caused by atherosclerosis (Weber & Noels, 2011). Atherosclerosis 

is characterised by the accumulation of lipids and fibrous plaques in the arterial 

wall, blocking the blood flow to distal vessels (Insull, 2009). Atherosclerotic 

plaques typically form at susceptible sites within the large arteries, with 

diabetes, smoking, high cholesterol and obesity being the main causes 

(Rafieian-Kopaei et al., 2014). Atherosclerotic plaque can cause potentially 

lethal ischaemia or lead to thrombotic occlusion of major arteries supplying the 

brain, heart, skeletal muscle or other organs (Insull, 2009). Atherosclerosis is 

initiated by damage to endothelial cells (ECs) that make up the inner lining of 

blood and lymphatic vessels. It begins as a result of disturbance to endothelial 

homoeostasis and impairment of endothelial barrier function due to an 

imbalance between nitric oxide (NO) production and consumption (Bonetti et 

al., 2003). When ECs are damaged, low-density lipoproteins (LDL) enter the 

sub-endothelial intima layer, where they are oxidised (Bentzon et al., 2014). 

An inflammatory response then stimulates smooth muscle cells (SMCs) to 

secrete chemokines and chemoattractants, which trigger expression of 

adhesion molecules on the surface of ECs, driving white blood cell infiltration 

from the circulation through the cell barrier into the sub-endothelial space (D. 

Hu et al., 2019). When monocytes enter the intima they differentiate into 

phagocytic macrophages which uptake oxidised LDL (ox-LDL) to form foam 
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cells. Macrophage foam cells accumulate locally and by releasing cytokines 

they activate SMCs to proliferate and migrate from the media to the intima. 

Here, they secrete extracellular matrix components, such as proteoglycans 

and collagen, changing the normal architecture of the intima. Successive 

accumulation of SMCs and foam cells, coupled with extracellular matrix, form 

a plaque with a lipid-rich necrotic core and fibrous cap which protrudes into the 

lumen of the blood vessel. With time the plaque undergoes calcification and 

further fibrosis, leading to hardening of the vessel wall (Badimon et al., 2012). 

Progressive vessel narrowing results in decreased blood flow leading to 

hypoxia and chronic ischaemic injury. In acute complications, the plaque 

ruptures, releasing pro-coagulants that form a clot, also known as thrombosis 

(Badimon et al., 2012). This can cause complete occlusion of downstream 

blood vessels and subsequent ischaemic necrosis of the surrounding tissue. 

Depending on the organ involved, the above described process can be defined 

as stroke if the brain is affected or myocardial infarction when it involves the 

heart (Tabas, 2009). Importantly, when acute ischaemia occurs in the 

periphery, it may lead to loss of limb tissue and function (Figure 1.1) (Qadura 

et al., 2018).  

 Hypoxia and tissue ischaemia  

Hypoxia is defined as a reduction in tissue oxygen levels (Semenza, 2014). 

Under physiological conditions, cells use aerobic respiration as a source of 

energy for normal function. Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP) generated from 

oxidative phosphorylation in the mitochondria is used by subcellular 

components to maintain cellular homeostasis (Lunt & Vander Heiden, 2011). 

During tissue ischaemia, blood perfusion is reduced, and oxygen levels fall 

below those required to support metabolic needs. The lack of oxygen forces 

the cells to switch to anaerobic metabolism and to rely on glycolysis, leading 

to lactate formation and subsequent increase in cellular acidity (Kalogeris et 

al., 2016). While most cells use aerobic respiration, ECs in normoxic tissue 

heavily rely on glycolysis as a source of energy to limit oxygen consumption, 

and hypoxia increases the glycolytic flux, promoting further lactate generation 

(Wong et al., 2017). As a consequence of ATP insufficiency and reduced pH, 
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ATPase-dependent ion transport is impaired, leading to cellular swelling, lysis 

of organelles, and plasma membrane dysfunction. 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Mechanisms underlying plaque formation in atherosclerosis.  

Schematic representation of atherosclerosis initiated upon EC dysfunction. Imbalance 

in NO increases permeability of the endothelium and allows for entry of LDL into the 

arterial intima layer. Infiltrating LDL then undergoes oxidative modification, which 

results in EC activation, leading to expression of chemoattractant factors and 

cytokines that facilitate recruitment of monocytes from the lumen into the arterial 

intima. Upon entering the intima, monocytes differentiate into phagocytic 

macrophages which uptake oxidised LDL (ox-LDL) to form foam cells. The latter 

accumulate locally and by releasing cytokines they activate smooth muscle cells to 

proliferate and migrate from the media to the intima. Macrophage foam cells produce 

a variety of cytokines and growth factors that stimulate the infiltration and proliferation 

of SMCs from the media to the arterial intima. Successive accumulation of SMCs and 

foam cells, coupled with extracellular matrix, combined with calcification and cell 

death, transform the fatty streak into a stable plaque resulting in thickening of the 

arterial wall and eventual rupture causing thrombosis. Top image adapted from 

Encyclopædia Britannica, 2020. Bottom image adapted from Madamanchi, Vendrov 

and Runge, 2005; Arterioscler Thromb Vasc Biol. 2005; 25(1):29-38 
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Unable to sustain their activity, cells may initiate a cascade of apoptotic 

pathways. As ischaemia proceeds from an acute to chronic stage, cells 

undergo necrosis, an irreversible process that releases toxic cellular waste, 

activating an inflammatory response and increasing oxidative stress (Kalogeris 

et al., 2016). Prompt restoration of blood flow may provide oxygen and 

substrates required for aerobic ATP generation, although it may also 

exacerbate tissue injury. Indeed, a sudden increase in oxygen can cause 

additional generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), damaging proteins, 

DNA and lipids, by a combined process known as ischaemia/reperfusion injury 

(IRI) (Nakagiri et al., 2007). The extent of tissue injury directly relates to the 

duration of ischaemia and can be sub-classified into reversible and irreversible 

aspects. In reversible ischaemia, minimal structural and functional changes 

occur, and normal homeostasis is re-established when blood supply is 

restored, whilst irreversible ischaemia is characterised by loss of structural 

integrity in the affected tissue (De Bock et al., 2013).  

 Tissue response to ischaemia  

In response to insufficient blood supply and consequent ischaemia, affected 

tissues undergo remodelling and revascularisation to control the extent of 

injury (Jean-Sebastien Silvestre et al., 2008). Angiogenic signalling, 

inflammatory response, and stem/progenitor vascular cells remove dead cells 

and replace them with scar tissue in order to establish a new functional 

vascular network in the ischaemic zone. The balance between pro-angiogenic 

and inflammatory factors as well as recruitment of vascular stem cells and 

circulating cells controls the extent of ischaemic injury  (Jean-Sébastien 

Silvestre et al., 2013). Vascular repair involves infiltration of inflammatory cells 

into the ischaemic area followed by myofibroblast deposition of extracellular 

matrix protein to replace dead tissue with scar tissue (Wynn, 2008). 

Subsequently, neovascularisation occurs, establishing new vasculature in the 

ischaemic zone (Jean-Sébastien Silvestre et al., 2013). 
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 Vascular development and vascular repair mechanisms  

Vascular development is dependent on two distinct processes: vasculogenesis 

and angiogenesis (W. M. Majesky, 2018). They both occur during embryonic 

development and as a consequence of injury. While vasculogenesis involves 

de novo formation of blood vessels from progenitor cells, angiogenesis 

involves migration, branching, and pruning of existing blood vessels to form 

complex vascular networks and capillary beds (Sweeney & Foldes, 2018). 

During embryogenesis, precursor cells from the mesoderm layer of the 

embryo, termed angioblasts and/or haemangioblasts migrate and differentiate 

in to endothelial and hematopoietic progenitor cells creating small vesicular 

structures that fuse and grow to form a primitive vascular plexus and de novo 

vessels. During growth, embryonic ECs can differentiate into arterial, venous, 

lymphatic and hemogenic cells whilst acquiring organ-specific identity. The 

vessels undergo subsequent remodelling where mural cells, including SMCs, 

wrap around the EC monolayer, promoting stability and providing protection, 

contractility and haemostatic control (Gerecht-Nir et al., 2004). Vasculogenesis 

also occurs during adulthood to repair tissue following extensive damage 

(Carmeliet, 2000). During the so called postnatal vasculogenesis, endothelial 

progenitor cells (EPCs) from various tissues are mobilised into the circulation, 

homing to tissue repair sites, where they differentiate into mature ECs and 

assist in ongoing vascular development (Figure 1.2) (Balaji et al., 2013).  

Angiogenesis, on the other hand, is a process by which new vessels are 

formed from a pre-existing vessel network. It involves the activation, 

proliferation and migration of ECs from existing vessels. Angiogenesis can be 

divided into sprouting and intussusceptive. The former is characterised by the 

sprouting of ECs towards an angiogenic stimulus, such as vascular endothelial 

growth factor (VEGF), whilst the latter involves splitting of a large vessel into 

smaller ones (Figure 1.2) (Carmeliet, 2000). 

Another mechanism implicated in ischaemic repair is arteriogenesis, which 

refers to the maturation and stabilisation of newly formed or pre-existing 

vascular channels into larger, well-muscularised arterioles mediated by mural 

cells, pericytes and vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs) (Simon et al., 
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2018). While angiogenesis and vasculogenesis supply blood to previously 

avascular tissue, arteriogenesis involves remodelling of arterioles to 

accommodate increased blood flow in order to meet increased local oxygen 

demand in the damaged area (Figure 1.2) (Uccelli et al., 2019).  

Angiogenesis plays a vital role in wound/tissue repair and is thought to be the 

central mechanism in vascular organisation and remodelling (Jie Li et al., 

2003). Reduced oxygen supply, or hypoxia, is considered as one of the main 

drivers of angiogenesis, with hypoxic tissue secreting growth factors and 

chemokines that trigger the ‘angiogenic switch’ through the release of 

proangiogenic factors, such as VEGF, fibroblast growth factor (FGF), ephrins, 

and angiopoietins (Ang) (Jie Li et al., 2003). These factors stimulate ECs to 

sprout from the existing vessel wall and branch towards the hypoxic areas. 

Once the tissue is sufficiently perfused and oxygen levels are stabilised, ECs 

become quiescent (dormant) forming a stable vessel network. Then, mural 

cells are recruited and extracellular matrix is deposited to further stabilise the 

newly formed vessel (Carmeliet & Jain, 2011). 

In addition to pre-existing ECs, various vasculogenic cells are involved in 

vascular repair and formation during ischaemia. For example, EPCs, are 

thought to mobilise from various resident tissues and home to tissue repair 

sites under the guidance of angiogenic signals, such as hypoxia, growth 

factors, chemoattractants and chemokines (Figure 1.2) (Balaji et al., 2013). 

Several studies in experimental models of wound healing, myocardial 

ischaemia, retinopathy, stroke, and peripheral vascular disease showed that 

EPCs incorporate into resident vessels and improve their function and regional 

blood flow when directly injected into sites of ischaemia or injury (Keighron et 

al., 2018). EPC is a general term used for cells with the capacity to regenerate 

blood vessels and it encompasses a range of very different cell types (Medina 

et al., 2010). Recently, two subtypes of EPC have been described in the 

literature: early-EPCs or myeloid angiogenic cells (MACs) and endothelial 

colony-forming cells (ECFCs) or outgrowth endothelial cells (OECs) (Medina 

et al., 2017). MACs are cells with myeloid/hematopoietic characteristics which 

share features with immune cells and do not have the capacity to become ECs; 

however, they are capable of promoting angiogenesis through paracrine 
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secretion of a potent mixture of growth factors (Figure 1.2) (Medina et al., 

2011). ECFCs, on the other hand, represent an EC population with strong 

angiogenic capacity, capable of vessel repair and new blood vessel formation 

(C. L. O’Neill et al., 2018). Both MACs and ECFCs have been demonstrated 

to improve neovascularisation in preclinical models of ischaemia (Medina et 

al., 2011; K. M. O’Neill et al., 2020). 
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Figure 1.2: Mechanisms underlying blood vessel regeneration.  

Schematic representation of three critical processes involved during vascular repair: 

angiogenesis, vasculogenesis and arteriogenesis. Vascular repair processes take 

place after an ischemic insult (arterial occlusion), upon which blood flow is redirected 

causing increased shear stress and subsequent cytokine production in the vascular 

endothelium. Mural cells are recruited to stabilise and remodel the collateral vessels 

in a process known as arteriogenesis. Ischaemic tissue secretes pro-angiogenic 

factors that induce sprouting of ECs from pre-existing vessels towards an angiogenic 

stimulus, such as VEGF. Postnatal vasculogenesis also contributes to post-ischaemic 

vascular repair via recruitment and incorporation of circulating EPCs into the forming 

vascular structures. Image adapted from Qadura et al., 2018; Stem Cells. 2018; 

36(2):161-171. https://doi.org/10.1002/stem.2751. Permission granted from the 

publisher. 
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 Therapeutic angiogenesis and limitations of current therapies 

In conditions such as diabetes and acute myocardial ischaemia, endogenous 

vascular repair mechanisms are impaired (Surovi et al., 2007; Vasa et al., 

2001). Numerous studies suggest that the hostile environment in the 

ischaemic area, characterised by hypoxia, increased inflammation and 

oxidative stress, may have an adverse effect on the survival, function and 

repair potential of ECs (Di et al., 2013; Kizilay Mancini et al., 2017; Long et al., 

2016). Indeed, angiogenic response may be impaired in patients at multiple 

levels and influenced by a combination of cardiovascular risk factors and 

hostile environment (Bogachkov et al., 2020; Long et al., 2016; Rivard et al., 

1999). As such, therapeutic angiogenesis to promote blood perfusion and 

tissue repair has emerged as a growing field of interest and has been the focus 

of extensive preclinical and clinical studies (Qadura et al., 2018).  

Therapeutic angiogenesis aims to stimulate and modulate host angiogenic 

response in order to re-vascularise ischaemic tissues (T. Takahashi et al., 

1999) and involves controlled delivery of stem/progenitor cells and/or growth 

factors to the ischaemic area for tissue regeneration (Asahara et al., 1997; 

Kalka et al., 2000; M. W. Majesky, 1996; T. Takahashi et al., 1999). With 

regard to cell therapy, several clinical trials have been performed involving 

autologous or allogenic delivery of EPCs, bone marrow-derived mononuclear 

cells (BMNCs), mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), adipose tissue-derived stem 

cells (ASCs) and haematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) (Fisher et al., 2015; 

Houtgraaf et al., 2012; Keighron et al., 2018; Tateishi-Yuyama et al., 2002). 

The cells were used in several clinical trials to treat patients with ischaemic 

stroke, acute myocardial infarction and limb ischaemia (Boncoraglio et al., 

2019; Fisher et al., 2015; Tateishi-Yuyama et al., 2002), which have 

demonstrated contribution to angiogenesis, either via directly participating in 

new vessel formation or through paracrine signalling. However, despite their 

regenerative potential, clinical outcomes from these studies have been largely 

mixed (Fisher et al., 2015; Keighron et al., 2018).  

Several growth factors have also been tested in clinical trials for therapeutic 

angiogenesis (Gupta et al., 2009). Preclinical studies have indicated that 
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angiogenic growth factors, such as VEGF and FGF, can stimulate 

angiogenesis in animal models of peripheral and myocardial ischaemia 

(Baffour et al., 1992; Tao et al., 2011). VEGF, which is one of the most 

important regulators of angiogenesis, is significantly upregulated during 

hypoxia and directly acts on vascular ECs in a pro-angiogenic manner 

(Semenza, 2014). FGF, which is expressed in many different cells, regulates 

a broad spectrum of biological functions, such as proliferation, migration, 

differentiation, and survival (Yun et al., 2010). These growth factors, when 

administered directly or as gene therapy, were shown to stimulate 

angiogenesis and vessel growth in the ischaemic heart and limb (Baffour et 

al., 1992; Tao et al., 2011). Specifically, increased formation of collateral 

vessels was observed in patients with critical limb ischaemia after 

intramuscular gene therapy with VEGF165, an isoform of VEGF-A, into 

surrounding skeletal muscle (Baumgartner et al., 1998). Similarly, myocardial 

injection of plasmid DNA expressing VEGF165, led to reduced symptoms and 

improved myocardial perfusion in patients with symptomatic myocardial 

ischemia (Losordo et al., 1998). Furthermore, topical treatment of diabetic 

mice with VEGF improved wound healing, whilst in a phase II clinical trial, 

topical VEGF was used to successfully treat diabetic foot ulcers (Wietecha & 

DiPietro, 2013). Members of the FGF family (FGF-1, FGF-2 and FGF-4) have 

been also tested in clinical trials in patients with coronary arterial disease 

(CAD) (Grines et al., 2002; Nikol et al., 2008; Simons et al., 2002). In a porcine 

in vivo model of chronic myocardial ischaemia, administration of EPCs 

overexpressing FGF-1 led to significant increase in mature vessel density (S.-

Y. Chen et al., 2009). However, despite showing promising results, with an 

acceptable safety profile, preclinical and early clinical phase I/II trials with 

larger and randomised patient groups have failed to demonstrate consistent 

long-term benefits under the conditions tested (Chu & Wang, 2012; Gupta et 

al., 2009). 

Although proangiogenic approaches have great potential for treating 

ischaemic diseases, clinical trials have so far generated mixed results and 

have failed to meet the expectations of therapeutic angiogenesis in that they 

were largely unable to reduce progression of ischaemic diseases and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Endothelial_cell
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associated mortality (Deveza et al., 2012; Ylä-Herttuala et al., 2017). In this 

regard, sub-optimal dose of growth factors, poor bio-stability, short half-life, 

transient plasmid/viral vector expression and low transfection and transduction 

efficiencies remain as major obstacles, whilst application of supraphysiological 

concentrations could lead to excessive and uncontrolled vascular formation 

(H. Zhang et al., 2014). For example, excessive VEGF activation can lead to 

leaky and non-functional vessels (Miller et al., 2013). With regard to cell 

therapy, it is clear that inadequacies in stem/progenitor cell isolation and 

characterisation, cell dose, delivery route, severity of disease, as well as poor 

study design, have all contributed to failed clinical trials (Keighron et al., 2018). 

Nevertheless, cell-based therapies may still be the best option for therapeutic 

angiogenesis as transplanted cells support both homing and paracrine 

signalling that is otherwise impaired in a disease setting (Y. Hou & Li, 2018). 

Whilst development of cell-based therapies requiring access to large quantities 

of autologous ECs that can be transplanted without immune rejection is 

challenging, induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cell technology may provide a 

viable solution (Y. Shi et al., 2017). Indeed, potential therapies, such as those 

utilising iPS cell-derived ECs (iPS-ECs) obtained from the patient’s own cells 

may provide a new direction to promote regeneration of blood vessels in 

ischaemic tissue (Rufaihah et al., 2011).  
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1.2 Induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells 

In a pioneering study in 2006, Shinya Yamanaka and Kazutoshi Takahashi 

were able to revert adult cells to their original pluripotent state using a novel 

method known as cellular reprogramming. Their ground-breaking work 

showed that ectopic expression of four pluripotent transcription factors was 

sufficient to generate “embryonic stem cell-like” cells, named induced 

pluripotent stem (iPS) cells, from terminally differentiated adult cells. These 

transcription factors comprise octamer-binding transcription factor 3/4 (OCT 

3/4), sex determining region Y-box 2 (SOX2), kruppel like factor 4 (KLF4) and 

c-MYC, collectively referred to as “OSKM” cocktail/factors (K. Takahashi & 

Yamanaka, 2006). Similar to embryonic stem cells (ESCs), iPS cells have self-

renewal and differentiation capabilities. Pluripotent cells can divide indefinitely 

and differentiate into any cell type in the body, such as neuron, cardiac, kidney 

or liver cells, when cultured under tissue-specific conditions (Espejel et al., 

2010; Gunhanlar et al., 2018; Masumoto et al., 2016; Toyohara et al., 2015) 

(Figure 1.3). Because they can be derived from any tissue, for example blood 

or skin cells, they are a good alternative to ESCs, which pose strong ethical 

concerns related to the destruction of embryos (Kamath et al., 2018; G. Liu et 

al., 2020; Mandai et al., 2017). Notably, iPS cells offer the real possibility of 

providing an abundant source of desired cells that can be donor-derived or 

patient-specific (Paik et al., 2020). Thus, they hold great potential for 

regenerative and personalised medicine, whilst also representing a powerful 

in vitro tool for studying biology and disease without ethical concerns 

associated with ESCs (G. Liu et al., 2020). Indeed, iPS cell technology is now 

routinely used for drug discovery and screening, and disease modelling (Avior 

et al., 2016). In addition, significant effort is being directed towards advancing 

application of iPS cells for regenerative medicine and cell therapy to replace 

damaged tissue or treat various diseases (Hirschi et al., 2014) (Figure 1.3). 

Due to such significant potential, iPS cells are one of the most studied cell 

types globally (T. Negoro et al., 2017).  
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Figure 1.3: Potential applications of iPS cells. 

Somatic cells derived from patient cells can be reprogrammed into a pluripotent state 

(iPS cells) via the induction of reprogramming factors. Subsequently, iPS cells, either 

disease-relevant or mutation-corrected, can be differentiated into desired cell types, 

then purified and expanded in culture for use in regenerative medicine or cell therapy. 

Differentiated cells may also be used for in vitro applications such as disease 

modelling, drug development and drug testing. Patient-specific iPS (PS-iPS) cells 

provide unique and useful opportunity for development of personalised therapeutic 

strategies. Flowchart adapted from Tanaka et al., 2015; Int. J. Mol. Sci. 2015: 16(8): 

18894-18922; https://doi.org/10.3390/ijms160818894. Available through open access 

distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution Licence. 

.

https://doi.org/10.3390/ijms160818894
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 iPS cell reprogramming 

In their study described above, Shinya Yamanaka and Kazutoshi Takahashi 

selected 24 genes previously identified as important in ESCs and delivered 

them to mouse fibroblasts using retrovirus as the vector delivery system. They 

screened different combinations of the candidate genes and found that upon 

delivery of the four reprogramming factors, OCT4, SOX2, KLF4, and c-MYC, 

ESC-like colonies emerged. The reprogrammed cell colonies demonstrated 

ESC-like morphology and marker gene expression (SSEA-1 and Nanog), 

differentiation potential in vitro and in vivo, and teratoma formation upon 

injection into immunocompromised mice (K. Takahashi & Yamanaka, 2006). A 

year later, James Thomson’s group and Yamanaka’s group independently 

reported generation of the first human iPS cells. While Yamanaka and 

colleagues used the same reprogramming method reported to generate 

mouse iPS cells, Thomson and co-workers generated human iPS cells using 

an alternate set of reprogramming factors comprising OCT3/4, SOX2, Nanog 

and Lin28, also known as the ‘Thomson factors’ or ‘OSNL factors’, and a 

different gene delivery system (K. Takahashi et al., 2007; Yu et al., 2007). 

Further studies revealed other combinations of pluripotency factors capable of 

cell reprogramming. For example, a single cell gene expression study of 

partially reprogrammed cells showed that a combination of SALL4, ESRRB, 

Nanog, and Lin28, rather than OSKM, was sufficient to achieve 

reprogramming of fibroblasts into iPS cells (Buganim et al., 2012). For his 

major contribution to science, Shinya Yamanaka was awarded the Nobel Prize 

for Medicine in 2012, which he shared with John B. Gurdon who originally 

pioneered the concept of cellular reprogramming in 1962 (Gurdon & 

Yamanaka, 2012). Gurdon et al. were able to generate tadpoles from 

transplantation of an enucleated egg cell nucleated with the nucleus of a 

somatic cell which resulted in formation of an embryo which was genetically 

identical to the donor of the somatic cell. They also demonstrated that somatic 

cells maintain all of the necessary genetic information needed in order to be 

reverted to an embryonic state (Gurdon, 1962; Gurdon et al., 1958).  
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 Advances in iPS cell reprogramming 

Although Yamanaka’s cell reprogramming method is the most conventional 

approach for generating iPS cells, it presents various limitations. The protocol 

is time and cost consuming, with generally low reprogramming efficiency, and 

most importantly, is prone to chromosomal instability and tumorigenesis due 

to viral vector delivery which raises significant concerns when considered for 

clinical translation (K. Takahashi et al., 2007; K. Takahashi & Yamanaka, 

2006). Specifically, when Yamanaka reprogrammed somatic fibroblasts, the 

efficiency rate for iPS cell generation was 0.001-0.002%, with on average only 

1-2 out of 10,000 cells becoming iPS cells (K. Takahashi & Yamanaka, 2006). 

Much subsequent progress has been made to improve the efficiency and 

safety of reprogramming for clinical applications. For example, novel strategies 

such as non-integrating delivery systems have been developed whilst factors 

that influence the reprogramming process, including culture conditions, source 

of somatic cells, enhancer genes, and reprogramming transcription factors 

have been studied to address the barriers associated with cell reprogramming 

(G. Liu et al., 2020).   

Various somatic cell types such as stomach and liver cells, mature B 

lymphocytes, pancreatic  cells, neural stem cells, melanocytes, adipose stem 

cells, peripheral blood cells, cord blood cells, urine cells and EPCs  have been 

used as a source for reprogramming to iPS cells (Aoi et al., 2008; Bueno et al., 

2016; Geti et al., 2012; Goh & Verma, 2014; Kamath et al., 2018; J. B. Kim et 

al., 2008; Okumura et al., 2019; Stadtfeld et al., 2008; Utikal et al., 2009; T. 

Zhou et al., 2011). Using Yamanaka’s protocol, reprogramming of human 

primary keratinocytes was shown to be 100-fold more efficient and 2-fold faster 

compared with reprogramming of human fibroblasts (Aasen et al., 2008), whilst 

mouse hepatocytes and gastric epithelial cells also appeared to be more easily 

reprogrammed than fibroblasts (Aoi et al., 2008). It has also emerged that the 

genetic profile and epigenetic memory of somatic cells affect their iPS cell 

reprogramming potential (Ohi et al., 2011). Furthermore, it is evident that cell 

differentiation state i.e. stage in their developmental hierarchy, is a key 

influence on reprogramming ability (Hoxha & Kishore, 2012). Indeed, several 

reports suggest that immature cells have higher reprogramming tendency 
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compared to mature cells, as evidenced by the fact that HSCs generate iPS 

cell colonies 300 times more efficiently than B and T cells (K.-D. Choi et al., 

2009). In addition, reprogramming efficiency of mouse and human cells was 

shown to be greatly enhanced under hypoxia (5% O2) (Yoshida et al., 2009), 

suggesting that manipulation of culture conditions may lead to changes in 

reprogramming efficiency. Similarly, transcription factors involved in the 

maintenance and self-renewal of pluripotent stem cells are reported to 

enhance efficiency of reprogramming protocols. In this regard, co-expression 

of undifferentiated embryonic cell transcription factor 1 (UTF1) or sal-like 

protein 4 (SALL4), together with OSKM/OSK, improved reprogramming 

efficiency in human fibroblasts (Tsubooka et al., 2009; Yang Zhao et al., 2008). 

Furthermore, it was demonstrated that OSKM reprogramming activates the 

cell cycle regulator, p53 tumour suppressor protein, with stimulation of this 

pathway impeding the reprogramming process and causing dramatic reduction 

in efficiency (Kawamura et al., 2009). Consistent with this observation, other 

studies have reported inhibition of p53 to greatly enhance reprogramming 

efficiency (Rasmussen et al., 2014). On the other hand, overexpression of cell 

cycle-enhancers/p53 inhibitor proteins, such as SV40 large T antigen, GTP 

binding protein REM2 and MDM2, exhibited a 23-fold increased efficiency 

when compared to OSKM alone (Edel et al., 2010; Mali et al., 2008; Wienken 

et al., 2016). Interestingly, epigenetic modifiers such as DNA methyl 

transferase inhibitor 5-azacytidine (AZA) and histone deacetylase (HDAC) 

inhibitors are also reported to enhance reprogramming efficiency of mouse 

fibroblasts (Huangfu et al., 2008). Furthermore, some microRNAs (miRNAs) 

can promote reprogramming or even completely replace transcription factors 

like OSKM (Anokye-Danso et al., 2011; Judson et al., 2009; Z. Li et al., 2011; 

Miyoshi et al., 2011; Subramanyam et al., 2011), whilst combination of 

chemically defined media and recombinant extracellular matrix are a widely 

used alternative approach to improve the process (G. Chen et al., 2011). In 

addition, xeno-free conditions have been developed to generate clinically 

viable cells by eliminating undefined animal components in culture (P. J. Ross 

et al., 2010; Juan Wang et al., 2015). Various induction methods have also 

been developed to eliminate vector-genome integration and to induce efficient 

cellular reprograming (Y. Shi et al., 2017). The gene delivery systems typically 
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used for iPS cell reprogramming can be grouped into integrative and non-

integrative systems. The integrative delivery method involves the use of viral 

vectors, such as retroviral and lentiviral (Kamata et al., 2010; K. Takahashi & 

Yamanaka, 2006). However, as these methods are characterised by variable 

safety, genetic stability and reprogramming efficiency, non-integrative 

strategies that involve transient expression have been developed which 

include viral vectors, such as adenovirus and Sendai virus, and non-viral 

vectors, such as episomal DNA vectors, recombinant proteins, small 

molecules, synthetic modified mRNAs, microRNAs and piggyback 

transposons (Fusaki et al., 2009; P. Hou et al., 2013; Dohoon Kim et al., 2009; 

Miyoshi et al., 2011; Okita et al., 2011; Warren et al., 2010; Woltjen et al., 2009; 

W. Zhou & Freed, 2009). Recently, a group reported that it was able to 

reprogram mouse fibroblasts to iPS cells using only a set of chemical 

compounds, which if widely applied would allow more highly controlled 

reprogramming compared to induction using transcription factors (Ma et al., 

2017). Indeed, due to their safety, non-integrative systems are the preferred 

choice for iPS cell reprogramming for clinical trials despite demonstrating lower 

efficiencies versus integrative systems (Xiangjin Kang et al., 2015). 

Despite significant advancements made over recent years to improve the 

reprogramming process, the field still faces significant challenges and further 

research is required to realise its clear therapeutic potential (G. Liu et al., 

2020). Nevertheless, researchers are able to successfully differentiate iPS 

cells to specialised cells including those from the nervous system, 

gastrointestinal tract, and major organs such as liver, kidney, and heart as well 

as vascular cells, amongst many others (Davis et al., 2012; Espejel et al., 

2010; G. W. Hu et al., 2015; S. Kang et al., 2017; Ogaki et al., 2015; Toyohara 

et al., 2015; Vilà-González et al., 2019). Indeed, iPS cell derived retinal 

pigment epithelial cells are currently being tested in a clinical trial for the 

treatment of neovascular age-related macular degeneration (Takagi et al., 

2019). iPS-cell technology has also allowed delivery of transplanted nerve 

cells derived from induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells into the brain of a 

Parkinson’s disease patient, whilst further efforts are being made to bring 

iPSC-derived chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T-cell therapy (iCART) toward 
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clinical testing as an immuno-cell-therapy to treat cancer (Takeda & CiRA, 

2019).  

 Derivation of vascular ECs from iPS cells   

iPS cells represent a promising therapeutic cell source as they have potential 

to provide unlimited ECs that can be used for the treatment of CVD (Y. Lin et 

al., 2017). iPS-ECs have the potential to form functional vessels which can be 

used as vascular cell therapy to repair or replace dysfunctional ECs in patients 

with ischaemic diseases (Rufaihah et al., 2011; Vilà-González et al., 2019). 

Patient-specific iPS-ECs may also be used to investigate vascular pathologies 

or drug screening, in order to find new drug targets to treat endothelial 

dysfunction (Sa et al., 2017; A. Sharma et al., 2017). In addition, they can be 

mixed with other cell types in a 3D scaffold to assemble transplantable tissue 

grafts (Ben-Shaul et al., 2019; Y. Lin et al., 2017) or to vascularise miniaturised 

organoids (Mansour et al., 2018; Takebe et al., 2013; Wimmer et al., 2019). 

Whilst clinical studies with iPS-ECs are yet to be reported, several preclinical 

studies using animal models of myocardial infarction (Sahara et al., 2014), 

carotid artery injury (Giordano et al., 2016), dermal wound healing (Azhdari et 

al., 2013) and hind limb ischaemia (Lai et al., 2013) have shown promising 

results. For example, human iPS-ECs injected into immune-deficient mice with 

hind limb ischaemia were shown to promote angiogenesis and improve 

perfusion versus vehicle-injected controls (Rufaihah et al., 2011). Furthermore, 

combination of iPS-ECs with other cardiovascular cell types has shown 

improved myocardial perfusion and left ventricular function in animal models 

of myocardial infarction (Masumoto et al., 2016; Ye et al., 2014).  

 Methods for generation of iPS-ECs  

In the last decade, numerous protocols for EC differentiation from iPS cells 

have been developed, although they are constantly being optimised and their 

regenerative potential evaluated (Williams & Wu, 2019). At present, iPS cells 

have been differentiated into various EC types, including arterial (Sivarapatna 
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et al., 2015; J. Zhang, Chu, et al., 2017), venous (Rosa et al., 2019), and 

lymphatic (S.-J. Lee et al., 2015), and organ specific cells, such as human 

brain microvascular ECs (Lippmann et al., 2012), corneal-like (J. J. Zhao & 

Afshari, 2016), and choroidal-like cells (Mulfaul et al., 2020), which exhibit 

significant functional and phenotypic heterogeneity and play important roles in 

maintaining a dynamic barrier between blood and interstitial compartments, 

vasomotor tone, and regulating inflammation and thrombosis, and overall 

vascular homeostasis (Sivarapatna et al., 2015). For example, arterial vessel 

walls have thicker tunica media and adventitia supported by abundant SMCs 

that produce elastic extracellular matrix. They adapt to high blood pressure 

and cardiac output. Venous vessels on the contrary have thinner walls and 

larger diameter to accommodate greater blood volumes. Arterial ECs express 

EphrinB2, CXCR4, Conexin40 and Notch1, whereas venous ECs express 

COUP-TFII, EphrinB4 and Neuropilin 2 (NRP2) (Niklason & Dai, 2018). Other 

EC subtypes, such as the brain microvascular ECs, possess characteristic 

barrier properties that restrict passive diffusion of molecules, hallmarked by 

well organised intercellular tight junctions and expression of nutrient 

transporters (Lippmann et al., 2012). As such, in vitro differentiation of iPSCs 

to specific EC subtypes requires exposure to defined culture conditions that 

mimic specific tissue microenvironments to induce appropriate EC phenotype, 

for example, by subjecting cells to shear stress, modulation of signalling 

pathways and/or growth factors (Lippmann et al., 2012; Rosa et al., 2019; 

Sivarapatna et al., 2015).   

The protocols used for iPS-EC differentiation can be grouped into 3 categories: 

stromal cell co-culture, embryoid body (EB) differentiation and feeder-free 

monolayer differentiation (two-dimensional (2D) culture) (K.-D. Choi et al., 

2009; Y. Lin et al., 2017; Rufaihah et al., 2013; Vilà-González et al., 2019). In 

the stromal co-culture method, iPS cells are co-cultured with feeder bone 

marrow-derived stromal cell lines and are differentiated towards an endothelial 

lineage due to stimuli released as growth factors by the so called feeder cells. 

However, this method is not suitable for clinical application, due to variability 

in the differentiation status of the cells and contaminants generated from the 

feeder cells (K.-D. Choi et al., 2009). In the embryoid body (EB) formation 
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method, iPS cells are grown in suspension without pluripotency growth factors 

and allowed to form 3D aggregates to mimic the embryo. Cells differentiate 

either spontaneously or by induction into endothelial lineage, and after 

isolation of endothelial-like cells, these are expanded in vitro using appropriate 

culture conditions (Rufaihah et al., 2013). The third method is characterised by 

iPS cell culture as a monolayer on matrix-coated culture plate prior to 

differentiation which is stimulated via environmental enrichment of 

mesodermal- and endothelial-specific growth factors, whilst some protocols 

change the culture medium and growth factors between the mesoderm and 

endothelial stages (Azhdari et al., 2013; Ikuno et al., 2017; Y. Lin et al., 2017; 

Patsch et al., 2015; L. Wang et al., 2016). All of the above described methods 

require thorough optimisation strategies which usually include genetic 

manipulation and induction of signalling pathways to improve EC derivation 

(Cochrane et al., 2017; Rufaihah et al., 2013; Sahara et al., 2014; Vilà-

González et al., 2019). For example, a combination of growth factors, including 

bFGF, activin A, and BMP-4 is commonly used for mesoderm differentiation, 

whilst VEGF supplementation is used for EC lineage differentiation (Palpant et 

al., 2017; Sahara et al., 2014; L. Wang et al., 2016). Indeed, it is reported that 

specific modulation of activin A and BMP-4 concentrations supports generation 

of cardiogenic and haemogenic mesoderm progenitor populations, enabling 

derivation of functionally distinct EC subtypes (Palpant et al., 2017). The GSK-

3 (glycogen synthase kinase 3) inhibitor, CHIR99021, is also utilised for 

mesoderm induction before specification of EC fate, whilst many protocols 

employ the TGF- signalling pathway inhibitor, SB431542, to promote EC 

specification from mesoderm cells and maintenance of ECs in culture, and to 

avoid endothelial to mesenchymal transition (Lian et al., 2014; Orlova et al., 

2014; Palpant et al., 2017; L. Wang et al., 2016). Inhibition of miR‐495 can also 

enhance differentiation of human iPS cells into ECs. It was specifically 

demonstrated that transplantation of miR-495-inhibited-hiPS‐EC promotes 

neovascularisation and prevents deterioration of cardiac function in SCID mice 

subjected to myocardial infarction (Liang et al., 2017). Furthermore, 

differentiation of mesoderm cells in a 3D-fibrin scaffold leads to better EC yield 

than the 2D monolayer approach mentioned above, with one study reporting 
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that 45% of cells were differentiated to a CD31+ EC population (Zhang et al., 

2017). 

Nevertheless iPS-ECs generated in vitro exhibit common EC features. 

Specifically, they present typical cobblestone-like shape, are capable of 

forming 2D and 3D vessel networks and express typical endothelial markers, 

including  CD31 (PECAM-1), CD144 (VE-Cadherin), eNOS (endothelial nitric 

oxide synthase), haematological markers vWF (von Willebrand factor) and 

angiopoietin-2 (Ang-2) (Kurokawa et al., 2017; Rufaihah et al., 2013; J. Zhang, 

Schwartz, et al., 2017). They also have the ability to uptake fluorescent-

acetylated low-density lipoprotein (ac-LDL), and to respond to sheer stress, 

inflammatory stimuli, and vasoactive agonists such as thrombin and 

prostaglandin E2 (Kurokawa et al., 2017; Rosa et al., 2019; Rufaihah et al., 

2013), although interrogation of key functional aspects such as intracellular 

calcium signalling has yet to be reported. 

 Limitations of iPS-ECs 

While the aforementioned protocols demonstrate that iPS cells have clear 

potential to differentiate towards an EC lineage, many challenges still remain, 

including enrichment and expansion of homogenous, mature, highly 

proliferative and functional ECs both in vitro and in vivo. Most iPS-EC 

differentiation protocols generate low EC yields and produce suboptimal 

quality ECs and there is a lack of scalable differentiation protocols that allow 

generation of therapeutically relevant quantities of cells which possess 

regenerative potential and are resistant to highly oxidative microenvironments 

present in the ischaemic zone (Y. Lin et al., 2017).  

1.3 Reactive oxygen species  

Numerous studies have indicated the importance of redox signalling in stem 

cell function as well their differentiation (Chaudhari et al., 2014). Therefore, in 

this thesis we decided to investigate the role of redox signalling specifically in 

iPS-ECs. This objective was based on several previous studies which have 

demonstrated that ROS promote the differentiation of various cell types, and 
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that they are important regulators of angiogenesis and vascular repair  (Lange 

et al., 2009; Pashkovskaia et al., 2018; H Sauer et al., 2000; Ushio-Fukai & 

Urao, 2009; Xiao et al., 2009). In stem cells, redox signalling is involved in the 

maintenance of pluripotency (K. Wang et al., 2013). ROS were shown to be 

important in proliferation of stem cells (Pashkovskaia et al., 2018), 

differentiation of adipocytes (Kanda et al., 2011), skeletal muscle cells 

(Kozakowska et al., 2015; Seonmin Lee et al., 2011), and SMCs (Xiao et al., 

2009), and cardiomyogenesis (Bartsch et al., 2011). Moreover, in our recent 

study, we demonstrated that ROS signalling promotes the mobilisation and 

angiogenic capacity of ECFCs and that ROS contribute to revascularisation of 

ischaemic tissue (K. M. O’Neill et al., 2020).  

ROS are a group of highly reactive and short-lived oxygen-containing chemical 

intermediates (Y. Zhou et al., 2013) that serve as signalling molecules in a 

variety of biological processes and pathological states (Y. Zhou et al., 2013). 

Collectively, ROS are comprised of free radicals, such as superoxide anion 

(O2·−) and hydroxyl radicals (OH∙), and non-radical oxygen species, such as 

hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), ozone (O3), peroxynitrite (ONOO−) and 

hypochlorous acid (HOCl) (Burtenshaw et al., 2019; D. Q. Tan & Suda, 2018).  

ROS formation begins with partial reduction of molecular oxygen, mediated by 

single electron transfer from NADPH, to generate superoxide (O2 → O2·−). 

Superoxide is highly unstable, with a very short life span (10−9 - 10−15 s) and is 

unable to diffuse between membranes. In the presence of superoxide 

dismutase (SOD), superoxide can dismutate to more stable, and relatively less 

reactive H2O2. Compared to superoxide, H2O2 has a longer half-life (~1ms), 

and unlike superoxide, it can diffuse between different cell compartments or 

neighbouring cells (Taverne et al., 2013). As such, it is thought that H2O2 has 

far-reaching effects compared with superoxide, whose effect is more localised. 

H2O2 can be then converted enzymatically into H2O by antioxidant enzymes, 

catalase (CAT) and glutathione (GSH)/glutathione peroxidase (GPx) 

(Taniyama & Griendling, 2003). In the presence of reduced transition metal 

ions (Fe2+ or Cu2+), H2O2 can react to form the highly reactive hydroxyl radical 

(·OH) that can be damaging to lipids, DNA and proteins (Das et al., 2014). 

H2O2 can also be converted to HOCl by myeloperoxidase (MPO) in the 
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presence of chloride ions (Cl-). Additionally, superoxide can react with nitric 

oxide (NO) to generate a highly reactive and deleterious ROS, peroxynitrite 

(ONOO−) (Figure 1.4).  (Aviello & Knaus, 2018) Physiologically, superoxide 

and H2O2 are the most relevant ROS in the vasculature (Taniyama & 

Griendling, 2003). At basal levels, ROS exist at picomolar to nanomolar 

concentrations and their lifetime is between nanoseconds and seconds 

depending on their reactivity and presence of detoxifying ROS scavengers (D. 

Q. Tan & Suda, 2018). As such, ROS may either have localised effects or react 

with intra- and extracellular targets (K. Chen et al., 2008).   

ROS may be either endogenously produced by normal cellular mechanisms 

and inflammatory processes or due to exposure to exogenous environmental 

factors, such as UV radiation, chemotherapeutic agents and pollution 

(Burtenshaw et al., 2019; Liou & Storz, 2010). Endogenous cellular sources of 

ROS include multiple enzyme systems, such as nicotinamide dinucleotide 

phosphate (NADPH) oxidases (NOX), uncoupled nitric oxide synthase (NOS), 

xanthine oxidase, lipid peroxidase, cytochrome p450 enzymes, and the 

mitochondrial electron transport chain, which generate ROS through a 

cascade of biological reactions (Altenhöfer et al., 2012). Amongst these 

enzymes, the mitochondrial respiratory chain and NADPH oxidases are the 

two major sources of ROS in cells (Burtenshaw et al., 2019). While most of 

these enzymes generate ROS as a secondary by-product to their main activity, 

NADPH oxidases produce ROS as their primary and sole function, and are the 

major source of ROS in the vasculature (Altenhöfer et al., 2012) (Figure 1.5). 

ROS can be considered as both protective and harmful in a living organism 

(Ebrahimian et al., 2006; Hakami et al., 2017), with their effects depending on 

the cell type, quantity, duration, location and type produced. It is therefore not 

surprising that they have been described as being involved in a wide range of 

cellular events, such as survival, differentiation, proliferation and migration 

(Hakami et al., 2017; Holmström & Finkel, 2014). Moreover, they support key 

basal physiological processes, such as host defence, posttranslational 

processing of proteins, cellular signalling and regulation of gene expression 

(J.-M. Li & Shah, 2004). However, under pathological conditions, uncontrolled 

and excessive production of ROS may induce so called “oxidative stress” 
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which is generally damaging to cells and tissues (Dhalla et al., 2000). Such, 

oxidative damage has been implicated in a multitude of pathologies including 

CVD, cancer, neurodegenerative disease and aging  (Angelova & Abramov, 

2018; Davalli et al., 2016; Meitzler et al., 2017; Sirker et al., 2011). With specific 

regard to CVD, ROS have been shown to promote endothelial dysfunction and 

atherosclerotic plaque formation (Marchio et al., 2019). The maintenance of 

intracellular redox homeostasis is crucial and is dependent on a complex 

network of antioxidant molecules that act as ROS scavengers (Griendling et 

al., 2000). This antioxidant defence system includes various endogenous 

detoxifying enzymes (CAT, SOD, GPx), enzyme co-factors (coenzyme Q, 

lipoic acid), non-enzymatic proteins and lipids (glutathione, ferritin, transferrin, 

albumin), and metabolites (bilirubin, uric acid and melatonin) (L. He et al., 

2017; Kurutas, 2016). In addition, exogenous factors such as vitamin C, 

vitamin E and β-carotene, which are obtained through the diet, also contribute 

to cellular defence (Drummond et al., 2011). Antioxidants play a crucial role in 

scavenging free radicals, regulating enzyme activities and repairing oxidative 

damage (J.-M. Li & Shah, 2004).
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Figure 1.4: Cellular ROS production and elimination. 

Endogenous ROS can be generated through the activity of multiple enzyme systems 

such as mitochondrial electron transport chain, NADPH oxidases, and xanthine 

oxidase. Oxygen (O2) is reduced to superoxide (O2·−) upon single electron transfer to 

molecular oxygen (O2). O2·− is enzymatically dismutated to less reactive H2O2 by 

superoxide oxide dismutase (SOD) or is transformed into highly reactive hydroxyl 

radical (·OH). H2O2 can be neutralised and converted to H2O by the antioxidant 

enzyme, catalase (CAT), or the glutathione (GSH)/glutathione peroxidase (GPx) 

system. In the presence of ferrous iron/ cuprous ion (Fe2+/Cu2+), H2O2 can react to 

form ·OH by the Fenton and Haber-Weiss reactions. However, in the presence of 

chloride ions (Cl-), H2O2 can be converted to hypochlorous acid (HOCl) by 

myeloperoxidase (MPO) which further generates ·OH. Additionally, O2·− can react with 

nitric oxide (NO), generated by NOS, to form peroxynitrite (ONOO−). Image adapted 

from Aviello and Knaus, 2018; Mucosal Immunol 11, 1011–1023 (2018). 

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41385-018-0021-8. Permission granted by the publisher.  

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41385-018-0021-8
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Indeed, they are demonstrated to be upregulated in ischaemia as a 

counterbalance to the detrimental effects of increased ROS (B. Wang et al., 

2011), whilst imbalanced production of ROS or impaired ROS scavenging 

causes oxidation of biomolecules and modification of proteins, leading to 

activation of pathological signalling and onset or progression of disease 

(Griendling et al., 2000). For example, increased ROS as well as reduction in 

antioxidant capacity could be related to the complications in patients with type 

2 diabetes (Aouacheri et al., 2015). Thus, appropriate balance between ROS 

production and antioxidant defence systems is highly important to support 

normal function of cells and to prevent disease (Matsui et al., 2017; Poljsak et 

al., 2013). 

 NADPH oxidases as a major source of cardiovascular ROS 

Over recent years, our group and others have focused on NADPH oxidases 

as major cardiovascular ROS sources (Bendall et al., 2007). Seven family 

members (NOX1-5, DUOX1-2) have been identified, based on distinct catalytic 

subunits with tissue-specific expression (Brown & Griendling, 2009), which are 

anchored to the cell membrane through 6 transmembrane helices with two 

haem groups and a cytosolic N- and C-termini, and utilise NADPH as an 

electron donor to generate ROS (Figure 1.5) (Lassègue et al., 2012). Unlike 

the mitochondria, ROS generation by the NADPH oxidase family is highly 

controlled and coordinated (Hahner et al., 2019), with the major cardiovascular 

isoforms being NOX2 and NOX4, expressed in cardiomyocytes, fibroblasts 

and endothelium, with NOX1 also present primarily in vascular smooth muscle 

(Sirker et al., 2011). NOX enzymes are localised generally on the endoplasmic 

reticulum (ER) and nuclear membranes, with reduced expression found in 

specialised lipid raft micro-domains in the plasma membrane (Burtenshaw et 

al., 2017; Buul et al., 2005; Hilenski et al., 2004; J.-M. Li & Shah, 2002). 

NOX2, formerly known as gp91phox, was the first NOX isoform to be discovered 

further to identification in leukocytes where it is known to mediate antibacterial 

defence by upregulating cellular oxygen consumption in a process called 

‘respiratory’ or ‘oxidative’ burst (Bedard and Krause, 2007). NOX2 is also 
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expressed in other myeloid lineage cells such as Kupffer cells, microglia and 

macrophages (Barrett et al., 2017; Kiffin et al., 2018; Geng et al., 2020).  NOX4 

was first discovered in renal cells where it is abundantly expressed (Geiszt et 

al., 2000). Since then, it has been reported in various cell types including ECs, 

VSMCs, osteoclasts, hematopoietic stem cells, fibroblasts, keratinocytes, 

melanoma cells, and neuronal cells (Bedard and Krause, 2007).  Because it is 

constitutively active (see below), NOX4 is thought to regulate basal ROS 

production within cells and has been linked to various processes including 

differentiation, migration, proliferation, growth, apoptosis, inflammation, and 

oxygen sensing (Clempus et al., 2007; Lassègue, Martín and Griendling, 

2012). NOX4 appears to be predominantly localised in the ER, with distinct 

distribution also evident in plasma membrane, nucleus and mitochondria 

based on cell type (Chen et al., 2008).   

All NOX enzymes, except NOX4, which is constitutively active, are activated 

upon stimulation (Brown & Griendling, 2009), whilst the level of NOX 

expression and subsequent ROS production depend on the type of stimulus 

(J.-M. Li & Shah, 2004). NOX enzymes can be activated by growth factors, 

cytokines, sheer stress and hypoxia that provoke ROS production (Norifumi et 

al., 2008). In response, ROS can alter the function of specific redox-sensitive 

proteins and stimulate downstream signalling pathways that may be involved 

in cell growth, apoptosis, endothelial activation, and adhesion through 

signalling pathways that include c-Jun N-terminal kinase (Jnk), p38 mitogen-

activated protein kinases (MAPK), vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 

2 (VEGFR2) and Notch, and regulate angiogenesis (J.-M. Li & Shah, 2004; Y. 

Zhou et al., 2013). While most NOX isoforms mainly produce superoxide, 

NOX4 generates H2O2, which is more diffusible between membranes and can 

reach targets further away from its production site (J.-M. Li & Shah, 2004). 

Generation of different ROS products may explain the diverse role of NOX 

isoforms in cell signalling (Dikalov et al., 2008). For example, in VSMCs, NOX1 

appears to mediate cell growth, while NOX4 is involved in cell differentiation 

(Dikalov et al., 2008).  

In their inactive state the NOX1-3 catalytic subunits dimerise with the p22phox 

subunit to form a membrane-bound complex, which requires activation by 
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recruitment and translocation of cytosolic subunits (NOX1: NOXO1 and 

NOXA1; NOX2: p47phox, p67phox, p40phox; NOX3: NOXO1 and NOXA1), 

including a small GTPase protein called Rac, to form the oxidase complex 

(Figure 1.5) (Altenhöfer et al., 2012). Once formed, the associated cytosolic 

subunits undergo phosphorylation, leading to generation of ROS, primarily in 

the form of superoxide (Rastogi et al., 2017). As activation of these enzymes 

requires assembly of all the subunits, deletion or mutation of any subunit 

impairs ROS generation (Satoh et al., 2006; Schröder et al., 2017). In contrast 

to NOX1-3, activation of NOX5, DUOX1 and DUOX2 is calcium dependent and 

does not require interaction with the p22phox subunit or the cytosolic subunits 

mentioned above. Alternately, these isoforms are activated by binding of 

intracellular Ca2+ to calcium-binding domains (EF hands) to generate ROS in 

the form of superoxide (NOX5, DUOX1) or H2O2 (DUOX2) (Bánfi et al., 2001; 

Hoste et al., 2012). Although, it is important to note that the type of ROS these 

isoforms produce remain contradictory (Sun, 2020). Whilst the activity of all of 

these NOX family members depends on the presence of agonists or complex 

formation, NOX4 is constitutively active through its interaction with the 

membrane bound p22phox subunit, generating ROS largely in the form of H2O2 

(Dikalov et al., 2008). Therefore, NOX4-induced ROS generation is directly 

correlated to its level of expression (Serrander et al., 2007), although its activity 

may be regulated through interaction with polymerase δ-interacting protein 2 

(Poldip2) (Lyle et al., 2009). Despite similarities at the biochemical level, each 

NOX isoform differs significantly in terms of expression pattern, response to 

stimuli, activity, subcellular localisation, and tissue and cell specificity (Brown 

& Griendling, 2009). Such diversity is likely to underlie the reported wide 

ranging physiological and pathological roles of NADPH oxidases (Brewer et 

al., 2011). 

 NADPH oxidases in cardiovascular disease 

NADPH oxidases play both a physiological and pathological role within cells, 

and they have been reported to be both inhibitory and stimulatory (Bedard & 

Krause, 2007; Rivera et al., 2010). Under normal physiological conditions, low 

levels of NADPH oxidase activity and basal ROS generation contribute to 
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intracellular signalling process (Li and Shah, 2002), whilst in CVD states such 

as atherosclerosis and hypertension, NOX expression appears to drive 

excessive ROS production, endothelial dysfunction and disease progression 

(Rivera et al., 2010). In this regard, numerous in vitro and in vivo studies have 

identified NOX2 as a key contributor to cardiovascular pathology due to 

increased activity in disease (Rivera et al., 2010). For example, transgenic 

mice with endothelial-specific overexpression of NOX2 demonstrated 

exaggerated angiotensin II-induced endothelial dysfunction, vascular 

remodelling and hypertension versus wild-type controls (Murdoch et al., 2011). 

In contrast, genetic deletion of NOX2 and p47phox (a regulatory subunit) in 

hypertensive mouse models was found to be protective in reducing blood 

pressure, oxidative stress, endothelial dysfunction and eNOS uncoupling 

(Drummond and Sobey, 2014). It is generally considered that the deleterious 

effects of NOX2 are mediated by excessive O2·− generation and subsequent 

reaction with NO, thereby depleting NO bioavailability and promoting 

atherogenesis. Moreover, reaction of O2·− with NO gives rise to peroxynitrite 

(ONOO–), which may further exacerbate oxidative stress and vascular 

damage (Rivera et al., 2010). In contrast to NOX2, NOX4, which is the most 

highly expressed NOX isoform in the cardiovascular system, is considered to 

be protective (Lassègue, Martín and Griendling, 2012; Schroder et al., 2012). 

For example, transgenic mice with endothelial-targeted NOX4 overexpression 

exhibited lower blood pressure and enhanced vasodilator activity both at 

baseline and in response to experimental hypertension, whilst those with 

cardiomyocyte-targeted NOX4 overexpression were protected against chronic 

load-induced stress via induction of myocardial angiogenesis (Zhang et al., 

2010; Ray et al., 2011). Furthermore, neovascularisation in response to 

hindlimb ischaemia was impaired and promoted in tamoxifen-inducible NOX4 

knockout mice and transgenic mice with endothelial-specific NOX4 

overexpression, respectively, indicating an important protective role for NOX4 

which appears to be mediated by H2O2 (Zhang et al., 2010; Craige et al., 2011; 

Schroder et al., 2012). Notably, NOX4 overexpression was shown to enhance 

EC expression of eNOS, a key NO generating enzyme, which may underlie its 

protective effects on the vasculature (Paravicini and Touyz, 2008; Schroder et 

al., 2012). 
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Figure 1.5: Structure of NADPH oxidases isoforms.  

NADPH oxidase isoforms comprise a core catalytic subunit — the so-called NADPH 

oxidase (NOX) and dual oxidase (DUOX) subunits, represented here as gp91phox or β 

subunit shown in blue — and regulatory subunits (p22phox, p47phox, p67phox, NOXO1, 

NOXA1, DUOXA1 and DUOAX2). NOX1-4 complex with p22phox, also known as α 

subunit. DUOX1/2 complex with DUOXA1/2 shown in green. NOX1 and NOX3 

additionally bind with cytosolic organiser NOXO1 and activator NOXA1. NOX2 binds 

with p40phox, p47phox, and p67phox cytosolic subunits. NOX1-3 rely on small GTPase 

(Rac1/Rac2) for their activation, whereas NOX4 is constitutively active. NOX4 does 

not require cytosolic subunits; however, its activity can be increased by binding of 

Poldip2 (shown in purple) to the cytosolic C-terminal of p22phox. NOX5, DUOX1, and 

DUOX2 have calcium-binding regions (EF hands) at their N-terminus, which 

distinguish them from other NOXs. All NOXs have cytoplasmic C-termini that contain 

flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) and NADPH-binding domains. Upon activation, 

electrons are transferred from NADPH to FAD and across the membrane, via haem 

irons, to molecular oxygen, producing superoxide anions. Image adapted from 

Skonieczna et al., 2017; Oxid Med Cell Longev. 2017; 2017: 9420539. 

https://doi.org/10.1155/2017/9420539. Available through open access distributed 

under the Creative Commons Attribution Licence.

https://doi.org/10.1155/2017/9420539
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 NOX4 NADPH oxidases as key stem cell regulators 

Interestingly, it appears that NOX NADPH oxidases are both key regulators of 

the endothelium and also stem cell biology (Di Bernardini et al., 2014; Murdoch 

et al., 2011; Ray et al., 2011). It is well established that ROS are important in 

differentiation of ES/iPS cells, with mounting evidence pointing towards a key 

role for NADPH oxidases (Buggisch et al., 2007; Xueling Kang et al., 2016; J.-

E. Lee et al., 2014). NOX2 is reported to contribute to mobilisation of 

endothelial progenitor cells and vascular repair (Norifumi et al., 2008) and to 

influence NOTCH-mediated differentiation of mouse iPS cells into arterial ECs 

(Xueling Kang et al., 2016). Similarly, NOX2, together with NOX1, was shown 

to be critical for differentiation of monocytes to macrophages (Xu et al., 2016). 

Although NOX1, NOX2 and NOX4 are reported to increase during ES cell 

differentiation, several studies indicate that this process may be mediated 

mainly by NOX4 via generation of H2O2 (Buggisch et al., 2007; Heinrich Sauer 

et al., 2008; Schmelter et al., 2006). Vasculogenesis of ES cell-derived ECs is 

also mediated by NADPH oxidase-derived ROS, supporting a key functional 

role (S.-H. Song et al., 2014; G. Zhou et al., 2016).  

Of particular relevance to this thesis, NOX4 was reported to be involved in the 

differentiation of several cell types (Acharya et al., 2013; Clempus et al., 2007; 

J.-E. Lee et al., 2014; Jian Li et al., 2006). For example, NOX4-derived ROS 

was demonstrated to play a crucial role in the early stages of cardiogenesis, 

which was impaired in the presence of ROS scavengers (Jian Li et al., 2006). 

Specifically, this study showed that administration of low concentrations of 

H2O2 enhanced beating embryoid bodies (Jian Li et al., 2006). Furthermore, 

NOX4 activity was shown to be critical for BMP-induced differentiation of 

neural crest stem cells (J.-E. Lee et al., 2014). Similar effects are reported with 

insulin-induced differentiation of human stromal vascular preadipocytes to 

adipocytes, which was associated with upregulation of NOX1 and NOX4 and 

increased ROS production (Schroder et al., 2009). Differentiation of MSCs 

towards adipocytes, and monocytes towards osteoclasts, has also been 

shown to involve NOX4-mediated H2O2 signalling (Kanda et al., 2011).  
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Consistent with these findings, our preliminary work found similar induction of 

NOX1, NOX2 and NOX4 during direct reprogramming of human fibroblasts to 

partial iPS (PiPS) cells, with NOX1 and NOX4 expression increasing markedly 

upon differentiation to ECs and NOX2 expression increasing to a lesser extent 

(Figure 1.6A). PiPS cells are partially reprogrammed cells that were generated 

via the ectopic expression of four reprogramming factors (OCT4, SOX2, KLF4, 

and c-MYC) in fibroblasts and reprogrammed for 4 days followed by direct 

differentiation towards endothelial lineage in endothelial growth conditions, 

skipping the pluripotent stage (Margariti et al., 2012).  Interestingly, of these 

three vascular NOX isoforms, recent work from our group and others has 

highlighted NOX4 as a major regulator of endothelial function (Hakami et al., 

2017; K. M. O’Neill et al., 2020; Raju et al., 2007). Further to this work and the 

above literature supporting a key role for NOX4 in stem cell biology, additional 

pilot studies have indicated that in vitro hypoxia, which is a characteristic 

feature of the hostile ischaemic microenvironment and known to influence 

stem cell function, resulted in marked increases in PiPS-EC NOX4 expression 

compared to NOX1 and NOX2 (Figure 1.6B), suggesting that hypoxia may 

preferentially induce NOX4-dependent signalling (Abdollahi et al., 2011; Yue 

et al., 2017). Importantly, similar NOX expression patterns was also observed 

in mouse iPS-derived ECs (see Figure 3.11), which was subsequently selected 

as a more relevant and stable source of cells for studying the role of NOX4 in 

EC differentiation as the focus of this thesis.  
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Figure 1.6: NOX isoform expression is induced progressively during direct 

reprogramming and PiPS differentiation with preferential activation of NOX4 

upon exposure of PiPS-ECs to acute hypoxia. 

A) qRT-PCR analysis of NOX mRNA shows that human fibroblasts express low levels 

of NOX1, NOX2 and NOX4 which are similarly induced during direct reprogramming 

to PiPS cells and are markedly increased upon differentiation to PiPS-ECs. **P<0.01, 

***P<0.001 versus corresponding PiPS cells, n=3. B) PiPS-ECs exposed to acute 

hypoxia (1% oxygen) for 6 days demonstrate marked activation of NOX4 mRNA 

expression in comparison with NOX1 and NOX2. *P<0.05, ***P<0.001 versus 

corresponding normoxia control, †††P<0.001 versus NOX1/NOX2 hypoxia, n=3. 
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1.4 Rationale and Aim 

Further to our finding that iPS-ECs express high levels of NOX4 NADPH 

oxidase, which is induced by hypoxia, and is reported to be a key regulator of 

stem cell differentiation/function and angiogenesis (Jian Li et al., 2006; 

Schroder et al., 2012; Vallet et al., 2005; M. Zhang et al., 2010), the purpose 

of this thesis is to investigate whether NOX4 plays an important role in 

mediating iPS-EC differentiation and function. The aim of this work is to 

highlight key NOX4 signalling pathways as novel targets to increase the 

therapeutic potential of iPS-ECs, which will be achieved by employing a 

detailed combined in vitro and in silico approach. 

My hypothesis is that NOX4 exerts ROS-specific actions which influence iPS-

EC generation and may underlie their ability to promote angiogenesis. 

This will be assessed under the following specific objectives which aim to 

investigate whether: 

1. NOX4 NADPH oxidase plays a key role in iPS-EC differentiation. 

2. Genetic manipulation of NOX4 NADPH oxidase influences in vitro function 

of iPS-ECs and their ability to promote angiogenesis.  

3. In silico analysis of key NOX4 NADPH oxidase signalling pathways can 

identify novel targets to increase the therapeutic potential of iPS-ECs. 
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General Materials and Methods 
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2.1 Cell Culture 

Mouse iPS (miPS) cells used in this project were kindly provided by Professor 

Andriana Margariti (Wellcome-Wolfson Institute for Experimental Medicine, 

Queen’s University Belfast) who is the secondary supervisor of this PhD 

thesis. miPS cells were originally generated from mouse embryonic fibroblasts 

following our published method (Cochrane et al., 2017; Di Bernardini et al., 

2014) and then cultured and differentiated towards miPS-ECs, as described 

below.  

Table 2.1: Materials for cell culture. 

Reagents Catalogue # Company 

DMEM 30-2002 ATCC 

α-MEM 32571028 ThermoFischer Scientific 

GlutaMAX™ 35050061 ThermoFisher Scientific 

Pen/Strep/Glut 10378016 ThermoFisher Scientific 

FBS (EmbryoMax) ES-009-B Sigma-Aldrich 

Leukemia Inhibitory Factor LIF1010 Merck Millipore 

2-Mercaptoethanol 31350010 ThermoFisher Scientific 

Gelatine G1393S Merck Millipore 

6-well plate 140675 Thermofisher Scientific 

T25 flasks 156367 ThermoFisher Scientific 

PBS (pH 7.4) 10010056 Thermofisher Scientific 

TrypLE™ dissociation media 12604013 ThermoFisher Scientific 

FBS F7524-500M Sigma-Aldrich 

Recombinant human VEGF PHC9391 ThermoFisher Scientific 

Collagen IV  3410-010-01 R&D Systems 

DMSO D2650 Sigma-Aldrich 

Mr. Frosty™ C1562 Sigma-Aldrich 

Isopropanol 5100-0001 ThermoFisher Scientific 

C166 mouse ECs CRL-2581TM ATCC (LGC) 

Cryovials 122263 Greiner Bio-One 
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 miPS cell culture 

miPS cell culture medium preparation 

Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) medium was supplemented with 

1% GlutaMAX™ and 1% Penicillin-Streptomycin-Glutamine (Pen/Strep/Glut), 

and stored at 4°C up to one month. Of this, 50ml was supplemented with 10% 

Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS), 10ng/ml Leukaemia Inhibitory Factor (LIF) Protein 

and 50μM 2-Mercaptoethanol and used as complete media for miPS cell 

culture.  

miPS subculture  

miPS were cultured on 0.04% gelatine coated T25 flasks until 50-60% 

confluent, and then split into 1:6 ratio every 2 days. Cells were washed with 

pre-warmed Phosphate-Buffered Saline (PBS) and incubated with 2ml 

TrypLE™ dissociation medium for 20sec, after which the dissociation medium 

was removed and the cells allowed to detach at either room temperature or 

37°C. Cells were then gently re-suspended in 6ml complete medium 

transferring 1ml to a fresh coated flask containing 5ml complete growth media 

(1:6 ratio).  

 Differentiation of miPS cells to miPS-ECs 

miPS-EC differentiation medium preparation 

Alpha (ɑ)-MEM media was supplemented with 10% FBS, 1% GlutaMAX™, 1% 

Pen/Strep/Glut, 50μM 2-Mercaptoethanol and 25ng/μl recombinant human 

VEGF and stored at 4°C for up to 1 week.  

Collagen IV coating  

Stock aliquot (50μl) was removed from -80°C storage and thawed at 4°C for 

several hours and then diluted in 10ml sterile PBS prior to use. A T25 flask 

was coated with 3ml collagen IV solution and incubated at room temperature 

for 2h or for 1h at 37°C.  
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miPS-EC differentiation 

Approximately, 100,000-150,000 cells were cultured in a T25 flask and 

differentiated for 6-9 days in differentiation medium. During this time the cells 

were incubated at 37°C in 5% CO2, with media changed every two days, until 

harvested for analysis.  

 Cryopreservation 

Freezing media consisting of DMSO (10%), FBS (40%) and growth media 

(50%) was prepared and stored at 2-8°C until use. For each cell type the 

appropriate growth media, reagents and sub-culturing methods were applied. 

Adhered cells were gently detached from the tissue culture flask and the total 

number of cells determined using a haemocytometer. The cell suspension was 

centrifuged and the supernatant discarded without disturbing the cell pellet. 

According to the total cell number, approximately 1ml freezing media per 1 

million cells was added and re-suspended. Aliquots (1ml) of the cell 

suspension were then dispensed into each cryovial, while frequently and 

gently mixing the cells to maintain a homogenous cell suspension. The 

cryovials were placed in the Mr. Frosty™, a cryo-freezing container with a 

chamber that can be filled with isopropanol, and slowly frozen at a rate of 1°C 

per min in the -80°C freezer. After at least 24h, the cryovials were transferred 

to cryostorage in liquid nitrogen.  

 Thawing cells 

Frozen cells were rapidly thawed in a 37°C water/bead bath by gently swirling 

until a small of pellet was left in the vial. Before opening the vial in the laminar 

hood, the cap was sprayed with 70% ethanol and the cells were gently re-

suspended and diluted in 5ml pre-warmed growth medium. The cells were 

transferred to an appropriate pre-coated culture vessel and allowed to adhere 

overnight. The following day, the growth medium was replaced with fresh 

media to remove any residual DMSO.    
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2.2 mRNA analysis 

Table 2.2: Materials for mRNA analysis. 

Reagents Catalogue # Company 

Sterile Microtubes (1.5ml) 72.706400 Sarstedt 

RNeasy Mini Kit 74106 Qiagen 

RNaseZap™ AM9780 ThermoFisher Scientific 

Ethanol (absolute) E7148 Sigma-Aldrich 

UltraPure™ DEPC-Treated Water 750024 ThermoFisher Scientific 

DNase I enzyme EN0525 ThermoFisher Scientific 

Agarose powder  BIA1176 Apollo Scientific 

TAE buffer B49 ThermoFisher Scientific 

Gel Red  41003-T VWR 

Electrophoresis tank EP-2014 Embi Tec 

Loading dye (orange) R0631 ThermoFisher Scientific 

Loading dye and SDS R1151 ThermoFisher Scientific 

DNA ladder (100bp) SM0241 ThermoFisher Scientific 

DNA ladder (1kb) SM-311 ThermoFisher Scientific 

Reverse transcription kit 4368814 ThermoFisher Scientific 

Thermal cycler 4375786 ThermoFisher Scientific 

REDTaq® PCR rxn Mix R2523 Sigma-Aldrich 

LightCycler® 480 SYBR® Green I 

Master 

04707516001 Roche 

Echo® 525 Liquid Handler  Labcyte 

Echo® plate 3484PP-2 Labcyte 

Lightcycler® 480 Multiwell plate 384 

(white) 

04729749001 Roche 

PCR plate plastic foil 04729757001 Roche 

Lightcycler® 480 System  Roche 

Human universal reference total RNA 639654 Clontech Laboratories 

Taq DNA Polymerase, recombinant (5 

U/µL) 

10342020 ThermoFisher Scientific 

dNTP Set (100 mM) 10297018 ThermoFisher Scientific 
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 RNA extraction 

Total mRNA was extracted from cells using the RNeasy Mini Kit following the 

manufacturer’s protocol. Prior to RNA extraction, all equipment including 

pipettes and bench top were wiped clean with 70% ethanol and sprayed with 

RNaseZap™ to ensure a nuclease-free working environment. Throughout the 

procedure and all subsequent steps, sterile filter tips were used to avoid 

contamination by genomic DNA and nucleases. To release RNA from the 

cytoplasm, the cells were lysed with kit-provided RLT lysis buffer containing 

1% 2-mercaptoethanol, which acts as a reducing agent preventing RNA 

degradation by RNase released from the cells. Depending on the size of the 

pellet, each sample was resuspended in either 300μl or 700μl of the lysis buffer 

and gently pipetted until fully dissolved. An equal volume of 70% ethanol was 

then added to the lysate, mixed well, and (700μl) transferred to a kit-supplied 

pink RNeasy Mini spin column placed in a 2ml collection tube. After 

centrifugation at high speed (13000rpm) for 15sec, the flow-through in the 

collection tube was discarded and the membrane was washed with 700μl RW1 

for 15sec, discarding the flow-through again. This was followed by 2 

subsequent wash steps with 500μl RPE buffer, discarding the flow-through 

each time after 15sec before additional 2min centrifugation. The pink RNeasy 

Mini spin column was then placed in a fresh 2ml collection tube and 

centrifuged at full speed for 1min to dry the membrane, before the spin column 

was transferred to a kit-provided 1.5ml collection tube and eluted with 30-50μl 

nuclease-free water. Concentration of 1μl taken from the elute was determined 

with a NanoDrop™ UV-Vis spectrophotometer and 1μg RNA calculated for 

subsequent DNase 1 treatment, integrity analysis by gel electrophoresis, and 

cDNA synthesis, as described in the following sections. 

 Sample purification  

RNA samples were digested with DNase I enzyme to remove any 

contaminating genomic DNA (gDNA). In an RNase-free tube, 0.5-8μg RNA 

was then prepared in 8μl nuclease-free water prior to digestion with 1 unit 

enzyme and 1x reaction buffer for 30min at 37°C, and enzyme deactivation 
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with 1μl EDTA at 65°C for 10min. For quality control, 1μl was run on an 

agarose gel, as detailed in Section 2.2.3.  

 Agarose gel electrophoresis 

RNA (1%) or DNA (3%) agarose powder was prepared in 1x Tris-acetate-

EDTA buffer (TAE) and brought to the boil in a microwave for 1-2min. The gel 

was stained with Gel Red staining dye and left to solidify in a gel tray at room 

temperature for 30min. When solidified, the gel was placed into an 

electrophoresis unit and covered in 1x TAE buffer. The samples were then 

mixed in loading dye and loaded on to the gel alongside a DNA ladder for 

molecular weight referencing (100bp or 1kb). For RNA, 1μl of each sample 

was mixed in 5μl loading dye. For DNA, 5μl of each sample was mixed in 2.5μl 

loading dye. The nucleic acids were subjected to 100V (voltage) electric 

current for 30min, and the bands visualized with a UV-light illuminator.  

 cDNA synthesis – Reverse Transcription 

DNase-treated RNA (1μg) was reverse transcribed to complementary DNA 

(cDNA) using cDNA reverse transcription kit. Master Mix (10μl) containing 2μl 

reverse transcription buffer, 2μl random primers, 0.8μl dNTP, 1μl reverse 

transcriptase and 4.2μl nuclease-free water, was prepared in a 0.2ml PCR-

grade tube and added to the RNA sample in a 20μl total reaction volume. The 

RNA samples in Master Mix were briefly vortexed and then loaded on to the 

thermal cycler (Applied Biosystems® Veriti™ 96-Well Thermal Cycler) and 

subjected to a stepped protocol outlined in Table 2.3. Once complete, the 

cDNA was either used immediately for further analysis or stored at -20°C.  

 

Table 2.3: Thermal cycler setting for reverse transcription.   

 Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 

Temperature 25°C 37°C 85°C 4°C 

Time 10 min 120 min 5 min ∞ 

 Denaturation Annealing Elongation  
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 cDNA quality control  

In a 0.2μl PCR-grade tube, 1μl cDNA template was mixed with 12.5μl 

REDTaq® PCR reaction mix and 1μl of both 18S forward and reverse primer, 

and diluted to a final volume of 25μl with nuclease free water. The tubes were 

briefly vortexed and spun down to collect the mix at the bottom of the tube 

which was then subjected to a stepped protocol in the thermal cycler (Table 

2.4). Following amplification, the samples were subjected to agarose gel 

electrophoresis and the presence of ribosomal 18S gene visualised as 

described in Section 2.2.3.   

Table 2.4: Thermal cycler setting for cDNA quality control. 

1 cycle 20 cycles  

95°C 94°C 62°C 72°C 72°C 4°C 

5 min 30 sec 1 min 1 min 5 min ∞ 

 Denaturation Annealing Elongation  

 

 Qualitative Reverse Transcription – Polymerase Chain Reaction 

(RT-PCR) 

For qualitative analysis of target cDNA expression, first, Master Mix solutions 

for each primer set were optimised. Master Mix solutions made up of different 

MgCl2 concentrations were added and mixed with the desired primer set in 

separate 0.2ml PCR-grade tubes (Table 2.5 and Table 2.9). The tubes were 

briefly vortexed, spun down, and mixed with 1μl reference mouse or human 

cDNA (100-500ng). For negative control, no cDNA was added and the reaction 

was run with only the Master Mix. The samples were then loaded on to the 

thermal cycler and run up to 25-30 cycles threshold using the stepped protocol 

described in Table 2.6. Following amplification, samples (5μl), mixed with 

loading dye (2.5μl), were run by agarose gel electrophoresis alongside a DNA 

ladder for molecular weight referencing, and the resultant DNA bands were 

visualised with a UV-light illuminator. Master Mix showing the best efficiency 

and high specificity (single clear band) for that primer set was then selected 

for further experiments using the steps described above.  
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Table 2.5: Master Mix preparation for RT-PCR. 

Reagent Master Mix 2 (μl) Master Mix 3 (μl) Master Mix 4 (μl) 

PCR-grade H2O 85 88.75 91.25 

MgCl2 (50mM) 12.5 8.75 6.25 

10X Buffer 12.5 12.5 12.5 

dNTPs 5 5 5 

F & R primers 2.5 (each) 2.5 (each) 2.5 (each) 

Taq polymerase 0.5 0.5 0.5 

cDNA 1 1 1 

MgCl2: Magnesium chloride, dNTPs: deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate, F: Forward primer, R: 

Reverse primer. Volumes for 4 reactions (25μl per reaction) with an excess of 21.5μl (12.15%) 

per Master Mix preparation accounting for pipetting error.  

 

Table 2.6: Thermal cycler setting for RT-PCR. 

1 cycle 25-30 cycles  

94°C 94°C 60°C 72°C 72°C 4°C 

2 min 1 min 30 sec 45 sec 4 min ∞ 

 Denaturation Annealing Elongation  

 

Table 2.7: cDNA template and optimised Master Mix solutions for primers. 

Primer set cDNA template Optimum Master Mix 

NOX1 Colon MM4 

NOX2 Brain MM4 

mNOX4 Kidney MM2 

hNOX4 Human Kidney MM2 

β-Actin Testis MM3 

RPL11 Spleen MM2 

 

 Quantitative Real Time Reverse Transcription – Polymerase Chain 

Reaction (qRT-PCR) 

Master Mix and template cDNA sample was prepared and diluted to 

appropriate concentrations as required. For example, for each 2μl reaction, 

1.8μl Master Mix, consisting of 1μl SYBR Green (LightCycler® 480 

SYBR® Green I Master), 0.1μl of both forward and reverse primer (10μM) and 

https://lifescience.roche.com/en_gb/products/lightcycler14301-480-sybr-green-i-master.html
https://lifescience.roche.com/en_gb/products/lightcycler14301-480-sybr-green-i-master.html
https://lifescience.roche.com/en_gb/products/lightcycler14301-480-sybr-green-i-master.html
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0.6μl PCR-grade H2O, was prepared and dispensed into a 384-well plate using 

the Echo® 525 Liquid Handler along with 0.2μl cDNA (100ng). For 

experiments where manual pipetting was required, the reaction volumes were 

scaled up 5-fold. The PCR plate was sealed with a plastic foil after 

centrifugation for 1min at 400rpm and then loaded onto the Lightcycler® 480 

System. Target sequences were amplified using the following cycling 

conditions outlined in Table 2.8.  

Table 2.8: Lightcycler® 480 system programme setting for qRT-PCR. 
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 qRT-PCR Quantification 

The relative quantification method was used to determine expression of 

mRNA. For example, changes in gene expression in a target sample were 

analysed relative to a reference sample (such as an untreated control sample). 

As such, cycle threshold values (Ct) for each target were normalised against 

Ct values generated from single or multiple reference housekeeping genes (Ct 

target gene – Ct reference = ΔCt) and then presented as fold change (ΔCt 

control /ΔCt treatment) or quantified as relative gene expression (2^(-ΔCt).  

(Bustin et al., 2009). Reference housekeeping genes were selected based on 

the stability of gene expression in miPS-ECs. Among several reference 

housekeeping genes tested via qRT-PCR, RPL11, HPRT, β-actin, and HSP90 

produced the most stable and consistent gene expression values across 

experimental studies with miPS cells and miPS-ECs, so were therefore used 

for normalisation, whereas GAPDH was amongst the most unstable ones. β-

actin gene expression was stable in miPS-ECs originating from early passage 

miPS cells but became inconsistent with multiple passaged cells.   

 Primer design  

Primers are short sequences of complementary DNA that are designed to bind 

to specific nucleotides on the DNA for amplification of the target gene for PCR 

analysis. Primers were designed using mRNA sequences obtained from 

University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) Genome Brower database 

(http://genome.ucsc.edu/) and inserted into primer3 web software 

(http://primer3.ut.ee/) to automatically generate primer pairs. For specific and 

efficient target gene amplification during PCR, primer sequences were 

selected based on their GC content (GC%, ~50%), PCR product size 

(<200bp), self-complementarity score (tendency to anneal to itself), 3' self-

complementarity score (tendency to form a primer-dimer with itself), and 

thermodynamic properties, such as melting temperature (~5°C higher than the 

annealing temperature on the PCR program). To confirm target gene 

specificity, candidate primer sequences (human or mouse) were then aligned 

with sequences in the genome using BLAT tool (July 2007, NCBI37/mm9) on 

https://genome.ucsc.edu/index.html
http://primer3.ut.ee/
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the UCSC Genome Brower database. Once confirmed, the primers were 

custom ordered either from Invitrogen or Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT) 

and then reconstituted to 100μM stock solution and 10μM working 

concentration with PCR-grade H2O which were both stored at -20°C. Efficiency 

tests were performed as described below and validated primers were used for 

all RT-PCR and qRT-PCR experiments presented in this thesis.  

2.2.9.1 Primer Validation 

For validation of primers, a standard curve was generated using serial dilutions 

of cDNA template known to highly express the gene which was prepared from 

total RNA (500ng-1μg) that was either obtained commercially (human 

universal reference total RNA) or prepared from mouse tissue or cells. For the 

standard curve, stock cDNA was serially diluted with PCR-grade H2O at 1:10, 

1:100 and 1:1000 dilutions and each run in triplicate as described in Section 

2.2.7. Using the absolute quantification method on the LightCycler® 480 SW 

1.5.1 software, a standard curve was generated, and the efficiency was 

measured based on the slope of the standard curve. Primers with efficiency 

scores between 1.8 and 2 and a single peak in the melt curve were deemed 

efficient and therefore, appropriate for use in gene expression analysis.  
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Table 2.9: List of primers. 

Gene 5’ - Forward sequence - 3’ 3’ - Reverse sequence - 5’ Efficiency 

OCT4 AGACCACCATCTGTCGCTTC TCTCATTGTTGTCGGCTTCC 1.928 

CD144 GGACAGCAACTTCACCCTCA GCAGGTAGTGGAACTTGGCA 2.074 

CD144 GAATCGCTGCCCCACTATGT GCCTCTCATAGGCAAGCACA 2.069 

CD31 GTCATTGGAGTGGTCATCGC GCTTCCACACTAGGCTCAGA 1.96 

vWF TTTGCCAATGGCACCGTAAC ATTCTGGCCGCAAAGCCAAA 1.956 

eNOS TTCCTGGACATCACTTCCCC CTTCCATTCTTCGTAGCGCC 2.014 

KDR AATGGTACAGAAATGGAAGG GCATCTCTTTCAGTCACTTC 1.83 

NOX1 GTTTCTCTCCCGAAGGACCTC TTCAGCCCCAACCAGGAAAC 1.966 

NOX2 TGGCGATCTCAGCAAAAGGT ACCTTGGGGCACTTGACAAA 1.89 

mNOX4 ACTACATTCACCAAATGTTGGGC GAGGCTGCAGTTGAGGTTCA 1.93 

hNOX4 ATGGTGGTGGTGCTATTCCT CTGAAACATGCAACGTCAGC 2.11 

GSTα2 GCTTGATGCCAGCCTTCTG GGCTGCTGATTCTGCTCTTGA 2.00 

GCLC GTTATGGCTTTGAGTGCTGCAT ATCACTCCCCAGCGACAATC 1.85 

GSR TGGTAGGAAGCCCACCACAA ATTTGGGTCCCGTCCAATG 1.89 

TXNRD1 GATGCACCAGGCAGCTTTG TCTTCGACTTTCCAGCCATAGT 1.86 

NRF2 CTACTCCCAGGTTGCCCACA CGACTCATGGTCATCTACAAATGG 1.88 

HO-1 CAGCCCCACCAAGTTCAAA TCAGGTGTCATCTCCAGAGTG 1.85 

NQO1 GCCCGCATGCAGATCCT GGTCTCCTCCCAGACGGTTT 1.81 

CAT GGGGTAATAGTTGGGGGCAC TTTTGCCTACCCGGACACTC 1.83 

SOD1 GGAACCATCCACTTCGAGCA CCCATGCTGGCCTTCAGTTA N/A 

SOD2 ACGTGAACAATCTCAACGCC TGA AGAGCGACCTGAGTTGT N/A 

SOD3 TGCTGCTCGCTCACATAACA CATGGCTGAGGTTCTCTGCA N/A 

HPRT AGGACCTCTCGAAGTGTTGG TTGCAGATTCAACTTGCGCT 1.83 

HSP90 TGGTGTCCGATTCTACTCGG AGGATCACTTTGGTACCCCG N/A 

RPL11 CTCCACCATGGCGCAAGAT CTCCCCGACGCAGATATTGA 1.91 

β-Actin CGTGAAAAGATGACCCAGATCA  TGGTACGACCAGAGGCATACAG  N/A 

18S GTGGAGCGATTTGTCTTGGTT CGCTGAGCCAGTCAGTGTTAG N/A 

OCT4: Octamer-Binding Transcription Factor 4, CD144: Vascular endothelial (VE)-cadherin, 

CD31: Platelet and endothelial cell adhesion molecule 1 (PECAM-1), vWF: von Willebrand 

Factor, eNOS: Endothelial nitric oxide synthase, KDR: Kinase insert domain receptor, NOX1: 

NADPH oxidase 1, NOX2: NADPH oxidase 1, mNOX4: mouse NADPH oxidase 4, hNOX4: 

human NADPH oxidase 4, GSTα2: Glutathione S-transferase alpha 2, GCLC: Glutamate-

cysteine ligase catalytic subunit, GSR: Glutathione-disulfide reductase, TXNRD1: Thioredoxin 

reductase 1, NRF2: Nuclear factor erythroid 2–related factor 2, HO-1: Heme Oxygenase 1, 

NQO1: NAD(P)H Quinone dehydrogenase 1, SOD1: Superoxide dismutase 1, SOD2: 

Superoxide dismutase 2, SOD3: Superoxide dismutase 3, CAT: Catalase, HPRT: Hypoxanthine 

Phosphoribosyltransferase, HSP90: Heat shock protein 1, RPL11: Ribosomal protein L11, 18S: 

ribosomal RNA, β-Actin: Beta-cytoskeletal actin, N/A: not available.
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2.3 Protein analysis – Western blot 

Table 2.10: Materials for Western blot. 

Reagents Catalogue # Company 

Cell scraper 831830 Sarsted 

RIPA buffer   R0278 Sigma-Aldrich 

Protease Inhibitor cocktail 11836170001 Sigma-Aldrich 

Protease and Phosphatase Inhibitor 

Cocktail 

78440 ThermoFisher Scientific 

BCA Protein Assay Kit 23227 ThermoFisher Scientific 

Varioskan™ LUX multimode 

microplate reader 

 ThermoFisher Scientific 

Bovine serum albumin 23209 ThermoFisher Scientific 

LDS Sample Buffer NP0007 ThermoFisher Scientific 

Sample Reducing Agent  NP0009 ThermoFisher Scientific 

Trizma® (Tris) base T6066 Sigma-Aldrich 

30% Bis-acrylamide A3699 Sigma-Aldrich 

SDS L3771 Sigma-Aldrich 

Ammonium persulfate A3678 Sigma-Aldrich 

TEMED T9281 Sigma-Aldrich 

Transfer pipette 861173 Sarsted 

PageRuler™Prestained Protein 

Ladder  

26616 ThermoFisher Scientific 

PVDF transfer membrane IPVH00010 Sigma-Aldrich 

Glycine G/0800/60 Fisher Scientific 

Methanol M/4056/17 Fisher Chemical 

Whatmann chromatography paper 3030-672 GE Sciences 

Tween®-20 P7949 Sigmal-Aldrich 

TRIS-HCL T1513 Melford 

Sodium chloride (NaCl) S316065 Fisher Scientific 

Luminata™ Forte Western HRP 

Substrate 

WBLUF0500 Merck Millipore 

Syngene G:Box  Syngene 

Stripping Buffer 46430 ThermoFisher Scientific 

Milk powder  Tesco 
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 Sample preparation 

Protein was collected either from fresh or frozen cell pellets or tissues. 

Cultured cells were collected either through enzymatic cell dissociation, as 

previously explained in Section 2.1.1, or by scraping with a sterile cell scraper. 

For non-enzymatic cell collection, the medium from the culture dish was 

removed and washed once with ice-cold PBS. Fresh ice-cold PBS (1ml) was 

added and the cells were scraped and collected in to chilled 1.5ml tubes before 

being centrifuged at 2000rpm for 5min at 4°C. The supernatant was then 

carefully discarded without disturbing the pellet and the cells were stored 

immediately at -80°C or lysed for protein extraction. 

For the extraction of proteins, cells were lysed with 100-400μl chilled RIPA 

buffer supplemented with either protease inhibitor cocktail or protease and 

phosphatase inhibitor cocktail in microcentrifugation tubes. The lysate was 

constantly agitated on a rotor for 30min at 4°C or by vortexing every 5min, and 

once fully homogenised, centrifuged at 10,000rpm for 10min at 4°C. The 

supernatant containing the proteins was then collected in to labelled 1.5ml 

tubes and stored at -80°C. All steps for protein extraction was performed at 2-

4°C and all plastic ware and reagents were chilled prior to use. Multiple 

freezing and thawing of protein lysates was kept to a minimum to avoid protein 

degradation.  

 Protein quantification 

A small volume (10 or 20μl) of protein lysate was used for quantification by 

Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit. Following the manufacturer’s protocol for the 

plate reader (Varioskan™ LUX multimode microplate reader), a standard 

curve was generated by measuring the absorbance (540nm) from a range (0-

2000μg/μl) of known protein concentrations of bovine serum albumin (BSA). 

Using the software (SkanIt™ version 4.1), protein concentrations of the 

unknown samples were determined by comparison to the standard curve. To 

normalise protein concentrations, samples containing 10-25μg were 

transferred to 1.5ml tubes and diluted with appropriate volumes of ice-cold 

RIPA buffer to achieve a uniform final concentration. To denature the proteins 
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for gel electrophoresis, one third of the protein lysate volume of Nupage® LDS 

Sample Buffer (4x) mixed with 1:10 Nupage® Sample Reducing Agent (10x) 

was added. The mixture was then boiled at 95°C for 5min and the samples 

either directly used for western blotting or stored in -80°C.  

 Gel electrophoresis 

After sample preparation, the extracts (lysate) were loaded on to a sodium 

dodecyl sulfate (SDS) polyacrylamide gel (9%) and the proteins separated 

according to their size by an electric current (electrophoresis), moving the 

negatively charged proteins towards the positively charged anodes (SDS-

PAGE).  

To prepare the gel, the separating gel solution (Table 2.11) was poured in to 

a gel casting mould and overlaid with isopropanol using a transfer pipette. 

Approximately 30min after the gel polymerized, the isopropanol was poured 

off and 4% stacking gel solution (Table 2.11) was added. Depending on 

sample size, an appropriate comb, typically 10-well with 1.5mm spacing, was 

placed in to the stacking gel which was left to polymerize for additional 30min. 

Subsequently, the gel was immersed in 1X Running Buffer (Table 2.12), before 

loading the protein samples and the control pre-stained reference protein 

ladder to the wells. The proteins were run at 80V for 15min through the 

stacking gel followed by 250V for 60min for separation in the resolving gel 

(Figure 2.1). 
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Table 2.11: Recipe for preparation of western blot gel. 

9% - Separating gel (2 gels) 

Reagent Volume 

Distilled H2O 11ml 

1.5M Tris base pH 8.8 6.25ml 

30% Bis-acrylamide 7.7ml 

10% SDS 0.25ml 

10% APS 130μl 

TEMED 15μl 

4% - Resolving gel (2 gels)  

Distilled H2O 6.1ml 

0.5M Tris base (pH 6.8) 2.5ml 

30% Bis-acrylamide 1.3ml 

10% SDS 100μl 

10% APS 50μl 

TEMED 10μl 

 

 Membrane transfer 

After electrophoresis, the negatively charged proteins from the polyacrylamide 

gel were transferred/blotted to a hydrophobic polivinylidene difluoride (PVDF) 

membrane in order to be visualised. For the transfer, PVDF membrane (cut to 

the size of the gel) was soaked in 100% methanol to improve transfer and 

protein binding, and then sandwiched between the gel and the positive 

electrode along with 2 pieces of Whatmann chromatography paper (3MM) with 

1 sponge on each side. Proteins were then transferred in 1X Transfer Buffer 

at 250mA (milliampere) at 4°C for 90min or at 80mA overnight at 4°C (Figure 

2.1). 
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Table 2.12: Stock solution recipe for western blot. 

Reagent Weight / Volume Final concentration Storage 

1.5M Tris base (pH 8.8) 

Tris base 6g 1.5M  

Distilled H2O Up to 100ml  Room temperature 

0.5M Tris base (pH 6.8) 

Tris base 18g 0.5M  

Distilled H2O Up to 100ml  Room temperature 

10% SDS 

SDS 10g 10%  

Distilled H2O Up to 100ml  Room temperature 

10% APS 

APS 0.1g 10%  

Distilled H2O Up to 1ml  4°C 

10X Running Buffer* 

Tris base 30g   

Glycine 144g   

SDS 10g   

Distilled H2O Up to 1L  Room temperature 

10X Transfer Buffer* 

Tris base 30g   

Glycine 113g   

Methanol 200ml   

Distilled H2O Up to 1L  Room temperature 

10X Tris-Buffered saline (TBS) (pH 7.6)* 

Tris base 5.6g   

Tris-HCL 24g   

Sodium Chloride 88g   

Methanol 200ml   

Distilled H2O Up to 1L  Room temperature 

1X Tris-Buffered saline, Tween®-20 (TBST) 

TBS 100ml   

Tween®-20 1ml 0.05%  

Distilled H2O 900ml  Room temperature 

2% Blocking Buffer 

Milk powder 0.4g 2%  

Distilled H2O 19.5ml  Room temperature 

5% Blocking Buffer 

Milk powder 1g 5%  

Distilled H2O 19.5ml  Room temperature 

* For 1X solution, 100ml of 10X solution was dissolved in 900ml distilled H2O. 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of western blot.  
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  Immunodetection 

After transfer, the membrane was blocked for 1h at room temperature with 5% 

milk prepared in 1X TBST in order to prevent unwanted membrane-protein 

interaction (Table 2.12). In order to visualise the protein of interest, the 

membrane was probed with an appropriate primary antibody for 1-3h at room 

temperature or overnight at 4°C. Following incubation, the membrane was 

washed 6 times for 5min with TBST whilst on a shaker to remove any unbound 

antibody. After the wash step, the membrane was incubated with the 

appropriate HRP-linked secondary antibody specific to the primary antibody 

for 1h at room temperature on a shaker plate. Following another wash step, 

the membrane-bound protein was detected by enhanced chemiluminescent 

detection (Syngene G:Box) using 0.5-1ml Luminata™ Forte Western HRP 

Substrate (Figure 2.1). All primary and secondary antibodies were prepared in 

2% milk solution with concentrations and other details listed in Table 2.13 and 

Table 2.14.  

 Re-probing membrane 

For detection of a different protein target on the same membrane, antibodies 

from the previous probing were stripped with Restore™ PLUS Western Blot 

Stripping Buffer and the membrane re-probed with primary and secondary 

antibody for the new target. For stripping, the membrane was overlaid with 

sufficient buffer and incubated for 15 - 3min at room temperature on a shaker. 

Following 2 times 5min wash step, and 1h blocking with 5% milk, the 

membrane was incubated with primary and secondary antibodies and then 

imaged as described above. Membranes were stored in TBST buffer at 4°C 

buffer and re-probed at least one time for different protein targets as required.   
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Table 2.13: Primary antibodies for western blotting. 

Antibody Company Catalogue Conjugate Host species Clonality Concentration 

Anti-NOX1 Abcam ab55831 Unconjugated Rabbit Polyclonal 1:1000 

Anti-NOX2/gp91phox antibody  Abcam ab129068 Unconjugated Rabbit Monoclonal 1:1000 – 1:2000 

Anti-NOX4 Abcam ab133303 Unconjugated Rabbit Monoclonal 1:1000 – 1:2000  

Anti-OCT4  Abcam ab19857 Unconjugated Rabbit Polyclonal 1:1000 

Anti-eNOS antibody Abcam ab76198 Unconjugated Mouse Monoclonal 1:1000 

Anti-HPRT antibody [EPR5299] Abcam ab109021 Unconjugated Rabbit Monoclonal 1:2000 – 1:5000 

Anti-β-Actin Cell Signaling 3700S Unconjugated Mouse Monoclonal 1:5000 – 1:10000 

 

Table 2.14: Secondary antibodies for western blotting. 

Antibody Company Catalogue Conjugate Host species Clonality Concentration 

Anti-rat IgG, HRP-linked Antibody Cell Signaling 7077S  Goat - 1:2000 

Anti-mouse IgG, HRP-linked Antibody Cell Signaling 7076S  Horse - 1:1000 

Anti-rabbit IgG, HRP-linked Antibody Cell Signaling 7074S  Goat - 1:1000 
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2.4 Immunocytochemical staining 

Table 2.15: Materials for immunocytochemical staining. 

Reagents Catalogue # Company 

Coverslips  Chance Propper Ltd 

24-well plate 142475 ThermoFisher Scientific 

12-well plate 150628 Thermofischer Scientific 

Formaldehyde 6148 Sigma-Aldrich 

Goat serum G9023-10ml Sigma-Aldrich 

Triton-X-100 T9284 Sigma-Aldrich 

Microscope slide J1800AMNZ ThermoFisher Scientific 

Vectashield® Mounting Medium without 

DAPI 

H-1000 Vector laboratories 

Vectashield® Mounting Medium with 

DAPI 

H-1200 Vector laboratories 

TO-PRO™-3 Iodide T3605 ThermoFisher Scientific 

 

Immunostaining was used to detect the distribution and localisation of target 

proteins in cells and tissue. For this purpose, cells were cultured on glass 

coverslips for the required duration in a 12- or 24-well plate. The growth media 

was removed from the wells and the cells were gently washed with PBS (so 

that they were not disturbed) and fixed in 4% formaldehyde (1ml/well) for 

20min at room temperature before gentle washing with PBS on a rocker for 

30min. Next, non-specific targets were blocked, and the cell membrane 

permeabilized with solution (PB) containing PBS, goat serum (1%), and triton-

X-100 (0.05%), for 1h at room temperature. Meanwhile, primary antibody 

diluted in PB solution at concentrations specified in Table 2.16 was added to 

the cells and incubated for a further 3h at room temperature or overnight at 

4°C on a rocker. After incubation, primary antibody solution was removed 

through regular washing with PBS every 20min for 3h consecutively. 

Subsequently, the cells were incubated with Alexa-flour-conjugate secondary 

antibody (Table 2.17) either for 1h at room temperature or overnight at 4°C. 

For this step, and following steps, the samples were protected from light 

exposure to avoid photo-bleaching. Following incubation, the cells were 
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washed with PBS every 20min for a further 3h at room temperature to remove 

unbound antibody residues. The coverslips with cells were mounted on 

microscope slides and the nucleus counterstained with 1 drop of mounting 

media (Vectashield®) with or without DAPI or TO-PRO™-3 Iodide dye (1µl) 

prior to imaging with an immunofluorescence or confocal microscope.   
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Table 2.16: Primary antibodies for immunocytochemical staining. 

Antibody Company Catalogue Conjugate Host species Clonality Concentration 

Anti-CD31 ThermoFisher Scientific MA1-40074 Unconjugated Rat Monoclonal 1:50 – 1:500 

Anti-CD144  Saint Johns STJ96234 Unconjugated Rabbit Polyclonal 1:500 – 1:1000 

Anti-CD31  Abcam ab124432 Unconjugated Rabbit Polyclonal 1:500 

Anti-NOX4 Abcam ab133303 Unconjugated Rabbit Monoclonal 1:1000 – 1:2000  

Anti-OCT4  Abcam ab19857 Unconjugated Rabbit Polyclonal 1:1000 

 

Table 2.17: Secondary antibodies for immunocytochemical staining. 

Antibody Company Catalogue Conjugate Host species Clonality Concentration 

Anti-Rat IgG ThermoFisher Scientific A-11077 Alexa Fluor® 568 Goat IgG Polyclonal 1:500 – 1:1000 

Anti-Rabbit IgG  ThermoFisher Scientific A-11012 Alexa Fluor® 594 Goat IgG Polyclonal 1:500 – 1:1000 

Anti-Rabbit IgG ThermoFisher Scientific A11034 Alexa Flour® 488 Goat IgG Polyclonal 1:500 – 1:1000 

Anti-Mouse IgG ThermoFisher Scientific A11001 Alexa Flour® 488 Goat IgG Polyclonal 1:500 – 1:1000 
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2.5 Magnetic cell sorting  

Table 2.18: Materials for cell sorting. 

Reagents Catalogue # Company 

EasySep™ Release Mouse PE Positive 

Selection Kit 

17656 Stemcell Technologies 

EasySep™ Magnet 18000 Stemcell Technologies 

Polystyrene round-bottomed tube (5ml) 352058 Corning 

 

EasySep™ Release Mouse PE Positive Selection Kit and EasySep™ Magnet 

were used for the isolation of CD31+ or CD144+ cell fractions in miPS-ECs. 

The protocol was followed as per manufacturer’s instructions with adjustments 

made according to cell concentrations with all steps performed at room 

temperature. Cells were re-suspended in 200μl recommended medium (PBS 

containing 2% FBS and 1mM EDTA) in a 5ml polystyrene round-bottomed 

tube and mixed with 2μl FcR blocker (provided with the kit). Depending on the 

selected cell fraction, 5μl of conjugated antibody was added to the sample and 

incubated for 15min. A wash step was performed, where the sample was 

topped up with recommended medium to 2ml total volume and centrifuged at 

300g for 3min. The supernatant was carefully discarded and re-suspended in 

the original volume, followed by resuspension with 20μl kit-provided Selection 

Cocktail and incubation for 15min. Another incubation step followed after 

addition of 20μl Magnetic Particles provided with the kit. The sample was 

topped up with 2ml recommended medium and gently mixed 2-3 times and 

placed into the magnet and incubated for 5min. In one continuous motion the 

magnet and tube were inverted to pour off (discard) the supernatant, while the 

selected cells remained attached to the tube. The last two steps were repeated 

twice (total of 3 times 5min separations) while the tube remained in the 

magnet. The tube was then removed from the magnet and 2ml recommended 

medium was added to collect the positive cell fraction before the cell number 

was counted with a haemocytometer.  
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2.6 Flow cytometry   

Flow cytometry is a laser-based technology that is used for analysing and 

characterising fluorescently-labelled cells or particles and relies upon 

measurement of fluorescent signal emitted upon excitation by the laser. For 

this thesis, this application was used to characterise miPS-ECs 

(immunophenotying) and to measure the generation of intracellular ROS (DCF 

ROS staining) during both differentiation and subsequent to genetic 

modification.   

Table 2.19: Materials for flow cytometry. 

Reagents Catalogue # Company 

CM-H2DCFDA C6827 ThermoFisher Scientific 

Falcon tubes (5ml) 352054 BD Biosciences 

FACS buffer 00-4222-57 ThermoFisher Scientific 

7-AAD-viability staining solution 00-6993-50 ThermoFisher Scientific 

Attune NxT Acoustic Focusing Flow 

Cytometer 

 ThermoFisher Scientific 

 

 Immunophenotyping 

For analysis, 100,000-400,000 cells were pelleted into 5ml round-bottom 

Falcon tubes and re-suspended in 100μl chilled FACS buffer and labelled with 

conjugated antibody (Table 2.20) for 30min at 4°C. The FACS buffer was 

either commercially bought or freshly prepared (PBS + 0.5% FBS). After 

labelling, unbound antibody was removed by washing the cells with 1ml FACS 

buffer and centrifugation at 400x g for 8min. The supernatant was discarded 

and the labelled cell pellet re-suspended in 500μl FACS buffer. The tubes were 

briefly vortexed and the samples were analysed with AttuneNxT Flow 

cytometer (Invitrogen, California, USA). Between 10,000-100,000 events were 

recorded, with all gain and amplifier settings held constant for the duration of 

the experiment. Unstained control sample, without addition of any antibodies, 

was included as negative control.  
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 DCF ROS Staining  

DCF or CM-H2DCFDA (5-(and-6)-chloromethyl-2',7'-

dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate) is widely used for evaluating ROS. Once 

inside the cell, this non-fluorescent compound is de-esterified and 

subsequently oxidised to form the fluorescent DCF (2',7'-dichlorofluorescein), 

which can then be detected by flow cytometry as a measure of oxidative 

stress. DCF stock (5mM) was prepared in DMSO and used immediately. For 

analysis, cells were grouped into treated (DCF) and unstained control cells (no 

DCF). Approximately 100,000-400,000 cells were suspended in 500μl FACS 

buffer, with and without 5μM DCF, and incubated for 30min at 37°C in dark 

conditions. After the incubation period, the cells were pelleted via 

centrifugation (400x g; 8min), the staining solution was removed, replaced with 

500μl complete differentiation media (20% FBS, 0ng/ml VEGF), and incubated 

for a further 15min at 37°C to allow the cells to recover. After the recovery 

step, the cells were pelleted again, and the media was replaced with FACS 

buffer and analysed (25,000-100,000 events) on the Attune NxT Acoustic 

Focusing Flow Cytometer (Invitrogen, California, USA) with excitation at 492-

495 and emission at 517-527nm. Before the analysis, 5µl 7-AAD-viability 

staining solution was added to the unstained group and incubated for 5min at 

room temperature to exclude non-viable cells from the analysis.   
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Table 2.20: Antibodies for flow cytometry. 

Antibody Company Catalogue Conjugate Host species Clonality Concentration 

CD144 (VE-Cadherin) Milteniy Biotech 130-102-737 PE Human Monoclonal 1μg 

CD31 (PECAM-1) ThermoFisher Scientific 12-0311-82 PE Rat Monoclonal 1μg 

CD105 (Endoglin) ThermoFisher Scientific 12-1051-81 PE Rat Monoclonal 1μg 

CD309 (FLK-1/KDR) ThermoFisher Scientific 12-5821-82 PE Rat Monoclonal 1μg 

CD144 (VE-cadherin)  ThermoFisher Scientific 12-1441-82 PE Rat Monoclonal 0.0025 - 1μg  

CD31 (PECAM-1)  ThermoFisher Scientific 12-0311-81 PE Rat Monoclonal 0.0025 - 1μg 
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2.7 DHE staining 

Dihydroethidium (DHE) is a chemical-based fluorescent dye that oxidizes in 

the presence of superoxide and intercalates into the DNA. As such, DHE is 

widely used as a superoxide indicator in both cells and tissues. For this thesis, 

DHE staining assay was used to assess the generation of superoxide during 

miPS-EC differentiation and NOX4 manipulation. 

Table 2.21: Materials for DHE staining. 

Reagents Catalogue # Company 

Dihydroethidium D7008 Sigma-Aldrich 

 

DHE stock was prepared with sterile water and stored, protected from light, as 

10mM aliquots at -20°C. For staining, media was removed from the cells and 

gently washed with PBS. Per well, 1ml fresh media containing 10μM DHE was 

added to the wells and incubated for 30min at 37°C. Following incubation, the 

DHE solution was replaced by complete media and wells were imaged with 

the Leica DMi8 fluorescent microscope (Wetzlar, Germany) or Nikon C2 

confocal microscope (Tokyo, Japan) using the red laser. DHE fluorescence 

was excited at 535nm and monitored at 610nm. For analysis, total 

fluorescence per image was measured with Fiji ImageJ software and data 

were averaged and normalised to control. 

2.8 Cell Isolation – Adherence Method  

Table 2.22: Materials for cell isolation.  

Reagents Catalogue # Company 

CASY TON buffer 5651808 OMNI Life Science 

CASY automatic cell counter  OMNI Life Science 

T75 flask 156472 ThermoFisher Scientific 

Falcon tubes (15ml) 62.554.502 Sarstedt 

 

Cells were detached from the flask as described in Section 2.1.1, and cell 

number counted with the CASY automatic cell counter (50μl cell suspension 
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mixed in 1ml CASY TON buffer). The complete cell suspension was then 

centrifuged for 3min at 1200rpm and the pellet re-suspended in 5ml complete 

media, and transferred to a non-coated T75 flask. Following incubation for 1h 

at 37°C, non-adherent cells were collected into 15ml Falcon tubes and the 

adherent cells dissociated with TrypLE™ dissociation reagent and re-

suspended in 4-5ml complete media. Similar to above, a 50μl aliquot was 

taken from each cell suspension for measurement of cell number and 

calculation of percentage of adherent versus non-adherent cells. Following 

counting, cell pellets were collected and stored at -80°C for further RNA and 

protein extraction and analysis. 

2.9 NOX4 overexpression plasmid preparation  

Empty vector (EV) control plasmid (pcDNA™4/myc-His) (Figure 2.2) and 

NOX4 overexpression (OE) plasmid (pcDNA™4/myc-His containing a full-

length copy of NOX4 cDNA) used in this project were kindly donated by the 

laboratory of Prof Henning Morawietz (Technische Universität Dresden) and 

amplified in the laboratory for overexpression experiments in the project 

(Section 2.10.1).  

Table 2.23: Materials for NOX4 overexpression plasmid preparation. 

Reagents Catalogue # Company 

JM109 E. coli cells L1001 Promega 

pcDNA™4/myc-His Vector V863-20 ThermoFisher Scientific 

SOC media S1797 Sigma-Aldrich 

LB Broth with agar L2897 Sigma-Aldrich 

LB Broth L3022 Sigma-Aldrich 

Ampicillin 11593027 ThermoFisher Scientific 

10cm culture dishes 83.3902 Sarstedt 

Parafilm 12388039 Fisher Scientific 

Glycerol G5516 Sigma-Aldrich 

GeneJET Plasmid Maxiprep Kit K0491 ThermoFisher Scientific 
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 Plasmid transformation 

For the amplification and purification of plasmid DNA from a bacterial culture, 

the plasmid DNA, containing an antibiotic-resistant gene (ampicillin), were first 

introduced in to host bacterial cells using a process called bacterial 

transformation. Using aseptic technique, competent JM109 E. coli cells, stored 

at -80°C, were briefly thawed on ice and mixed with 2μl plasmid in a sterile 

1.5ml tube by gently flicking the bottom of the tube, and then incubated on ice 

for 30min. In order for the E. coli to take up the plasmid, the cells were heat-

shocked for 40sec at 42°C, and then briefly returned to the ice before adding 

250μl nutrient-rich SOC media. The vial was then placed in a 37°C shaker for 

1h to allow the bacteria to recover from the heat shock and to generate 

antibiotic-resistant proteins which grow when plated on ampicillin containing 

agar plates. 

 

Figure 2.2: pcDNA™4/myc-His Vector. 
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 Agar plate preparation 

For 10 plates, 12.5g LB agar powder was solubilized in 250ml distilled water 

and sterilised by autoclaving. When cool to the touch, 100μg/μl ampicillin was 

mixed with the solution. Avoiding air bubbles, 20ml was poured evenly into 

single 10cm sterile culture dishes and left to solidify and air dry without the lid 

by the Bunsen burner for approximately 30min to 1h. When solidified, the 

plates were sealed airtight with parafilm and stored upside down, agar side up, 

for a maximum of 2 weeks at 4°C.  

 Bacterial Amplification 

After the incubation step, the transformed bacteria were plated onto two pre-

warmed agar plates, 125μl on each, before returning to 37°C for overnight 

incubation. Next day, a selection of single (white) colonies were picked with a 

sterile pipette tip and inoculated in 5ml sterile LB broth containing 100μg/μl 

ampicillin. After 6-8h incubation in a shaker (220rpm) at 37°C, the broth was 

checked for bacterial growth, as indicated by cloudy appearance, and 500μl 

broth transferred to sterile 250ml LB broth with 100μg/μl ampicillin in a conical 

flask for further amplification required for the Maxiprep. The lid of the flask was 

loosely covered with aluminium foil to allow gas exchange prior to incubation 

overnight in a shaker at 37°C.  

 Bacterial stock preparation and DNA plasmid purification 

The following day, after the broth was checked for cloudy appearance, glycerol 

stocks were prepared and stored at -80°C for future inoculations (500μl of the 

bacterial culture + 500μl glycerol). Subsequently, OD600 (absorbance) was 

measured, from which the maximum volume of cell culture media (ml) needed 

to isolate high copy number DNA plasmid was calculated. Plasmid DNA was 

purified using GeneJET Plasmid Maxiprep Kit following the manufacturer’s 

protocol for low speed centrifugation. Following extraction, the isolated 

plasmid was quantified by nanodrop and aliquoted in 0.2μl sterile tubes for 

storage at -20°C. For quality control, a small quantity of the plasmid, along with 
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CMV forward (5’-3’) and BGH reverse primers (3’-5’) listed in Table 2.24, was 

sent to the QUB Genomics Core for sequence verification. Once verified, the 

plasmids were used for overexpression experiments in miPS-ECs.  

Table 2.24: Primers for plasmid sequencing. 

Gene 5’ - Forward sequence - 3’  3’ - Reverse sequence - 5’ 

pcDNA™4 CGC AAA TGG GCG GTA GGC GTG  TAG AAG GCA CAG TCG AGG 

2.10 Transient NOX4 overexpression, knockdown and inhibition  

Table 2.25: Materials for transient NOX4 overexpression, knockdown and 

inhibition. 

Reagents Catalogue # Company 

EndoFectin™Max reagent 217EFM1004-01 GeneCopoeia 

Opti-MEM® I Reduced Serum 

Medium 

31985047 ThermoFisher Scientific 

Scrambled (SCR) siRNA D-001810-10-20 Dharmacon 

Mouse NOX4 siRNA L-058509-00-0005 Dharmacon 

DharmaFECT1 transfection 

reagent 

T2001-03 Dharmacon 

VAS2870 SML0273 Sigma-Aldrich 

 

 NOX4 DNA plasmid overexpression 

Transfections were performed in T25 flasks containing 60-70% confluent cells. 

Prior to use, plasmid DNA (empty vector or NOX4 overexpression), 

transfection reagent (EndoFectin™Max) and Opti-MEM® medium were 

equilibrated to room temperature. In separate tubes, 1μg plasmid DNA and 3μl 

transfection reagent were each diluted in 150-190μl serum-free Opti-MEM® 

medium. After 5min incubation at room temperature, the diluted solutions were 

combined and incubated for a further 20min to allow the DNA-Transfection 

reagent complex to form. Meanwhile, the complete growth media was 

removed from the flasks and replaced with 3ml Opti-MEM® containing 2% 

FBS. When ready, the DNA-Transfection reagent was added dropwise into the 

culture media and gently mixed by rocking the plate. Early next morning after 
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16-18h incubation at 37°C in 5% CO2, the media was replaced with fresh 

complete growth media and incubated for a further 24-72h until extracted for 

mRNA/protein analysis and/or in vitro assays. For transfections in a 6-well 

plate, the reagents above were scaled down accordingly and performed as 

described above.   

 NOX4 SiRNA knockdown 

Aliquots of 20μM siRNA stock (50μl) were prepared in RNAse-free water, as 

recommended by the supplier, and stored at -20°C. Cells were grown to 60-

70% confluence prior to replacement of growth media with pre-warmed Opti-

MEM® containing 2% FBS and transfection with either non-targeting 

scrambled (SCR) siRNA or targeting NOX4 siRNA (mouse). The reagents 

were thawed on ice and gently mixed by flicking the tube. Meanwhile, in 

separate tubes, the siRNA and DharmaFECT 1 transfection reagent were 

diluted in serum-free Opti-MEM® medium. In one tube, 2μl of 20μM siRNA 

(20nM final concentration) was diluted with 198μl Opti-MEM® medium and in 

another tube, 6.66μl of transfection reagent was mixed with 193.34μl Opti-

MEM® medium. The contents of each tube were individually mixed by gentle 

pipetting and incubated for 5min at room temperature, prior to combining and 

incubation for a further 20min. Once ready, the siRNA–transfection reagent 

mix was added dropwise on to the cells which were incubated at 37°C in 5% 

CO2 for 24-72h until harvesting for mRNA/protein analysis and/or in vitro 

assays. For alternate plate formats, the amount of DharmaFECT reagent was 

either scaled up or down relevant to the total transfection volume.  

 Pharmacological inhibition of NOX4 

Cells were differentiated as previously described and then treated with either 

1:1000 DMSO (control) or 10μM VAS2870 (7-(2-benzoxazolylthio)-3-

(phenylmethyl)-3H-1,2,3-triazolo[4,5-d]pyrimidine) for up to 72h at 37°C. The 

treatments, prepared in differentiation media, were added to the cells and 

replaced every 48h until cells were harvested for gene/protein analysis, tube 

assay or ROS detection. 
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2.11 xCELLigence® Real-Time Cell Analysis (RTCA) 

The xCELLigence® RTCA instrument is a biosensor system for cell-based 

assays. It allows monitoring and measurement of cell morphology, behaviour 

and function by quantifying electrical impedance generated by the gold 

microelectrodes embedded in the bottom of wells of an electronic plate. 

Adhesion of cells to the gold microelectrodes impedes the flow of electric 

current between the electrodes giving an impedance value directly correlated 

to the number of cells and barrier permeability (Figure 2.3). In this thesis, the 

xCELLigence® RTCA instrument was used for analysis of EC adhesion and 

barrier permeability. 

Table 2.26: Materials for xCELLigence® Real-Time Cell Analysis (RTCA). 

Reagents Catalogue # Company 

xCELLigence® E-plate 00300600880 Agilent 

xCELLigence® RTCA instrument  Agilent  

 

xCELLigence® E-plate was coated with collagen IV and background signal 

from the media measured (200μl/well) before 20,000-100,000 cells were 

seeded per well and allowed to adhere for 20min at room temperature. After 

the cells had settled, the E-plate was carefully placed into the instrument and 

impedance measured at 15min intervals over 16-18h until the cells were 100% 

confluent and the cell index plateaued (cell adhesion). Then, to assess barrier 

permeability the media was replaced and cells stimulated with either vehicle 

control (0.1% BSA) or VEGF (10-200ng/ml) before impedance was measured 

at 5min intervals for 6-8h at which time the cells started to regress. Treatments 

were performed in triplicate with each well considered as n=1, including one 

well with media only as a negative control.  
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Figure 2.3: Schematic illustration of the impedance measurement principle.  

2.12 Tube formation assay   

Table 2.27: Materials for tube formation assay. 

Reagents Catalogue # Company 

Matrigel® Basement Membrane Matrix 734-1101 VWR 

Calcein C34852 ThermoFisher Scientific 

ROCK inhibitor (Y27632) ACS-3030 ATCC 

 

Matrigel® Basement Membrane Matrix was thawed on ice overnight at 4°C, 

and pipette tips were pre-cooled at -20°C for 2h. Approximately 100μl 

Matrigel® was distributed into each well of a 96-well plate and allowed to 

polymerise at 37°C for 1h. Once polymerised, 40,000-50,000 cells in 150μl 

complete differentiation media containing 10μM ROCK inhibitor (Y27632) 

were seeded onto the Matrigel®. The cells were allowed to settle on the 
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Matrigel® for 10min at room temperature and then incubated at 37°C for 7-8h. 

The tubes were then stained with 100μl 2μM Calcein prepared in fresh media 

at 37°C for 30min. After the incubation, the staining dye was removed and the 

tubes were gently washed with PBS, and replaced with fresh media. Using the 

Nikon C2 confocal microscope, z-stack images of the tubes were taken and 

area percentage based on fluorescence was measured by Fiji Image J 

software. 

2.13 Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis in this thesis was performed with GraphPad Prism, 

software versions 5.0 to 9.0 (San Diego, California USA). Unpaired Student’s 

t-test, One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni or Dunnett’s post-hoc multiple 

comparison, and Two-way ANOVA were used for statistical analysis. Results 

are shown as Mean±SEM. Statistical significance was considered as p<0.05.  
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Differentiation of miPS cells to miPS-
derived ECs and the role of NOX4 
NADPH oxidase  
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3.1 Introduction  

ECs specifically facilitate transport of molecules and cells, maintain tissue 

homeostasis and regulate blood flow (Rajendran et al., 2013; WHO, 2017). 

Endothelial dysfunction and vascular damage leads to severe pathological 

conditions and the progression of CVD, and represents one of the leading 

causes of mortality worldwide (Rajendran et al., 2013), so is therefore a logical 

therapeutic target. In this regard, iPS cells have the potential to provide a 

therapeutically relevant source of ECs for the treatment of CVD complications, 

including ischaemic diseases (Y. Lin et al., 2017).    

iPS cell reprogramming methodology was first discovered by Takahashi and 

Yamanaka in 2006 (K. Takahashi & Yamanaka, 2006). It involves the forced 

expression of pluripotency factors (OCT4, SOX2, KLF4 and c-MYC) in somatic 

cells to generate pluripotent stem cells that have comparable features with 

ESCs (K. Takahashi & Yamanaka, 2006). The primary advantage of iPS cells 

lies in their ability to derive therapeutically relevant numbers of patient-derived 

lineage-specific cells from an abundant source in vitro that are less likely to be 

rejected by the immune system after transplantation (Y. Shi et al., 2017). Since 

their discovery, iPS cells have been differentiated into many different cell types 

including neuronal, cardiac, gastrointestinal, liver and kidney cells (D’Aiuto et 

al., 2014; Espejel et al., 2010; Lian et al., 2012; R. Negoro et al., 2018; Z. Tan 

et al., 2018; Toyohara et al., 2015). Importantly, many researchers have also 

successfully differentiated iPS cells towards EC-lineages (Ikuno et al., 2017; 

Rosa et al., 2019; Vilà-González et al., 2019). Although many protocols exist 

that demonstrate clear potential of iPS cells to differentiate towards an 

endothelial cell lineage, several challenges still remain with regard to 

enrichment and expansion of homogenous, mature ECs with strong 

angiogenic properties both in vitro and in vivo (Y. Lin et al., 2017).  

Angiogenesis is a highly regulated process that is controlled by a balance 

between various stimuli. such as growth factors, inflammatory cytokines and 

other signalling molecules, including ROS (Y. Zhou et al., 2013). Indeed, 

specific ROS, such as hydrogen peroxide and superoxide, are known to be 
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key regulators of angiogenesis (Y.-M. Kim et al., 2017). Appropriate balance 

between ROS generation and elimination by antioxidant defence systems 

plays an important role in cell migration, proliferation and differentiation, three 

critical angiogenic processes for vascular repair (Brewer et al., 2011; Ushio-

Fukai & Alexander, 2004).  

In stem cells, studies have shown that ROS contribute to the maintenance of 

ES/iPS cells pluripotent identity, and participate in determination of cell fate 

and differentiation. For example, ROS are reported to be involved in platelet-

derived growth factor-induced vasculogenesis of mouse ESCs (Chaudhari et 

al., 2012; Lange et al., 2009) and regulation of cardiomyocyte generation from 

ESCs (H Sauer et al., 2000).  

Besides the mitochondria, cellular ROS production mainly occurs through the 

activity of NADPH oxidase enzymes, including the NOX4 isoform, which has 

been shown to promote vasoprotective functions in CVD and to be involved in 

stem cell differentiation and regulation of angiogenesis (Maraldi et al., 2015; 

Schroder et al., 2012; Smyrnias et al., 2015; Jinyi Wang et al., 2014). Whilst 

NOX4 has been implicated in the differentiation of progenitor/stem cells into 

several cell types, its role in iPS-EC differentiation has yet to be elucidated 

(Acharya et al., 2013; J.-E. Lee et al., 2014; Heinrich Sauer et al., 2005; Xiao 

et al., 2009). Hence, the aim of the experiments described in this chapter is to 

(1) demonstrate differentiation of miPS cells into miPS-derived ECs with 

characterisation at gene and protein level, (2) define expression of NOX 

isoforms during EC differentiation, and (3) determine basal ROS production 

and characterise antioxidant gene expression during the differentiation 

process. 
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3.2 Materials and Methods  

Cell Culture 

Mouse iPS (miPS) cells were cultured and differentiated towards miPS-ECs, 

as described in Section 2.1.1. Immortalised C166 yolk-sac derived endothelial 

cell (C166 mEC) (ATCC, cat. # CRL-2581) and mouse cardiac endothelial cell 

(mCEC) (Cedarlane Cellutions Biosystems, cat. # CLU510) lines were used 

as positive controls. Cells were grown in culture according to manufacturer’s 

instructions and used in experiments as either reference mature ECs or 

positive controls for immunocytochemical (ICC) staining. 

RT-PCR analysis 

RT-PCR analysis was performed as described in Section 2.2.6. 

qRT-PCR analysis 

qRT-PCR analysis was performed as described in Section 2.2.7. 

Western blot 

Western blot analysis was performed as described in Section 2.3.   

Magnetic cell sorting 

Magnetic cell sorting was performed as per manufacturer’s instructions with 

adjustments as outlined in Section 2.5.   

Flow cytometry Immunophenotyping 

Flow cytometry immunophenotyping was performed as described in Section 

2.6.1.  

Flow cytometry DCF ROS Detection 

Flow cytometry DCF ROS detection was performed as described in Section 

2.6.2.  

DHE measurement of intracellular ROS 

DHE measurement of intracellular ROS was performed as described in 

Section 2.7. 
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Immunocytochemical Staining 

Immunocytochemical staining was performed as described in Section 2.4, with 

details of antibodies and concentrations listed in Table 2.16 and Table 2.17.  

Cell Isolation – Adherence Method  

Cell isolation – adherence method was performed as described in Section 

2.8. 
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3.3 Results 

 Characterisation of miPS cells  

The ability of miPS cells to remain undifferentiated and self-replicate 

indefinitely can be assessed by their morphology in vitro and their expression 

of pluripotency markers. In order to do this, miPS cells were cultured in gelatin-

coated T25 flasks and sub-cultured every other day at a ratio of 1:6 up to 83 

passages as described in Section 2.1.1. Phase contrast microscope images 

taken at passage 41 (p41) and passage 83 (p83), presented in Figure 3.1B, 

revealed that cells maintained their proliferative and colony forming capacity 

over these 40 passages. Importantly, they also maintained their 

undifferentiated phenotype, as indicated by the clear and smooth borders of 

the colonies. RNA was extracted at D2, D4, D6 and D8 for reverse transcription 

to cDNA and OCT4 gene expression was analysed by qRT-PCR, as a marker 

of pluripotency, with normalisation to RPL11 as a housekeeping gene. 

Analysis of 5 independent experiments showed progressive down-regulation 

of OCT4 mRNA expression during differentiation towards ECs, which was 

significantly reduced by D4 versus D2, indicating high differentiation efficiency 

(Figure 3.1C). In addition to OCT4 mRNA expression, OCT4 protein 

expression was assessed further to confirm loss of pluripotency and the 

progression of cell differentiation. Immunocytochemical staining and western 

blot was performed to evaluate whether OCT4 mRNA expression during 

differentiation translated to equivalent changes in protein expression. 

Fluorescence staining for OCT4 revealed complete loss of OCT4 expression 

in D6 miPS-ECs compared to expression in undifferentiated miPS cells (Figure 

3.1D). Similar results were obtained by western blot analysis in D2, D4, D6 

and D8 miPS-ECs, which showed decreased OCT4 protein expression at D4 

compared to D2 with complete loss in D6 and D8 differentiated cells (Figure 

3.1E). These results correlate with the mRNA expression data shown in Figure 

3.1C, confirming that pluripotency progressively decreases with miPS-EC 

differentiation. 
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Figure 3.1: Characterisation of miPS cells and pluripotency marker expression 

during miPS-EC differentiation. 

A) Diagram depicting the timeline and growth factors used for miPS-EC differentiation 

from miPS cells to ECs. B) Representative phase contrast microscope images (10x 

magnification) of cells at passage 41 (p41) and passage 83 (p83) show that miPS 

cells formed defined colonies in vitro, maintained their proliferation rate, and remained 

undifferentiated for long periods. C) qRT-PCR analysis at D2, D4, D6 and D8 showed 

significant down-regulation of OCT4 mRNA expression during miPS cell 

differentiation towards ECs. D) Confocal images of immunocytochemical staining of 

miPS cells versus miPS-ECs at D6 (Blue: TO-PRO™-3 Iodide; Red: OCT4), and E) 

Western blot analysis at D2, D4, D6 and D8 (25μg) showing decreased OCT4 protein 

expression at D4 (WB; 45kDa) and complete loss in D6 (ICC and WB) and D8 (WB) 

differentiated cells with comparison to HPRT reference protein (24kDa); negative 

control: human aortic endothelial cells (HAoECs). Immunocytochemical staining and 

imaging in panel C was performed by Dr Michael O’Hare. Mean±SEM, n=5; 

***P<0.001 versus D2, one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Scale bar panel 

A: 200μm; panel C: 10μm. 
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 Differentiation of miPS cells to miPS-ECs 

When cultured in collagen IV coated culture flasks and treated with 

differentiation media (Section 2.1.2), miPS cells were seen to differentiate into 

ECs. Phase contrast microscope images of cells at D2, D4, D6 and D8 

demonstrate morphological changes in miPS cells as they differentiate into 

ECs (Figure 3.2A). These were observed as early as D2 of differentiation, as 

dissipation of 3-dimensional miPS cell aggregates (colonies) to form a 

monolayer, whilst small EC colonies, characterised by cobblestone-like cells, 

started to emerge at D3 (not shown). At D4, a significant number of cells had 

differentiated to ECs that were phenotypically distinguishable from D2 cells, 

resembling mature mouse ECs (C166 yolk-sac derived ECs and mouse 

cardiac endothelial cells) in terms of size, shape and culture behaviour, as 

shown in Figure 3.2B. By D6, the majority of the cells had differentiated to 

miPS-ECs, possessing high proliferative capacity, although some cells 

remained undifferentiated. Similar to D6, D8 cells included a mixed population 

comprising both differentiated endothelial-like cells and some undifferentiated 

miPS cells.  

 EC marker expression during differentiation 

As already mentioned, ECs are characterised by their monolayer, 

cobblestone-like features, their ability to form junctions and expression of 

typical EC markers. As stem cells differentiate towards an EC lineage, EC-

specific markers are upregulated. To confirm that our miPS cells differentiated 

towards ECs, cells were grown on collagen IV-coated culture flasks and 

treated with differentiation media for 8 days. Protein and mRNA samples were 

collected (D2, D4, D6 and D8) and analysed by qRT-PCR (Figure 3.3) and 

western blot (Figure 3.4A) for quantification of EC marker mRNA and protein 

expression. Cells (D2, D6 and mCECs) were also fixed and stained for 

immunocytochemical assessment for formation of cell junctions, as evidenced 

by the expression of key adherence junction proteins, CD144 and CD31 

(Figure 3.4). mRNA levels of CD31, CD144, KDR, vWF and eNOS all 

increased progressively as the cells differentiated towards vascular lineage 
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when compared to D2 (Figure 3.3). The highest fold change expression was 

observed for CD144, KDR (~60-fold) and vWF (~30-fold), with significantly 

increased peak expression at either D6 or D8 (Figure 3.3A, Figure 3.3C and 

Figure 3.3E). In contrast, mRNA expression of CD31 and eNOS was lower (~3 

– 4-fold; Figure 3.3B and Figure 3.3D), with an initial reduction in expression 

observed at D4, and tendency towards increase at D8 and D6, respectively. 

Complementary western blot analysis indicated clearly increased protein 

expression of eNOS at D6 and CD144 at D8, which was similar to the observed 

mRNA expression patterns of these two key EC genes (Figure 3.3A, Figure 

3.3D and Figure 3.4A). Immunocytochemical CD144 staining of D6 miPS-ECs 

showed well-defined and stabilised junctions as compared to D2 miPS-ECs in 

which CD144 was not expressed (Figure 3.4B). Whilst CD31 

immunocytochemical staining demonstrated a similar pattern, early CD31 

expression was clearly evident at D2, and became well-defined by D6 as the 

cells adopted a more mature phenotype (Figure 3.4C). Taken together, clear 

upregulation of EC markers, along with silencing of OCT4 expression (Figure 

3.3 and Figure 3.4) demonstrate effective progression of the differentiation 

process, whereby miPS cells lose their ‘stemness’ as they become more 

specialised towards ECs.  
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Figure 3.2: Differentiation of miPS cells cultured in EC growth conditions. 

Representative phase contrast microscope images of miPS-ECs during EC 

differentiation compared with immortalised mouse EC lines. A) Approximately 

100,000-150,000 miPS cells were cultured in a collagen IV coated T25 flask and 

differentiated for 8 days in EC differentiation medium and phase contrast microscope 

images (10x magnification) taken at D2, D4, D6 and D8. The images revealed clear 

morphological changes as miPS cells differentiated into ECs which were seen to 

emerge and transform from 3D-like structures into a monolayer of cobblestone-like 

cells, typical of ECs, as early as D3. B) Phase contrast microscope images (10x 

magnification) of passage 4 C166 yolk-sac-derived ECs and passage 6 immortalised 

mouse cardiac endothelial cells (mCECs) exhibiting a single monolayer with 

cobblestone-like morphology, typical of ECs. Scale bar 200μm. 
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Figure 3.3: mRNA expression of EC markers during miPS-EC differentiation.  

miPS cells were grown in differentiation media for 8 days and mRNA (1μg) collected 

at D2, D4, D6 and D8. qRT-PCR analysis of mRNA expression revealed progressive 

increases in EC markers (panel A: CD144, panel B: CD31, panel C: vWF, panel D: 

eNOS and panel E: KDR) as the cells differentiated towards ECs. Mean±SEM, n=5; 

*P< 0.05, ***P<0.001 versus D2, one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc testing.
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Figure 3.4: Protein expression of EC markers during miPS-EC differentiation.  

A) Western blot analysis showing protein expression of eNOS (132kDa) and CD144 

(87kDa) during miPS-EC differentiation. HPRT protein (24kDa) was used as a 

reference protein. Immunofluorescence images show the formation of adherence 

junctions between miPS-ECs and mCECs. The representative images show 

expression of EC markers: B) CD144 (green; confocal microscope) at D6 versus D2 

and C) CD31 (green; fluorescence microscope) at D6 versus D2 and mCECs (Blue: 

nuclear stain DAPI or TOPRO) as positive control. Immunocytochemical staining and 

imaging in panel B was performed by Dr Michael O’Hare. Scale bar panel B: 10μm, 

panel C: 50μm.   
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 Assessment of miPS-EC differentiation efficiency 

To further characterise miPS-ECs and to assess efficiency of the differentiation 

protocol, immunomagnetic sorting of the CD144+ cell population from D6 

miPS-ECs fraction was performed, and EC markers analysed by flow 

cytometry (Figure 3.5). When labelled with magnetic particles and PE-

conjugated CD144, approximately 105,000 miPS-ECs were counted as 

CD144 positive (CD144+) from a total ~9.3 million miPS-ECs, equating to a 

differentiation efficiency of 1.124%, although the purity of the cell population 

was not measured (Figure 3.5A). When quantified by flow cytometry, analysis 

of 20,000 events showed that only 4.82% of miPS-ECs were positive for 

CD144 (blue) whilst 4.36% were positive for CD31 (grey), from a total 100,000-

400,000 cells, when compared to unstained cells (Figure 3.5B). Similar results 

were obtained when the experiment was repeated, although the detected 

efficiency rate was even lower. Here, only 2.12% cells were positive for CD144 

(blue) and 1.88% were positive for CD31 (blue) when compared with unstained 

cells (red) (Figure 3.5C). Although, the differentiation efficiency for miPS-ECs, 

as assessed by the quantification of CD144+ and CD31+ population by flow 

cytometry remained low, qRT-PCR analysis (n=3) of the samples revealed 

relatively high mRNA expression of these markers (as indicated by average 

cycle threshold (Ct) -value for each marker of 25-26 cycles), including KDR, 

confirming efficient EC differentiation (Figure 3.5D). In an attempt to resolve 

the discrepancy indicated by flow cytometry analysis, further experiments were 

performed (n=3) using lower antibody concentration (0.25μg), as 

recommended by the supplier (ThermoFisher Scientific). However, these 

studies showed even lower percentages of CD144+ (0.42-0.75%) and CD31+ 

cells (0.79-1.08%) in D6 miPS-ECs (Figure 3.6), whilst analysis of other EC 

markers (endoglin and KDR) and use of a different batch of CD31 antibody 

produced a similar outcome, although endoglin expression was detected at 

relatively high levels (7%) compared to the other markers (Figure 3.7). 
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Figure 3.5: Initial assessment of miPS-EC differentiation efficiency.   

A) Immunomagnetic sorting (n=1) of CD144+ cell population from D6 miPS-EC 

fraction. Number of cells in the isolated fraction presented as percentage (1.124%) of 

cells positive for CD144 antigen (CD144+) versus D6 miPS-ECs (100%). B) 

Representative flow cytometry data (n=3) of CD144 and CD31 EC markers in D6 

miPS-ECs. miPS cells were differentiated for six days (D6; miPS-ECs) and then 

dissociated and stained with 1μg PE conjugated antibody before 20,000 events were 

recorded on the AttuneNxT Flow cytometer. Data showed that 4.82% of cells were 

positive for CD144 (blue), whilst 4.36% were positive for CD31 (grey) C) with repeat 

of the experiment (n=3) showing 2.12% positive for CD144 (blue) and 1.88% for CD31 

(blue). D) qRT-PCR analysis (n=3) showing mRNA expression of CD144, CD31 and 

KDR in samples relative to RPL11 from panel C. Red: negative control, unstained 

cells. 
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Figure 3.6: Assessment of miPS-EC differentiation efficiency by flow cytometry 

using lower antibody concentration recommended by the supplier.  

Flow cytometry data of CD144 and CD31 EC marker staining in D6 miPS-ECs. miPS 

cells were differentiated for six days (D6; miPS-ECs) and then dissociated and stained 

with 0.25μg PE-conjugated antibody before 20,000 events were recorded on an 

AttuneNxT Flow cytometer. Panel A, B and C represent separate independent 

experiments. Blue: stained cells; Red: negative control, unstained cells. 
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Figure 3.7: Flow cytometry analysis of additional EC markers including CD31 

antibody obtained from a new batch. 

Flow cytometry analysis of D6 miPS-ECs stained with 1μg PE-conjugated antibody 

for EC markers, including a different batch of CD31 antibody. D6 miPS-ECs were 

stained with 1μg PE-conjugated antibody and analysed (CD31 and KDR: 100,000 

events; Endoglin: 11,000 events) with an AttuneNxT Flow cytometer. Data revealed 

A) 0.37% CD31+ cells (Blue: stained cells; Grey: unstained cells), B) 1.06% KDR+ 

cells (Blue: stained cells; Grey: unstained cells), and C) 7% Endoglin+ cells compared 

to unstained cells. Blue: stained cells; Red: negative control, unstained cells.  
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 Flow cytometry antibody titration  

Titration experiments were performed to optimise the concentration of antibody 

used in miPS-ECs for flow cytometry analysis. To determine the optimal 

antibody concentration, D6 miPS-ECs were stained with PE-conjugated 

CD144 and CD31 (CD144-PE and CD31-PE) antibody concentrations 

between 0.0025-0.5μg (Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9). The range included 

concentrations up to 4-times higher (0.50μg) and 100-times lower (0.0025μg) 

than the concentration recommended by the supplier. From the analysis, the 

percentage of positive cells was shown to be directly proportional to the 

concentration of the antibody used. However, despite testing a wide range of 

different concentrations, the flow cytometry results were not consistent with 

the expression of antigens previously determined through qRT-PCR, western 

blot and immunostaining (Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4), and did not seem to be 

reflective of evident miPS-EC differentiation. 

 Maintenance of miPS-ECs in culture 

Phase contrast and immunofluorescence images were taken of miPS-ECs at 

D6 and then approximately 24h after re-culture onto new culture flasks (D7 (re-

cultured) in order to assess morphology and EC marker expression before and 

after re-culture (Figure 3.10).  This was done in order to investigate the impact 

of miPS-EC re-culture as required by some of our analysis protocols. 

Representative images of re-cultured miPS-ECs clearly show that the cells 

lose their ability to maintain normal morphology and proliferation capability 

when disturbed. miPS-ECs at D6 form a monolayer of tightly packed cells with 

cobblestone-like morphology as opposed to re-cultured cells shown at D7 

which are sparsely populated with a high rate of cell death (Figure 3.10A). 

Consistent with this observation, immunocytochemical analysis of re-cultured 

miPS-ECs revealed loss of EC adhesion junction formation capability (CD144) 

and of the internalisation adhesion molecule, CD31, as revealed by reduced 

protein expression of both markers (Figure 3.10B and Figure 3.10C). 
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Figure 3.8: Titration of CD31 antibody in miPS-ECs for assessment of optimal 

concentration for flow cytometry.  

Flow cytometry analysis of CD31 staining of D6 miPS-ECs. miPS cells were 

differentiated for six days (D6; miPS-ECs) and then dissociated and stained with a 

range of concentrations of PE-conjugated CD31 antibody (A: 0.0025μg, B: 0.025μg, 

C: 0.63μg, D: 0.25μg and E: 0.50 μg) for 30min prior to analysis on an Attune NxT 

flow cytometer with recording of 20,000 events. Blue: stained cells; Red: negative 

control, unstained cells.  
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Figure 3.9: Titration of CD144 antibody in miPS-ECs for assessment of optimal 

concentration for flow cytometry.  

Flow cytometry analysis of CD31 staining of D6 miPS-ECs. miPS cells were 

differentiated for six days (D6; miPS-ECs) and then dissociated and stained with a 

range of concentrations of PE-conjugated CD144 antibody (A: 0.0025μg, B: 0.025μg, 

C: 0.63μg, D: 0.25μg and E: 0.50 μg) for 30min prior to analysis on an Attune NxT 

flow cytometer with recording of 20,000 events. Red: stained cells; Grey: negative 

control, unstained cells.
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Figure 3.10: Morphology and adhesion junction formation of re-cultured miPS-

ECs.  

A) Representative phase contrast microscope images (10x magnification), and 

immunofluorescence images showing B) CD31 (green; red; fluorescence microscope) 

and C) CD144 (green; red; fluorescence/confocal microscope) marker expression 

before and after re-culture of D6 miPS-ECs into a new culture flask (D7). (Blue: 

nuclear stain DAPI or TOPRO). Scale bar Panel A: 200μm; Panel B: 50μm (left) and 

25μm (right); Panel C: 15μm (left) and 50μm (right). 
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 NOX expression during EC differentiation 

In order to interrogate the specific role of NADPH oxidases in miPS-ECs, NOX 

isoform (NOX1, NOX2 and NOX4) expression was analysed in miPS cells at 

baseline and with progression of EC differentiation (Figure 3.11). Conventional 

RT-PCR analysis at a threshold of 25 cycles revealed NOX4 to be the only 

isoform expressed in miPS cells at transcript level, with NOX1 and NOX2 

mRNA not detectable with this protocol (Figure 3.11A). NOX4 mRNA 

expression was progressively increased during EC differentiation (D2, D4, D6 

and D8), with peak expression confirmed at D6 and D8 by qRT-PCR, which 

was not observed by conventional RT-PCR (D8) (Figure 3.11A, Figure 3.11B). 

Consistent with conventional RT-PCR, neither NOX1 or NOX2 mRNA were 

detected by qRT-PCR (data not shown), confirming that the lack of expression 

was not related to a weak signal, as observed with the positive controls, but 

instead was due to miPS-ECs not expressing these genes. Positive controls 

were selected based on evidence provided on the GeneCards database 

(www.genecards.org), where colon and brain were demonstrated as tissues 

with high expression of NOX1 and NOX2 (Stelzer et al., 2016). The reason(s) 

for the weak signal for the positive controls is unknown and may need to be 

reassessed for future work. However, when assessed by western blot, NOX2 

protein (65kDa) was clearly present in miPS and upregulated during EC 

differentiation in parallel with NOX4 (67kDa) (Figure 3.11C and Figure 3.11D). 

To confirm protein expression of NOX4, which was highly expressed versus 

NOX2, immunocytochemical staining of D2 and D6 miPS-ECs was performed, 

with comparison to mature mCECs. In D6 miPS-ECs, the expression pattern 

of NOX4 was shown to be broadly similar to that observed in mature mCECs 

(Figure 3.11E).  

 ROS production during miPS-EC differentiation 

Endogenous ROS generation in miPS-ECs was evaluated by 2′,7′-

dichlorofluorescein (DCF) and dihydroethidium (DHE) fluorescence assays 

(Figure 3.12) to determine the relationship with NOX4 expression level. 

Moreover, it was important to assess the specific type of ROS which cells 
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generate during EC differentiation. In this regard, DCF assay is a commonly 

used method for quantification of H2O2 and other ROS species, such as 

hydroxyl radical, hydroperoxides and peroxynitrite. On the other hand, DHE 

assay is more specific and may be used for detection of cellular superoxide (Y. 

Zhang et al., 2018). When probed with DCF, ROS generation was markedly 

higher in D6 miPS-ECs in comparison with D2 miPS-ECs, as indicated by the 

median fluorescent intensity measured by flow cytometry (Figure 3.12A). 

Similarly, DHE staining of miPS cells revealed progressively increased 

superoxide generation in D2 and D6 miPS-ECs versus undifferentiated miPS 

(Figure 3.12B). While superoxide generation seemed to be localised to the 

colonies in miPS cells and D2 cells, merged immunoflourescent (IF) confocal 

and brightfield (BF) images of D6 miPS-ECs revealed lower superoxide 

generation in the underlying monolayer EC-like cells compared with potentially 

non-differentiated cells (Figure 3.12B). To further assess this interesting 

observation, cell isolation based on the difference in adherence between ECs 

and pluripotent stem cells was employed to separate the EC population from 

non-differentiated cells. D6 miPS-ECs were trypsinised, reseeded on a 

collagen-IV coated flask and allowed to re-attach to the flask at 37°C at 5% 

CO2. After 1h, non-adherent (free-floating) cells and adherent cells were 

collected for analysis. Expression of pluripotent marker (OCT4), NOX4 and EC 

markers (CD144, KDR and eNOS) were analysed to characterise the cells 

prior to probing for DCF for ROS detection (Figure 3.13). In adherent cells, 

OCT4 expression was significantly lower when compared with non-adherent 

cells, as indicated by qRT-PCR and western blot analysis (Figure 3.13A and 

Figure 3.13B), corresponding with increased expression of EC markers, 

CD144 and KDR, confirming isolation of the EC population (Figure 3.13C, 

Figure 3.13D and Figure 3.13E). When probed with DCF, ROS generation in 

adherent cells was significantly lower compared with non-adhered cell 

population, indicating the non-differentiated cell population as the predominant 

source of ROS in D6 miPS-ECs (Figure 3.13F), which appears to be consistent 

with DHE staining of D2 and D6 miPS-ECs (Figure 3.12B), suggesting that 

superoxide generation is largely coincident with colonies versus dispersed 

cells.  
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Figure 3.11: NOX isoform expression during miPS-EC differentiation. 

A) Conventional RT-PCR gene expression analysis of NADPH oxidase isoforms 

(NOX1, NOX2 and NOX4) in miPS cells and during EC differentiation (D2, D4, D6 

and D8) with comparison to β-Actin reference gene (25 cycle threshold; 100bp DNA 

ladder control; positive controls (+): NOX1-colon, NOX2-brain, NOX4-kidney, β-Actin-

kidney; negative controls (-): no template DNA control). B) qRT-PCR analysis of 

NOX4 mRNA expression and C) western blot expression analysis of NOX4 protein 

(67kDa) and D) NOX2 protein (65kDa) at D2, D4, D6 and D8 differentiation with 

comparison to HPRT reference protein (24kDa). E) Representative 

immunofluorescence images of NOX4 protein (red) in D6 versus D2 miPS-ECs and 

mCECs as positive control. (Blue: nuclear stain DAPI). Gene expression was 

normalised to RPL11 as a housekeeping gene. Mean ± SEM, n=5; ***P<0.001 versus 

D2, one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc testing. Scale bar 100μm. 
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Figure 3.12: ROS generation during miPS-EC differentiation. 

A) DCF flow cytometry analysis of ROS production during miPS-EC differentiation. 

Representative histogram of D2 (n=4) and D6 (n=2) miPS-ECs, quantified as mean 

fluorescence intensity. B) Representative confocal images of 3 experiments showing 

superoxide formation in miPS, D2 and D6 miPS-ECs stained with DHE (n=3). IF: 

immunofluorescence, BF: brightfield. Scale bar 150μm.  
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Figure 3.13: ROS generation in miPS-ECs sorted on the basis on adherence and 

non-adherence.  

A) qRT-PCR analysis of (n=3) OCT4 mRNA expression and B) western blot protein 

expression in adherent versus non-adherent cells at D6 differentiation. Graphs 

showing qRT-PCR analysis (n=3) of gene expression of C) NOX4, and EC markers 

D) CD144, E) KDR and F) eNOS in adherent versus non-adherent cells at D6 

differentiation. G) Flow cytometry DCF ROS staining of adherent versus non-adherent 

miPS-ECs and quantification. EC markers Mean±SEM, n= 3-4; *P<0.01, **P<0.001, 

***P<0.005 versus non-adherent, unpaired Student’s t-test. (Grey: negative control, 

unstained cells; Red and Blue: DCF stained cells). 
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 Antioxidant expression during miPS-EC differentiation 

To investigate the antioxidant response of miPS-ECs during differentiation in 

parallel with increased expression of the oxidant enzyme, NOX4, a panel of 

genes encoding several important antioxidant enzymes previously implicated 

in vascular cells was assessed by qRT-PCR. Interestingly, the data presented 

in Figure 3.14 show progressive and differential mRNA expression of key 

antioxidant genes in D2, D4, D6 and D8 miPS-ECs, with some upregulated 

and others downregulated as the cells differentiated to ECs. mRNA expression 

of glutathione S-transferase alpha 2 (GSTα2) (n=5), superoxide dismutase 3 

(SOD3) (n=3) and catalase (CAT) (n=5) was markedly upregulated, with peak 

expression observed in D8 miPS-ECs, whilst mRNA expression of nuclear 

factor erythroid 2–related factor 2 (NRF2) (n=5) also tended to increase. In 

contrast, mRNA expression of other assessed genes, superoxide dismutase 1 

(SOD1) (n=4), glutamate-cysteine ligase catalytic subunit (GCLC) (n=3), 

NAD(P)H quinone dehydrogenase 1 (NQO1) (n=5), superoxide dismutase 2 

(SOD2) (n=4), thioredoxin reductase 1 (TXNRD1) (n=4) and glutathione-

disulfide reductase (GSR) (n=5) was significantly downregulated in D8 versus 

D2 miPS-ECs, whilst mRNA expression of heme oxygenase 1 (HO-1) (n=5) 

also tended to decrease. Taken together, these data indicate that miPS 

demonstrate marked changes in ROS generation and regulation during 

differentiation towards ECs which are likely to be functionally significant. 
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Figure 3.14: Antioxidant gene expression during miPS-EC differentiation. 

qRT-PCR analysis of antioxidant gene expression in D2, D4, D6, and D8 miPS-ECs. 

Mean±SEM, n=3-5; *P< 0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001 versus D2, one-way ANOVA with 

Dunnett’s post-hoc testing. GSTα2: Glutathione S-transferase alpha 2; GCLC: 

Glutamate-cysteine ligase catalytic subunit; GSR: Glutathione-disulfide reductase; 

TXNRD1: Thioredoxin reductase 1; NRF2: Nuclear factor erythroid 2–related factor 2; 

HO-1: Heme Oxygenase 1; NQO1: NAD(P)H Quinone dehydrogenase 1; SOD1: 

Superoxide dismutase 1; SOD2: Superoxide dismutase 2; SOD3: Superoxide 

dismutase 3; CAT: Catalase. 
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3.4  Discussion 

iPS-ECs present a significant opportunity to generate large numbers of patient-

specific cells that can be used as cell therapy for the treatment of 

cardiovascular diseases  (Jang et al., 2019). Many protocols demonstrate clear 

potential of iPS cells to differentiate towards an EC lineage (Williams & Wu, 

2019). However, many challenges still remain, including enrichment and 

expansion of homogenous, mature, highly proliferative and functional ECs 

both in vitro and in vivo. Most iPS-EC differentiation protocols generate low 

cell yields and produce suboptimal quality ECs (Y. Lin et al., 2017). Indeed, 

there are a lack of scalable differentiation protocols that allow generation of 

therapeutically relevant quantities of cells, which possess regenerative 

potential and are resistant to hostile highly oxidative microenvironments 

present in the ischaemic zone (Y. Lin et al., 2017). Consequently, there is 

much focus on characterising differentiation pathways and finding targets that 

would allow efficient and robust generation of ECs both in vitro and in vivo for 

treatment of ischemic diseases (Olmer et al., 2018). In this regard, the data 

presented in this chapter demonstrate differentiation of ECs from miPS cells 

and provide evidence supporting a role for NOX4 NADPH oxidase and ROS 

signalling during the differentiation process, which is likely to be important 

when considering therapeutic potential of these cells.  

Extensive characterisation of pluripotency, such as teratoma formation, cell 

surface embryonic-antigen expression, and karyotyping – which are standard 

quality control for iPS cells, has been previously verified by Professor Margariti 

and therefore was not specifically addressed in this project. However, as 

specific demonstration for this thesis, miPS cells were characterised for typical 

ESC-like characteristics. As iPS cells share high similarity in growth and 

morphology to ESCs, miPS cells were assessed for ESC-like morphology, self-

renewal capability and pluripotency. When maintained in culture, miPS cells 

formed colonies with clear and smooth edges. They remained largely 

undifferentiated for up to 40 passages, and expressed OCT4 pluripotent 

transcription factor, which is required for the maintenance of ESCs/iPS cells 

(G. Shi & Jin, 2010). Another key feature of pluripotent stem cells is their ability 
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to differentiate into cells from three different germ layers (mesoderm, 

endoderm and ectoderm) (G. Liu et al., 2020). During embryonic development, 

vascular ECs originate from the mesoderm germ layer from mesoderm-derived 

angioblasts in the presence of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) (Di 

Bernardini et al., 2014; Potente et al., 2011). In this thesis, we were able to 

generate ECs that phenotypically resembled mature ECs in culture, 

expressing markers typical of EC lineage, including CD144, CD31, eNOS, 

vWF and KDR, using a protocol that was previously published by our group 

(Cochrane et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2020). Morphological changes were 

observed as early as D2, where 3-dimensional miPS cell colonies started to 

dissipate and transition to form ECs, characterised by a monolayer of 

cobblestone-like cells. As the cells transitioned from a pluripotent state to cells 

resembling mature ECs, EC markers were significantly upregulated, with peak 

expression between D6 and D8 differentiation. The upregulation of EC 

markers was accompanied by significant downregulation of the pluripotency-

associated gene, OCT4. EC lineage was further confirmed by qRT-PCR and 

immunocytochemical staining. CD144 and CD31 gene expression were 

increased throughout the differentiation process, whereas KDR progressively 

increased until D6 and then decreased at D8, which may be explained by the 

reduction in angiogenic stimuli caused by contact-inhibition seen in confluent 

cultures (Grazia Lampugnani et al., 2003).  

Whilst a large proportion of miPS were differentiated to miPS-ECs, the culture 

included a heterogenous population of cells comprising both differentiated 

endothelial-like cells and undifferentiated miPS cells. Magnetic sorting of 

CD144+ cells isolated only 1.124% of the cell suspension. Despite antibody 

titration and confirmation of EC gene expression by qRT-PCR, similar results 

were obtained via flow cytometry assessment of the EC markers CD144, 

CD31, KDR and Endoglin, suggesting that magnetic sorting and flow cytometry 

may not be appropriate methods for identifying miPS-ECs. Indeed, 

internalisation of membrane markers during cell detachment and sample 

processing and preparation has been previously described (Cossarizza et al., 

2019), provided a potential explanation for lack of detection of EC surface 

markers. Consistent with this suggestion, immunocytochemistry of re-cultured 
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D6 miPS-ECs demonstrated loss of monolayer organisation and cytoplasmic 

expression of junctional proteins, CD144 and CD31, after 24h, which may have 

impacted upon normal marker profiles. In this regard, it is important to highlight 

that heterogeneity, lack of functional EC attributes and expansion capability, 

and acquisition of other phenotypes, such as epithelial cells, are major 

limitations in iPS-ECs, which could be attributed to the established low 

efficiency of employed protocols (Kilpinen et al., 2017; Lu et al., 2021; Volpato 

& Webber, 2020). 

Having demonstrated differentiation of ECs from miPS, we next assessed 

correlation with NADPH oxidase isoform expression and ROS signalling, as 

likely key factors underlying in vitro and in vivo function. Interestingly, data 

presented in this chapter show that NOX4 expression progressively increases 

as miPS cells differentiate to ECs at both mRNA and protein level, while NOX2 

follows a similar pattern, but only at protein level, with reduced expression 

versus NOX4. Although NOX1 is reported to be expressed in ECs (Garrido-

Urbani et al., 2011), its expression could not be detected in miPS-ECs by either 

conventional RT-PCR, qRT-PCR or western blot. Interestingly, a similar 

expression pattern was recently reported by our group in endothelial colony-

forming cells, a defined progenitor sub-population, which showed high NOX4 

expression linked to increased angiogenic capacity, and lower levels of NOX2 

which were less important for cell function (K. M. O’Neill et al., 2020). In miPS-

ECs, progressive upregulation of NOX2 and NOX4 expression with 

differentiation was accompanied by increased ROS production, as indicated 

by DCF (which detects all ROS) and DHE (which is more specific for 

superoxide) staining in D6 differentiated miPS-ECs. Whilst this finding appears 

to be in agreement with previous studies reporting the involvement of NOX4-

derived ROS in differentiation of ESCs in ECs, smooth muscle cells and 

cardiomyocytes (Y.-W. Kim & Byzova, 2014; Jian Li et al., 2006; S.-H. Song et 

al., 2014; Xiao et al., 2009), as well as NOX2-derived ROS miPS cell 

differentiation to ECs (Xueling Kang et al., 2016), further analyses are required 

to define the specific contribution of H2O2 and superoxide which are known to 

exert differential actions on EC signalling (Narayana et al., 2008). Interestingly, 

upon DHE staining of D2 and D6 miPS-ECs, we found reduced fluorescence 
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signal in monolayer regions of differentiated ECs compared with 

undifferentiated aggregates, which prompted us to perform subsequent 

analysis of ROS generation in these two distinct populations. Notably, 

separation of D6 miPS-ECs based on adhesion capabilities showed reduced 

ROS accumulation in adherent differentiated cells compared to non-adherent 

undifferentiated cells, the latter of which comprised >50% of the total 

population. Further analysis of the two groups by qRT-PCR and WB confirmed 

that adherent cells were of EC lineage, whilst non-adherent cells were 

undifferentiated miPS cells. This interesting observation may suggest that 

ROS generation (at least superoxide) may decrease, rather than increase, with 

progression of miPS-EC differentiation, although detailed species-specific 

analysis of ROS would be required to substantiate this. To further interrogate 

the role that altered ROS signalling may play in miPS-EC differentiation, qRT-

PCR gene expression profiling of a number of key antioxidant enzymes known 

to be regulated by NOX4-dependent NRF2 signalling (Brewer et al., 2011) was 

performed in D6 cells. As antioxidant genes are tightly regulated to maintain 

redox homeostasis and are activated in response to oxidative stress 

(Sankaranarayanan & Jaiswal, 2004), it is important to assess potential effects 

on ROS sources, ROS generation, and endogenous antioxidant protective 

mechanisms in parallel. Interestingly, mRNA analysis of all 11 antioxidant 

genes assessed appeared to be differentially altered in D8 versus D2 miPS-

ECs, with 3 showing increased expression and 6 showing decreased 

expression, with two remaining unchanged. Given that total ROS generation 

increased during miPS-EC differentiation, it may be expected that antioxidant 

signalling may be broadly reduced, as has been previously reported in ESCs 

and iPS cells (Saretzki et al., 2008; Solari et al., 2015, 2018, 2019; Tseng et 

al., 2017). Indeed, this is consistent with the observed significant 

downregulation of GSR, SOD1, SOD2, GCLC, NQO1, and TXRND1 during 

miPS-EC differentiation, although mRNA expression of GSTα2, SOD3, and 

catalase was found to be oppositely and markedly increased. It is likely that 

these differential alterations are at least partly reflective of the complexity of 

ROS signalling, but that this may also be accounted for by divergent redox 

responses between differentiated and non-differentiated cells which were not 

separately assessed with regard to gene expression. Nonetheless, taken 
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together these initial data indicate that ROS signalling undergoes marked 

alterations during progression of miPS-EC differentiation which may be 

dependent upon NADPH oxidase isoforms and represent an important 

determinant of cell function.  

3.5 Conclusion   

In summary, the data presented in this chapter demonstrate characterisation 

of miPS-ECs during differentiation which is associated with progressive 

upregulation of NADPH oxidase isoforms, NOX2 and NOX4, and increased in 

ROS generation. Although assessment of differentiation efficiency via flow 

cytometry remains a challenge and detailed assessment of species and 

source-specific ROS signalling is still to be determined, our findings are 

consistent with previous reports indicating that NOX4 NADPH oxidase-derived 

ROS play an important role in the differentiation of pluripotent stem cells.  
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Investigation of the specific role of 
NOX4 NADPH oxidase-derived ROS in 
miPS-EC differentiation and function
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4.1 Introduction  

ROS play an important role in normal cell growth, migration, differentiation, 

apoptosis, and senescence (Chaudhari et al., 2014; Clempus et al., 2007; 

Weyemi et al., 2012). At physiological levels, ROS serve as signalling 

molecules regulating many pathways (Burtenshaw et al., 2019). In response 

to tissue ischaemia, low levels of ROS are produced to promote angiogenesis 

in order to prevent and repair tissue injury, whereas high levels of ROS can 

cause oxidative stress, leading to cellular dysfunction and apoptosis, and 

progression of cardiovascular disease (Sirker et al., 2011). Hence, generation 

of ROS is tightly regulated by a ROS scavenging system that neutralises ROS 

in order to control cellular redox profile and ensure that ROS are localised 

close to their intended targets (Burtenshaw et al., 2019). While several sources 

of ROS exist, NADPH oxidase isoforms, NOX2 and NOX4, are major sources 

of ROS in the cardiovascular system, with NOX4 being the most highly 

expressed isoform in ECs (Buul et al., 2005). NOX2 largely generates 

superoxide and requires activation by translocation of cytosolic subunits, 

whereas NOX4 generates predominantly H2O2 and is constitutively active (Y.-

M. Kim et al., 2017). Numerous stimuli such as growth factors, cytokines, 

shear stress, hypoxia, and receptor agonists can activate endothelial NADPH 

oxidases (Norifumi et al., 2008). In response, ROS derived from NADPH 

oxidases stimulate numerous redox signalling pathways, including those 

involved in  EC angiogenic-related responses, such as VEGF signalling linked 

to EC migration and proliferation, as well as reparative angiogenesis in 

response to hindlimb ischaemia in vivo (Norifumi et al., 2008).  

In the previous chapter, we presented data showing progressive upregulation 

of NOX2 and NOX4 in association with increased ROS generation during 

miPS-EC differentiation. Whilst previous studies suggest that NOX4-derived 

ROS are involved in the differentiation of stem cells, their role in EC fate 

determination has yet to be elucidated (Cucoranu et al., 2005; Xueling Kang 

et al., 2016; Jian Li et al., 2006; Xiao et al., 2009). Therefore, building on the 

findings presented in the previous chapter, the aim of this chapter was to 

define the specific role of NOX4 during miPS cell differentiation and to assess 
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whether it influences miPS-EC function. This was achieved by specific 

modulation of NOX4 expression with detailed assessment of effects on ROS 

production, EC marker expression, barrier function, tube formation and 

antioxidant expression. 

4.2 Materials and Methods 

NOX4 overexpression 

miPS cells were differentiated until D3 or D7 and then transfected with 1μg 

empty vector (EV) or NOX4 overexpression (OE) plasmid, with lipid-based 

transfection reagent EndoFectin™Max (Section 2.10.1). Cells were then 

incubated for 48h or 72h prior to use for mRNA, protein extraction, functional 

or ROS detection assays.      

NOX4 siRNA knockdown 

Cells were differentiated until D3 as previously described (Section 2.1.2) and 

then transfected with non-targeting scrambled (SCR) siRNA or targeting 

NOX4 siRNA (20nM) with DharmaFECT 1 transfection reagent (Section 

2.10.2). Cells were then incubated for 24h or 48h prior to use for mRNA, 

protein extraction, functional or ROS detection assays.  

RT-PCR analysis 

RT-PCR analysis was performed as described in Section 2.2.6. 

qRT-PCR analysis  

qRT-PCR analysis was performed as described in Section 2.2.7. 

Western blot 

Western blot analysis was performed as described in Section 2.3.   

Magnetic cell sorting 

Magnetic cell sorting was performed as per manufacturer’s instructions with 

adjustments as outlined in Section 2.5.   
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Flow cytometry DCF ROS Detection 

Flow cytometry DCF ROS detection was performed as described in Section 

2.6.2.  

DHE measurement of intracellular ROS 

DHE measurement of intracellular ROS was performed as described in 

Section 2.7.  

xCELLigence® Real-Time Cell Analysis (RTCA) 

xCELLIigence® RTCA was performed as described in Section 2.11.   

VAS2870 treatment 

Cells were treated with pan-NOX oxidase inhibitor, VAS2870, as described in 

Section 2.10.3. 

Tube formation assay 

Tube formation assay was performed as described in Section Section 2.12.      
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4.3 Results 

 Influence of NOX4 activation on miPS-ECs differentiation, ROS 

signalling and function  

4.3.1.1  Effect of NOX4 overexpression on NADPH oxidase isoform 

expression  

A wide range of gene delivery methods, including biological, physical and 

chemical techniques, may be used to transfer recombinant genes into cells for 

efficient transgene expression. In this project, the DNA plasmid transfection 

method was used for transfer of NOX4 transgene (OE) and control empty 

vector (EV) in to miPS-ECs. It is important that the chosen transfection method 

allows efficient transfection with little or no impact on normal cell function and 

viability. To assess the impact of EV or NOX4 OE plasmid transfection on 

miPS-EC differentiation, D3 miPS-ECs were transfected with 1μg plasmid 

overnight and observed over a 72h period. Phase contrast images taken at 

48h and 72h post transfection demonstrated high cell viability and typical EC 

morphology in both EV and NOX4 OE cells, without any visible difference 

between the groups (Figure 4.1A). The cells formed a cobblestone-like 

monolayer with tight junctions typical of D5 and D6 miPS-ECs, as previously 

observed during normal miPS-EC differentiation (Figure 3.2). DNA plasmid 

transfection had no adverse impact on the progression of miPS-EC 

differentiation and was therefore used as the standard transfection method for 

subsequent NOX4 OE experiments. NOX4 OE was confirmed by qRT-PCR at 

48h and 72h post transfection with EV or NOX4 OE plasmids. Peak 

overexpression of the human NOX4 gene (hNOX4) was observed at 48h 

which was then downregulated at 72h post-transfection relative to HPRT 

housekeeping gene (Figure 4.1B). In parallel, the effect of exogenous human 

NOX4 overexpression on the endogenous mouse NOX4 gene (mNOX4) was 

assessed to investigate whether exogenous NOX4 overexpression altered 

endogenous expression. qRT-PCR analysis showed only modest increase in 

endogenous NOX4 mRNA both at 48h and 72h in comparison with EV 

transfected cells, which did not reach statistical significance at n=3 (Figure 
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4.1C). In contrast to mRNA expression, western blot analysis indicated that 

NOX4 protein (67kDa) OE reached a maximum level at 72h post-transfection, 

which was therefore considered an appropriate time point for subsequent 

experiments (Figure 4.1E). Expression of other NOX isoforms was also 

analysed to assess whether they were affected by NOX4 overexpression. 

Conventional RT-PCR analysis at a threshold of 35 cycles (Figure 4.1D), and 

qRT-PCR analysis (data not shown), revealed that NOX4 overexpression did 

not induce NOX1 or NOX2 expression at the mRNA level. However, when 

assessed by western blot, protein levels of NOX2 (65kDa) were clearly shown 

to be induced in OE cells both at 48h and 72h in comparison with EV cells 

(Figure 4.1E). 

4.3.1.2 Effect of NOX4 overexpression on miPS-ECs differentiation 

efficiency 

Endothelial marker mRNA levels post NOX4 OE were assessed to determine 

the effects of NOX4-derived ROS signalling on the differentiation of miPS-ECs. 

mRNA expression of the endothelial marker, vWF, was significantly increased 

in NOX4 OE miPS-ECs in comparison with EV cells 72h post-transfection, 

whilst a similar expression pattern was also seen for CD31, eNOS and KDR, 

which did not reach statistical significance at n=3, with no changes observed 

in CD144 expression (Figure 4.2A). mRNA expression of the pluripotent 

marker, OCT4, was also measured to assess whether NOX4 caused 

dedifferentiation of miPS-ECs, but no difference was observed between EV 

and NOX4 OE treated cells (Figure 4.2A). eNOS expression was further 

assessed at protein level by western blot (132kDa) and appeared to be greater 

in NOX4 OE cells than in EV cells at 72h, indicating that NOX4 enhances 

endothelial cell differentiation efficiency (Figure 4.2B and C). Furthermore, 

magnetic bead cell sorting assay of pooled EV and NOX4 OE transfected 

miPS-ECs (72h, 2 flasks) revealed a higher fraction of cells positive for CD144 

(~2-fold, 6% versus 10.5%) and CD31 (~3-fold, 7% versus 23%) in NOX4 OE 

cells versus EV cells (Figure 4.2D). Taken together, these data indicate that 

NOX4 overexpression enhances the differentiation efficiency of miPS-ECs, 

thereby highlighting a likely key role for this NADPH oxidase isoform. 
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Figure 4.1: Effect of NOX4 overexpression on exogenous and endogenous 

NADPH oxidase isoform expression.  

A) Representative phase contrast microscope images of EV and NOX4 OE cells at 

48h (D5 miPS-ECs) and 72h (D6 miPS-ECs) post transfection. B) qRT-PCR gene 

expression analysis confirmation of exogenous human (hNOX4), and C) endogenous 

mouse (mNOX4) NOX4 overexpression in miPS-ECs at 48h (D5) and 72h (D6) post-

transfection with EV (empty vector) or NOX4 OE (overexpression) plasmids relative 

to HPRT housekeeping gene. D) Conventional RT-PCR gene expression analysis of 

NADPH oxidase isoforms (NOX1 and NOX2), including hNOX4, in EV or NOX4 OE 

cells at 48h and 72h post-transfection with comparison to RPL11 housekeeping gene 

(35 cycle threshold; 100bp DNA ladder control; positive controls (+): NOX1-colon, 

NOX2-spleen, hNOX4-kidney, RPL11-spleen; negative controls (-): no template DNA 

control). E) Western blot analysis of NOX4 (67kDa) and NOX2 (65kDa) protein 

expression in 48h (D4) and 72h (D5) EV or NOX4 OE cells with comparison to HPRT 

(24kDa) as reference protein and mouse kidney lysate as positive (+ve) control. 

Mean±SEM, n=3; *P<0.05, ***P<0.001 versus EV, two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni 

post-hoc testing. Scale bar: 150μm. 
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Figure 4.2: Effect of NOX4 overexpression on miPS-EC differentiation 

efficiency. 

A) qRT-PCR gene expression analysis of EC (CD144, CD31, eNOS, VWR and KDR) 

and pluripotent (OCT4) marker expression NOX4 OE cells relative to EV (72h; D6 

miPS-ECs). Expression was normalised to HPRT as a housekeeping gene. B) 

Western blot protein expression analysis of eNOS (132kDa) with comparison to 

HPRT reference protein (24kDa) in EV and NOX4 OE cells (72h; D6 miPS-ECs) with 

C) quantification (n=1). D) Magnetic sorting of CD144+ and CD31+ cell population in 

EV and NOX4 OE cells (72h; D6 miPS-ECs). Graphs represent percentage of cells 

(%) positive for CD144 (CD144+) and CD31 (CD31+) markers in EV versus NOX4 OE 

cells (n=2). Mean±SEM, n=3; *P<0.05, versus EV, unpaired Student’s t-test.
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4.3.1.3 Effect of NOX4 overexpression on miPS-EC antioxidant 

regulation  

To investigate the antioxidant response of miPS-ECs to increased expression 

of the oxidant enzyme, NOX4, expression of a panel of genes encoding 

several important antioxidant enzymes previously implicated in vascular cells 

was assessed in RNA collected from 72h EV and NOX4 OE cells by qRT-

PCR. The data presented in Figure 4.3 show that mRNA expression of key 

antioxidant genes was largely unchanged with NOX4 OE in D6 miPS-ECs. 

mRNA expression of heme oxygenase 1 (HO-1) was moderately but 

significantly increased in NOX4 OE versus EV cells, whilst mRNA expression 

of other assessed genes, glutathione S-transferase alpha 2 (GSTα2), 

glutamate-cysteine ligase catalytic subunit (GCLC), glutathione-disulfide 

reductase (GSR), thioredoxin reductase 1 (TXNRD1), nuclear factor erythroid 

2–related factor 2 (NRF2), NAD(P)H quinone dehydrogenase 1 (NQO1), 

superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1), superoxide dismutase 2 (SOD2) and 

catalase (CAT) remained unchanged. 

4.3.1.4 ROS generation in miPS-ECs after NOX4 overexpression 

Endogenous ROS generation in EV and NOX4 OE miPS-ECs was evaluated 

by 2′,7′-dichlorofluorescein (DCF) and dihydroethidium (DHE) fluorescence 

assays to determine how ROS generation by miPS-EC is related to NOX4 

expression level. Moreover, it was important to assess the type of ROS which 

the cells generate upon NOX4 overexpression. When probed with DCF, ROS 

generation was significantly higher in NOX4 OE cells in comparison with EV 

cells (72h), as indicated by the median fluorescent intensity measured by flow 

cytometry (Figure 4.4A). In contrast, DHE staining of EV and NOX4 OE cells 

did not reveal any difference in superoxide production between the groups, as 

presented in the box plot (Figure 4.4B), although it should be noted that data 

generated using this assay were highly variable. 
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Figure 4.3: Effect of NOX4 overexpression on miPS-EC antioxidant gene 

expression.   

Graphs representing qRT-PCR analysis of antioxidant gene expression in EV and 

NOX4 OE cells (72h; D6 miPS-ECs). Expression was normalised to HPRT as a 

housekeeping gene. Mean±SEM, n=3; **P<0.01, versus EV, unpaired Student’s t-

test. GSTα2: Glutathione S-transferase alpha 2; GCLC: Glutamate-cysteine ligase 

catalytic subunit; GSR: Glutathione-disulfide reductase; TXNRD1: Thioredoxin 

reductase 1; NRF2: Nuclear factor erythroid 2–related factor 2; HO-1: Heme 

Oxygenase 1; NQO1: NAD(P)H Quinone dehydrogenase 1; SOD1: Superoxide 

dismutase 1; SOD2: Superoxide dismutase 2; SOD3: Superoxide dismutase 3; CAT: 

Catalase.
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Figure 4.4: Effect of NOX4 overexpression on ROS generation in miPS-ECs. 

A) Flow cytometry analysis of fluorescent DCF (ROS indicator) in EV and NOX4 OE 

cells (72h; D6 miPS-ECs). Approximately 100,000 cells per sample were stained with 

DCF (5μM) and median fluorescence intensity measured using an Attune NxT flow 

cytometer with recording of 20,000 events with comparison to negative control, 

unstained cells (grey: unstained, negative control; blue: DCF stained EV cells; red: 

DCF stained OE cells). Data were collected from three experiments and analysed by 

Dr Pietro M. Bertelli using Flowjo software. B) Representative fluorescence 

microscope images of DHE staining (10μM; superoxide-specific) of EV and NOX4 OE 

cells (72h; D6 miPS-ECs), and quantification presented as box plot normalised to EV. 

Analysis performed by Dr Edoardo Pedrini. Mean±SEM, n=3 with measurement of 15 

fields per sample; *P<0.05, versus EV, unpaired Student’s t-test. Scale bar 150 µm. 
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4.3.1.5 Effect of NOX4 overexpression on miPS-EC angiogenic function 

Two-dimensional (2D) Matrigel® tube formation assay was performed to 

assess the effects of NOX4 overexpression on the angiogenic function of D6 

miPS-ECs when NOX4 protein expression was at its maximum level (72h). 

Following seeding of both EV and NOX4 OE separately onto Matrigel®, the 

cells formed consistent vascular networks in vitro similar to mature ECs, 

although they are not lumenised and, hence, functional like mature ECs that 

grow in a 3D environment. However, after 8h incubation, no difference in 

percentage (%) tube area between EV and NOX4 OE cells was observed 

(Figure 4.5). 

4.3.1.6 Effect of NOX4 overexpression on miPS-EC barrier function 

A key characteristic of endothelial cell monolayers is their ability to form 

barriers which are important for regulating the movement of cells and 

molecules within tissues, the integrity of which may be compromised in certain 

disease states. From a translational perspective, it is therefore important that 

miPS-ECs display strong barrier formation capacity and integrity and 

understanding how NOX4-derived ROS affects these characteristics may 

provide clues for improving their function. As such, barrier formation and 

integrity were determined using an xCELLigence® system with comparison 

between EV and NOX4 OE cells (Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7). As already 

described in Section 2.11, the xCELLigence® system allows monitoring and 

measurement of cell morphology, behaviour and function by quantifying 

electrical impedance generated by the gold microelectrodes embedded in the 

bottom of wells of an electronic plate where the cells are seeded. Adhesion of 

cells to the gold microelectrodes impedes the flow of electric current between 

the electrodes giving an impedance value directly correlated to the number of 

cells and barrier permeability, and presented as cell index. Initially, an 

optimisation experiment was performed with D6 miPS-ECs to identify optimal 

cell number. Approximately, 50,000 cells/well showed the best cell index 

measurement over a 20h period in comparison with 20,000, 70,000 and 

100,000 cells/well, which then regressed over time (Figure 4.6).  
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For subsequent experiments, adjustments were made to the protocol in terms 

of cell number (40,000 versus 50,000 cells/well), in order to avoid early 

regression, which resulted in cells (D7 miPS-ECs) to maintain high viability 

and growth when cultured at a density of 40,000 cells/well over the same 

period, so were therefore considered appropriate to test cell function at later 

stages of the differentiation process (Figure 4.7A). In this experiment, the 

effect of NOX4-derived ROS on barrier function was assessed in D9 miPS-

ECs transfected with EV or NOX4 OE cells (48h). Cell electrical impedance 

measurements (cell index) showed that NOX4 OE cells formed a tighter barrier 

than EV cells, as indicated by higher readings at 20h, suggesting that NOX4-

derived ROS mediates barrier formation in late stage miPS-ECs (Figure 4.7B). 
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Figure 4.5: Effect of NOX4 overexpression on miPS-EC angiogenic function. 

Representative confocal microscope images of two-dimensional (2D) Matrigel® tube 

formation assay with 72h EV and NOX4 OE cells (D6 miPS-ECs). Analysis showed 

no difference in tube morphology between DMSO vehicle control and VAS2870 

treated cells. Quantification represented as percentage (%) tube area after 8h 

incubation, performed by Dr Edoardo Pedrini, using Fiji ImageJ software. Green: 

calcein staining. Mean±SEM, n=9; P=NS, unpaired Student’s t-test. Scale bar 500µM. 
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Figure 4.6: Assessment of miPS-EC barrier function.  

A) Optimisation of cell number for barrier formation assay based on impedance (cell 

index) measurements over 20h using an RTCA xCELLigence® system (cells/well; red: 

20,000; green: 50,000; orange: 70,000; blue: 100,000). 
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Figure 4.7: Effect of NOX4 overexpression on miPS-EC barrier function.   

A) Representative phase contrast images of D6 miPS-ECs approximately 24h after 

re-culturing (D7) and then at 48h (D9 miPS-ECs) post-NOX4 overexpression 

transfection (EV; NOX4 OE). B) Barrier formation assay of miPS-ECs shown in Panel 

A based on impedance (cell index) measurements at 20h using an RTCA 

xCELLigence® system, quantified in graph (n=8 EV, n=7 OE). Cells/well: 40,000; red: 

EV; blue: NOX4 OE. Mean±SEM, n=4-8; ***P<0.001, versus EV, unpaired Student’s 

t-test. Scale bar 150μM. 
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 Influence of NOX4 suppression on miPS-EC differentiation, ROS 

production and function 

4.3.2.1 Effect of NOX4 siRNA knockdown on miPS-EC NADPH oxidase 

isoform expression 

Having investigated the role of NOX4 overexpression on miPS-ECs 

differentiation and function, it was important to also assess effects of NOX4 

knockdown (KD). RNA interference (RNAi) was employed to achieve transient 

knockdown of NOX4 gene expression using commercially obtained pooled 

siRNA against NOX4. Initially, the siRNA KD protocol was optimised and 

effects on cell differentiation, specifically morphology and cytotoxicity, were 

assessed. For these experiments, D3 miPS-ECs were transfected with either 

scrambled control (SCR) or NOX4-targetting (KD) siRNA and imaged with a 

phase contrast microscope at 24h (D4) and 48h (D5) post-transfection. No 

detrimental effects of transfection on cell differentiation were observed, with 

cells displaying typical endothelial-like morphology in both SCR and NOX4 KD 

groups at both time-points (24h and 48h) (Figure 4.8A). NOX4 siRNA KD was 

confirmed by conventional RT-PCR and qRT-PCR analysis (Figure 4.8B and 

Figure 4.8C). Maximal KD of NOX4 transcription was evident at 24h (~70%) 

which remained significantly lowered in comparison with SCR at 48h (~60%) 

(Figure 4.8B). Western blot analysis of siRNA KD showed that NOX4 protein 

(67kDa) expression was unaltered at 24h but clearly reduced at 48h versus 

SCR control (Figure 4.8D). Importantly, KD of NOX4 did not result in altered 

regulation of other NOX isoforms (NOX1 and NOX2) at mRNA level, as 

indicated by conventional RT-PCR run at 35 cycles threshold (Figure 4.8C). It 

should be noted that NOX4 downregulation observed in KD samples by qRT-

PCR (Figure 4.8B) was not obvious by conventional RT-PCR which is likely to 

be due to the high cycle threshold setting (35 cycles) leading to complete 

amplification of the cDNA and therefore, saturation of all bands (Figure 4.8C). 

Conversely, while NOX2 was shown not to be expressed at mRNA level 

(Figure 4.8C), it was clearly expressed at protein level, as shown by western 

blot analysis. However, when compared to HPRT reference protein, NOX2 

was uniformly expressed across both time-points (24h versus 48h) and 
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conditions (SCR versus KD) so appeared to not be influenced by NOX4 

KD(Figure 4.8E). 

4.3.2.2 Effects on NOX4 siRNA knockdown on miPS-EC differentiation 

Endothelial marker mRNA expression was assessed by qRT-PCR to 

determine whether NOX4 KD had the expected opposite effect of NOX4 OE 

in reducing the differentiation efficiency of miPS-ECs (Figure 4.9). Indeed, 

after 48h siRNA KD of NOX4 in D5 miPS-ECs, mRNA expression of CD31 (~-

0.3-fold) and eNOS (~0.5-fold) was significantly decreased in comparison with 

SCR control cells, whilst CD144 and KDR remained unaltered.  

4.3.2.3 Effect of NOX4 knockdown on miPS-EC antioxidant regulation  

Similar to antioxidant response observed with NOX4 OE, mRNA expression 

of key antioxidants in miPS-ECs remained generally unchanged with NOX4 

KD. qRT-PCR mRNA analysis of NOX4 KD cells versus SCR cells at 48h 

showed no significant change in the expression levels of all of assessed 

genes: GSTα2, GCLC, GSR, TXNRD1, NRF2, HO-1, NQO1, SOD1, SOD2 

and CAT (Figure 4.10).  

4.3.2.4 ROS generation in miPS-ECs after NOX4 knockdown 

ROS generation was quantified to assess the effects of NOX4 KD on levels of 

endogenous ROS and the type of ROS generated post transfection. When 

assessed by DCF flow cytometry, ROS production was not significantly 

different in NOX4 KD cells compared to SCR cells at 48h with n=3 (Figure 

4.11A). Similarly, no change in superoxide generation was evident between 

the two groups when assessed by DHE assay (Figure 4.11B), noting the high 

variability of measurements with this assay, as observed previously. Specific 

analysis of mRNA collected from one of the cell samples used for the above 

DCF assay showed ~50% knockdown of NOX4 48h post-transfection versus 

SCR transfected cells (Figure 4.11C) which is equivalent to levels detected in 

previous experiments (Figure 4.8B). Therefore, despite reduced levels of 
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NOX4, which is a key ROS generating enzyme, the levels of ROS generated 

by miPS-ECs assessed by both DCF and DHE appeared to remain 

unchanged.   
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Figure 4.8: NADPH oxidase isoform expression in miPS-EC after NOX4 siRNA 

knockdown.  

A) Representative phase contrast microscope images of SCR and NOX4 KD cells at 

24h (D4 miPS-ECs) and 48h (D5 miPS-ECs) post transfection. B) qRT-PCR 

confirmation of NOX4 mRNA knockdown in SCR or NOX4-targeting (KD) siRNA 

transfected miPS-ECs at 24h (D4) and 48h (D5) with gene expression normalised to 

HSP90 as a housekeeping gene. C) Conventional RT-PCR gene expression analysis 

of NADPH oxidase isoforms (NOX1, NOX2, NOX4) in SCR and NOX4 KD cells at 

24h and 48h post transfection with comparison to RPL11 reference gene (35 cycle 

threshold; 100bp DNA ladder control; positive controls (+): NOX1-colon, NOX2-

spleen, NOX4-kidney, RPL11-spleen; negative controls (-): no template DNA control). 

D) Western blot analysis of NOX4 (67kDa) protein expression in 24h (D4) and 48h 

(D5) SCR and NOX4 KD miPS-ECs with comparison to β-Actin (42kDa) reference 

protein. E) Western blot analysis of NOX2 (65kDa) protein expression in 24h (D4) 

and 48h (D5) SCR and NOX4 KD miPS-ECs with comparison to HPRT (24kDa) as 

reference protein. Mean±SEM, n=3; ***P<0.001, versus SCR, two-way ANOVA with 

Bonferroni post-hoc testing. Scale bar: 150μm.  
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Figure 4.9: Effect of NOX4 siRNA knockdown on miPS-EC differentiation. 

qRT-PCR analysis of EC marker (CD31, eNOS, CD144, and KDR) expression in 

NOX4 KD cells compared to SCR 48h post transfection (D5 miPS-ECs). Expression 

was normalised to HSP90 as a housekeeping gene. Mean±SEM, n=3; *P<0.05, 

versus SCR, unpaired Student’s t-test. 
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Figure 4.10: Effect of NOX4 siRNA knockdown on miPS-EC antioxidant gene 

expression.  

Graphs representing qRT-PCR analysis of antioxidant gene expression in miPS-ECs 

48h post transfection with scrambled (SCR) or NOX4-targeting (KD) siRNA. 

Expression was normalised to HPRT as a housekeeping gene. Mean±SEM, n=3; 

P=NS, unpaired Student’s t-test. GSTα2: Glutathione S-transferase alpha 2; GCLC: 

Glutamate-cysteine ligase catalytic subunit; GSR: Glutathione-disulfide reductase; 

TXNRD1: Thioredoxin reductase 1; NRF2: Nuclear factor erythroid 2–related factor 

2; HO-1: Heme Oxygenase 1; NQO1: NAD(P)H Quinone dehydrogenase 1; SOD1: 

Superoxide dismutase 1; SOD2: Superoxide dismutase 2; CAT: Catalase. 
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Figure 4.11: Effect of NOX4 knockdown on ROS generation in miPS-ECs. 

A) Flow cytometry analysis of DCF fluorescence (ROS indicator) in SCR and NOX4 

KD cells (48h; D6 miPS-ECs). Per sample, approximately 100,000 miPS-ECs were 

stained with DCF (5μM) and median fluorescence intensity measured with 

comparison to unstained cells (grey: unstained, negative control; blue: DCF stained 

SCR cells; red: DCF stained NOX4 KD cells). Analysis was performed on an Attune 

NxT flow cytometer with recording of 20,000 events. Data collected from three 

experiments. Analysis was performed by Dr Pietro M. Bertelli using Flowjo software. 

B) Representative fluorescence microscope images of DHE staining (10μM; 

superoxide-specific) of SCR and NOX4 KD transfected cells (48h; D6 miPS-ECs), 

and quantification presented as box plot normalised to SCR. Analysis performed by 

Dr. Edoardo Pedrini. C) qRT-PCR confirmation of NOX4 siRNA KD compared to SCR 

at 48h (n=1). Gene expression normalised to HPRT. Mean±SEM, P=NS, n=1-3, 

versus SCR, unpaired Student’s t-test. Scale bar 150 µm.
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 Effects of the pan-NOX inhibitor VAS2870 on miPS-EC 

differentiation, ROS signalling and function 

4.3.3.1 Effect of pharmacological NOX inhibition on miPS-EC NADPH 

oxidase isoform expression 

A complementary series of experiments were conducted in which cells were 

treated with a cell-permeable pan-NADPH oxidase inhibitor, VAS2870. 

VAS2870 was used as an alternate method to NOX4 siRNA KD in order to 

assess whether chemical downregulation of NOX activity achieved a similar 

effect on differentiation as KD of NOX4 by siRNA. Whilst NOX4 SiRNA inhibits 

the expression of NOX4, VAS2870 is known to inhibit the activity of NOX by 

potentially preventing the assembly of NADPH oxidase isoforms rather than 

altering their expression (Altenhöfer et al., 2012; Barua et al., 2019; Kahles & 

Brandes, 2012; Stielow et al., 2006; ten Freyhaus et al., 2006). miPS cells 

were differentiated until D3 and then treated with 10μM VAS2870 over 72h 

and cells analysed by phase contrast microscopy at 24h (D4 miPS-ECs), 48h 

(D5 miPS-ECs), and 72h (D6 miPS-ECs). The cells were observed throughout 

the treatment period to assess general cell behaviour, such as morphology, 

viability, and any effects on normal differentiation. Neither treatment with 

VAS2870 or DMSO vehicle control had adverse effects. The cells 

differentiated towards endothelial lineage, as shown by their typical endothelial 

morphology, with no evidence of cytotoxicity based on cell viability. Endothelial 

cell differentiation efficiency between VAS2870 and DMSO-treated cells also 

appeared similar upon visual observation (Figure 4.12A). NOX4 mRNA and 

protein expression was assessed after VAS2870 treatment. Whilst NOX4 

mRNA expression remained largely unaltered after pharmacological NOX 

inhibition with VAS2870 at 48h as expected, a small but significant 

downregulation of NOX4 mRNA (~0.1-fold) was detected at 72h (Figure 

4.12B). It is possible that the modest downregulation of NOX4 mRNA 

expression observed at 72h may have occurred as a response to reduced 

global NOX activity further to inhibition with VAS2870. Similarly, when 

assessed by western blot, no obvious change was observed in protein 

expression between control and VAS2870 treated cells at both 48h and 72h 

(Figure 4.12C).  
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Figure 4.12: NOX4 expression in miPS-EC after treatment with the pan-NADPH 

oxidase inhibitor VAS2870. 

A) Representative phase contrast microscope images of miPS-ECs treated with 

DMSO vehicle control (CTL) or 10μM VAS2870 at 24h (D4 miPS-ECs), 48h (D5 

miPS-ECs), and 72h (D6 miPS-ECs). B) qRT-PCR analysis of NOX4 mRNA 

expression following treatment with 10μM VAS2870 compared with DMSO vehicle 

control for 48h (D5 miPS-ECs) and 72h (D6 miPS-ECs). C) Western blot analysis of 

NOX4 (67kDa) protein expression in comparison with HPRT (24kDa) reference 

protein. Gene expression was normalised to RPL11 as a housekeeping gene. 

Mean±SEM, n=4; *P<0.05, versus Control, unpaired Student’s t-test. Scale bar: 

150μm. 
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4.3.3.2 Effect of NOX inhibition on miPS-EC differentiation 

Since NOX4 was shown to be moderately downregulated by VAS2870 

treatment at 72h, further qRT-PCR analysis was performed to quantify the 

expression of key endothelial markers in order to assess the effects of NOX 

inhibition on the efficiency of miPS-EC differentiation. Interestingly, mRNA 

expression of CD144 (~0.5-fold), CD31 (~0.55-fold), vWF (~0.3-fold) and 

eNOS (~0.7-fold) was shown to be significantly upregulated in VAS2870 

treated cells in comparison with DMSO vehicle control, whilst KDR mRNA 

expression (~0.1-fold) was significantly downregulated (Figure 4.14). This 

effect was not observed in 48h treated cells (Figure 4.13). Moreover, when 

48h treated miPS-ECs (D5) were detached and re-cultured on to new flasks, 

VAS2870 treated cells were observed to display better cell viability and colony 

forming properties than DMSO control cells (Figure 4.15). Taken together, 

these data suggest that NOX-derived ROS may inhibit miPS-EC endothelial 

differentiation, and that reducing ROS production by this key source not only 

enhances efficiency of differentiation but may also increase the proliferation 

and survival of miPS-ECs, although further studies are clearly needed to 

substantiate this.  

4.3.3.3 Effect of VAS2870 NOX inhibition on miPS-EC antioxidant gene 

expression 

Assessment of antioxidant gene expression after 48h and 72h treatment with 

VAS2870 showed that NOX inhibition had minimal effects. mRNA expression 

of GSTα2, GSR, GCLC, NRF2, HO-1, SOD1, SOD2 and CAT was unaltered 

between DMSO control and VAS2870 treated cells, whilst that of TXNRD1 

(48h) was significantly downregulated (~0.1-fold) and NQO1 (72h) significantly 

upregulated (~0.3-fold) with NOX inhibition  (Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17). 

Interestingly, expression of NQO1 also tended to be increased after NOX4 

siRNA knockdown (Figure 4.10), which may indicate a potentially important 

role in the differentiation of miPS-ECs. 
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Figure 4.13: Effects of the pan-NADPH oxidase inhibitor VAS2870 on miPS-EC 

differentiation after 48h. 

qRT-PCR analysis of EC marker (CD144, CD31, eNOS, vWF and KDR) expression 

in Control versus 10μM VAS2870 treated cells at 48h (D5 miPS-ECs). Mean±SEM, 

n=4; P=NS, unpaired Student’s t-test.
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Figure 4.14: Effects of pan-NADPH oxidase inhibitor VAS2870 on miPS-EC 

differentiation after 72h. 

qRT-PCR analysis of EC marker (CD144, CD31, eNOS, vWF and KDR) expression 

in Control versus 10μM VAS2870 treated cells at 72h (D6 miPS-ECs). Expression 

was normalised to RPL11 as a housekeeping gene. Mean±SEM, n=4; *P<0.05, 

**P<0.01 versus Control, unpaired Student’s t-test.
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Figure 4.15: Effects of VAS2870 NOX inhibition on proliferation and viability of 

miPS-ECs. 

Representative phase contrast images of miPS-ECs treated with DMSO vehicle 

control (Control) and 10μM VAS4870 at 48h (D5) and re-cultured cells at 72h (re-

cultured; D6). Scale bar 150μM. 
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Figure 4.16: Effects of the pan-NADPH oxidase inhibitor VAS2870 (48h) on 

miPS-EC antioxidant gene expression. 

qRT-PCR analysis of antioxidant gene expression in miPS-ECs 48h (D5 miPS-ECs) 

after treatment with 10μM VAS2870 versus DMSO vehicle control. Mean±SEM, n=3; 

*P<0.05 versus Control, unpaired Student’s t-test.  
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Figure 4.17: Effects of the pan-NADPH oxidase inhibitor VAS2870 (72h) on 

miPS-EC antioxidant gene expression.  

qRT-PCR analysis of antioxidant gene expression in miPS-ECs 72h (D6 miPS-ECs) 

after treatment with 10μM VAS2870 versus DMSO vehicle control. Mean±SEM, n=3; 

*P<0.05 versus Control, unpaired Student’s t-test.  
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4.3.3.4 Effect of VAS2870 NOX inhibition on miPS-EC angiogenic 

function 

The effects of VAS2870-mediated NOX inhibition were tested on the in vitro 

angiogenic function of miPS-ECs. Cells were incubated with 10μM VAS2870 

or DMSO vehicle control for 48h (D5 miPS-ECs) prior to detachment and 

seeding on to Matrigel® to form tubes which were assessed at 8h. Tubes were 

stained with calcein dye, a fluorescent live cell tracker, and imaged with a 

confocal microscope prior to quantification of the formed miPS-EC tube 

networks in order to assess the impact of NOX inhibition. Experiments were 

performed at 48h further to the initial finding that NOX4 protein expression was 

minimal at this timepoint. However, it was subsequently shown that EC marker 

gene expression was increased at 72h (Figure 4.14), which in retrospect may 

have been a more appropriate timepoint for analysis of tube formation in 

response to VAS2870 treatment. Nonetheless, the data presented in Figure 

4.18 show that after VAS2870 treatment for 48h there was no significant 

difference in tube formation compared to DMSO vehicle control. Indeed, 

further analysis of EC markers showed that mRNA expression was largely 

unaltered in miPS-ECs after 48h VAS2870 treatment (Figure 4.13) which is 

consistent with the functional data. 
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Figure 4.18: Effects of VAS2870 NOX inhibition on miPS-EC angiogenic 

function.  

Representative confocal microscope images of two-dimensional (2D) Matrigel® tube 

formation assay in miPS-ECs pre-treated for 48h with DMSO vehicle control (Control) 

or 10µM VAS2870 (D5 miPS-ECs). Analysis showed no difference in tube 

morphology between DMSO vehicle control and VAS2870 treated cells. 

Quantification represented as percentage (%) tube area after 8h incubation which 

was performed by Dr Edoardo Pedrini, using Fiji ImageJ software. Statistical analysis 

performed using unpaired Student’s t-test. Mean±SEM, n=6; P=NS. Scale bar: 

200µM. 
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4.4 Discussion  

NADPH oxidases NOX4 and NOX2 are major sources of ROS that serve as 

key signalling molecules in both health and disease. With particular relevance 

to this thesis, there is increasing evidence suggesting that ROS generated by 

NADPH oxidase are involved in cell differentiation, proliferation, senescence, 

and apoptosis (Clempus et al., 2007; Norifumi et al., 2008). In stem cells, ROS 

can specifically contribute to various aspects, from maintaining the naïve state 

to differentiation towards a certain lineage, with levels of ROS varying 

depending on the stage of differentiation (Nugud et al., 2018). In ECs, NADPH 

oxidase derived ROS induce diverse redox signalling pathways, regulating key 

cell functions, including angiogenic-related responses such as migration, 

proliferation and tube formation (Raju et al., 2007; Y. Zhou et al., 2013). For 

example, NOX4 is reported to activate multiple angiogenic growth factors, 

including VEGF, angiopoietin, and hypoxia induced factor (HIF) (Sangderk 

Lee et al., 2009), whilst promoting angiogenic potential of endothelial colony-

forming cells which play a key role in vascular repair (K. M. O’Neill et al., 2020). 

In the previous chapter, data were presented showing progressive 

upregulation of NADPH oxidase isoforms, NOX2 and NOX4, and increased 

ROS generation during miPS-EC differentiation, which then seem to subside 

in differentiated cells compared to the undifferentiated cell population. Whilst 

there is growing evidence suggesting an important role for NOX4 in 

differentiation of pluripotent stem cells, its role in EC fate determination is yet 

to be reported  (Cucoranu et al., 2005; I. S. Kang & Kim, 2016; Jian Li et al., 

2006; Xiao et al., 2009). Therefore, in this chapter the specific role of NOX4 in 

miPS-EC differentiation and function was interrogated through modulation of 

NOX4 expression and assessment of effects on differentiation efficiency, EC 

function, and ROS signalling. 

Unlike NOX2, which requires activation by translocation of cytosolic subunits, 

NOX4 is a constitutively active protein whose activity is determined by the level 

of transcription (Crespo et al., 2010; Serrander et al., 2007). In order to 

stimulate NOX4-dependent ROS signalling, NOX4 was overexpressed in 
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differentiating miPS-ECs, with the efficiency of overexpression confirmed at 

both mRNA and protein level (Figure 4.1). Notably, NOX4 overexpression in 

miPS-ECs was found to be associated with increased protein levels of NOX2, 

as previously reported in ECs (Y.-M. Kim et al., 2017), highlighting cross-

regulation between different NOX isoforms which is an important consideration 

when interpreting the results presented in this chapter.  

When compared with EV-transfected miPS-ECs, NOX4 overexpression 

significantly upregulated mRNA expression of the EC marker, vWF, whilst also 

tending to induce expression of other key markers, CD31, eNOS, KDR and 

CD144, although these apparent changes failed to reach statistical 

significance at n=3 (Figure 4.2A). Interestingly, while mRNA analysis showed 

only a small increase in EC marker expression, magnetic bead cell sorting 

assays revealed marked increase in the percentage of CD144+ and CD31+ 

NOX4 OE cells compared with EV cells of ~2-fold and 3-fold, respectively, 

suggesting that differentiation efficiency may be more impacted by NOX4 

overexpression than inferred by the qRT-PCR data (Figure 4.2D). However, it 

is important to note that the observed discrepancy between the two methods 

used for assessment of miPS-EC differentiation (mRNA and magnetic bead 

cell sorting) may have been influenced by the heterogeneous nature of these 

cells in culture. Specifically, mRNA analysis includes genomic readings from 

both differentiated and non-differentiated cells, and in Chapter 3, the latter 

were estimated to account for >70% of the total population, so qRT-PCR data 

may not be a reflective measure of EC differentiation. Automated cell sorting 

techniques such as Fluorescent-activated cell sorting (FACS) and Magnetic-

activated cell sorting (MACS) could be utilised in future experiments for 

isolation of pure populations of ECs in order to eliminate issues with cell 

heterogeneity (Gu, 2018; B. Lin et al., 2012). Nonetheless, NOX4 

overexpression appeared to augment eNOS protein expression further 

suggesting promotion of EC lineage establishment. Notably, NOX4 is known 

to drive angiogenesis through eNOS activation and generation of NO via PI3-

K-Akt and ERK1/2 (Cai, 2005; Craige et al., 2011), so the finding of increased 

eNOS expression in miPS-ECs is consistent with a pro-angiogenic role for 

NOX4. Increased EC marker expression in NOX4-overexpressing miPS-ECs 
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may be driven by activation of H2O2 signalling, which induces expression and 

secretion of angiogenic growth factors, such as endothelial VEGF (via 

activation of protein kinase C (PKC) and nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-

enhancer of activated B cells; NFκB), FGF and platelet-derived growth factor 

(PDGF), which play key roles in the regulation of endothelial cell growth and 

differentiation (Chua et al., 1998; Eyries et al., 2004). However, it should be 

noted that H2O2 generation was not specifically assessed in this chapter. 

Nonetheless, total ROS production assessed by DCF assay was increased in 

NOX4-overexpressing miPS-ECs (Figure 4.4), which is consistent with 

previous reports that NOX4 overexpression drives cellular ROS generation 

both in vitro and in vivo (K. M. O’Neill et al., 2020; Ray et al., 2011). 

Interestingly, as previously highlighted, NOX4 overexpression resulted in 

upregulation of NOX2, which may contribute to the increased levels of ROS 

detected by DCF assay. Indeed, the phenomenon of ROS-induced ROS 

release is well established and provides a possible explanation by which 

NOX4-derived H2O2 may activate NOX2 in miPS-ECs (Y.-M. Kim et al., 2017; 

W. G. Li et al., 2001). Whilst total ROS generation assessed by DCF assay 

was significantly increased in NOX4-overexpressing miPS-ECs, superoxide 

production assessed by DHE fluorescence assay showed no change versus 

EV-transfected cells, suggesting that increased ROS may be largely attributed 

to H2O2 and not superoxide. Indeed, NOX4 is thought to predominantly 

activate H2O2 whilst NOX2 generates superoxide (Schroder et al., 2012; 

Serrander et al., 2007), supporting our suggestion that NOX4 is more 

important than NOX2 in miPS-ECs with regard to ROS signalling and 

consequent promotion of differentiation efficiency. It is also important to note, 

that unlike NOX4, whose activity is constitutive, NOX2 requires complex 

formation with its cytosolic subunits (p47phox, p67phox, and p40phox) and small 

GTPase Rac1 for activation (I. S. Kang & Kim, 2016; Schroder et al., 2012). 

Therefore, although NOX2 protein expression may have been increased in 

miPS-ECs with NOX4 overexpression, the enzyme itself may not have been 

activated. Taken together, it seems reasonable to conclude based on the 

presented data that ROS signalling in miPS-ECs may be predominantly driven 

by NOX4-derived H2O2. However, further analyses using, for example, 

species-specific ROS detection probes would be required to more definitively 
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assess the relative contribution of NOX2 and NOX4 during miPS-EC 

differentiation. 

Whilst ROS generation was increased in miPS-ECs overexpressing NOX4, 

mRNA expression of the antioxidant genes, NRF2, GSTα2, GCLC, GSR, 

TXNRD1, NQO1 SOD1, SOD2 and catalase remained largely unchanged 

(Figure 4.3). This may be surprising given that NOX4 is known to regulate the 

transcription factor, NRF2, which in turn controls antioxidant signalling, 

including that mediated by GSTα2, GCLC, GSR, TXNRD1 and NQO1 (Brewer 

et al., 2011). Nonetheless, heme oxygenase 1 (HO-1) mRNA expression was 

significantly increased in NOX4 OE versus EV cells. HO-1 is a key stress 

response protein which contributes to cytoprotection induced by oxidative 

stress, which is a critical factor in the pathophysiology of several 

cardiovascular diseases (Idriss et al., 2008; Srisook et al., 2005). Notably, HO-

1 is redox-sensitive and its expression is reported to be controlled by the 

NOX4-mediated transcription factor, NRF2 (Abraham & Kappas, 2008; Brewer 

et al., 2011; Schröder et al., 2012). For example, in mice with endothelial-

specific NOX4 overexpression, cardiac NRF2 signalling was significantly 

upregulated compared to wild-type mice (Brewer et al., 2011). It is therefore 

surprising that mRNA expression of NRF2 and downstream antioxidant target 

genes was not affected by NOX4 overexpression in miPS-ECs, although it is 

possible that this may have been due to limited sample numbers, temporal 

considerations or lack of interrogation at protein level. 

Interestingly, although absolute numbers of differentiated ECs were visibly 

increased after NOX4 overexpression, the angiogenic capacity of miPS-ECs, 

as assessed by 2D Matrigel® tube formation assay, remained unchanged 

(Figure 4.5). This contrasts with previous findings in ECFCs, HUVECS, bovine 

ECs and mouse lung ECs, where NOX4 overexpression was found to promote 

key endothelial functions, including proliferation, migration, and tube formation 

(Craige et al., 2011; K. M. O’Neill et al., 2020; Schroder et al., 2012). 

Nevertheless, although the qRT-PCR data were not conclusive and the tube 

formation capacity was not enhanced, NOX4 OE miPS-ECs displayed 

increased endothelial barrier function when assessed by the xCELLigence 

system (Figure 4.7). Lack of observation of pro-angiogenic effects of NOX4 
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activation in these cells may have been due to several factors, such as time of 

overexpression and use of a relatively basic assessment method. More 

sophisticated assays for future application could include 3D Matrigel® tube 

formation, sprouting angiogenesis and in vivo Matrigel® plug analyses or 

experimental hindlimb ischaemia. 

It should also be noted that while NOX4 overexpression led to increase in 

miPS-EC differentiation potential, transient NOX4 knockdown generally 

resulted in an opposite effect. NOX4 knockdown significantly reduced eNOS 

and CD31 mRNA levels in miPS-ECs (Figure 4.9), indicative of a reduced 

endothelial phenotype compared with SCR transfected cells, although 

expression of CD144 and KDR were unchanged. As previously highlighted, 

decreased eNOS and CD31 with NOX4 knockdown may be due to reduced 

H2O2 signalling, which has been shown to regulate their expression (Craige et 

al., 2011; Murohara et al., 1998; Schröder et al., 2012). However, when 

assessed by DCF, total ROS production remained unchanged between SCR 

and NOX4 KD miPS-ECs (Figure 4.11), as did expression of key antioxidant 

genes (Figure 4.10). However, the ROS analyses employed in this thesis do 

not allow specific quantification of H2O2 which requires specific probes (Dao et 

al., 2020). It is possible that actual reduction in H2O2 may have been masked 

by compensatory upregulation of superoxide generation by NOX2, which has 

been previously reported in other cells co-expressing NOX isoforms (Pendyala 

et al., 2009; Sirker et al., 2011). However, unlike with NOX4 overexpression, 

NOX2 protein levels did not appear to be affected by NOX4 KD (Figure 4.8), 

whilst superoxide production, assessed by DHE assay, was also unchanged 

Figure 4.11). Therefore, based on the presented data, it seems reasonable to 

conclude that the observed effects on miPS-EC differentiation may be 

specifically due to NOX4 manipulation, whilst noting that NOX2 has been 

previously reported to play a role in this setting and to influence VEGF 

signalling (Xueling Kang et al., 2016; Taiki et al., 2005), so further analysis is 

clearly required. 

Whilst NOX4 gene knockdown reduced miPS-EC differentiation at 48h, 

pharmacological inhibition of all NOX isoforms using the pan-NADPH oxidase 

inhibitor, VAS2870, had no effect on both function (Figure 4.18) and 
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differentiation (Figure 4.13) over the same period. However, when VAS2870 

treatment was extended to 72h, which coincided with reduced NOX4 mRNA 

expression (Figure 4.12), miPS-ECs showed significant upregulation of EC 

marker expression (Figure 4.14), improved proliferation and survival upon re-

culture (Figure 4.15), and upregulation of NQO1 (Figure 4.17), which is 

involved in a number of key EC signalling pathways including HIF-1α (hypoxia 

inducible factor 1 subunit alpha) and tumour suppressor p53 induced protein 

(D. Ross & Siegel, 2017). These findings are particularly interesting as they 

are more in line with those observed with NOX4 gene overexpression rather 

than NOX4 knockdown, and serve to highlight the known complexity of 

NADPH oxidase and ROS signalling. It may be that a certain level of ROS is 

required to maintain normal miPS-EC differentiation, whilst complete 

pharmacological inhibition of NADPH oxidases (which is not achieved with 

NOX gene isoform knockdown), removes a regulatory brake thereby 

accelerating development of an endothelial phenotype. Conversely, higher 

levels of ROS (possibly H2O2) may override normal regulatory mechanisms 

and serve to promote miPS-EC differentiation and function. Indeed, it is well 

established that endothelial ROS signalling is highly dependent on source, 

species, concentration, and subcellular localisation, which represent key 

considerations which should be addressed in future to define the specific role 

of NADPH oxidase-derived ROS in this setting (Brown & Griendling, 2009). 

4.5 Conclusion 

In summary, the data presented in this chapter clearly indicate that NOX4 

NADPH oxidase is important in regulating miPS-EC differentiation and 

function, although its precise function remains to be determined. Nonetheless, 

it seems likely that tight control of NOX4-derived ROS is required to support 

this key process which may be exploited to promote generation of increased 

numbers of cells with improved endothelial properties and function. Such 

knowledge is critical in order to advance iPS-ECs towards potential therapeutic 

application for ischaemic cardiovascular disease. 
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In silico analysis of the role of NOX4 in 
hiPS-EC differentiation and function 
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5.1 Introduction 

Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS), also known as massively parallel 

sequencing or high-throughput sequencing, refers to methods in which the 

nucleic acid sequence of millions of short DNA fragments are determined 

simultaneously in an automated process (Slatko et al., 2018). It is a widely 

used technique in genomic research as it allows large-scale quantitative 

expression analysis of thousands of targets in a single reaction in a highly 

efficient manner compared to conventional methods such as qRT-PCR 

(Goodwin et al., 2016). The general strategy for NGS, for example, Illumina 

based sequencing technology, begins with DNA library preparation, where 

DNA (gDNA or cDNA) is fragmented into smaller strands, ligated with 

specialised adaptors at both fragmented ends, PCR amplified, and then 

loaded into a flow cell where each fragment is further amplified into clonal 

cluster by PCR technique (bridge amplification) prior to sequencing. In each 

sequencing reaction cycle, a single primer, complementary to the DNA 

template, initiates a DNA synthesis reaction, whereby nucleotides are added 

one after the other to the single-stranded DNA template in a template-

dependent manner. Each nucleotide is fluorescently labelled, which is 

detected through fluorescent emission upon excitation allowing accurate base-

by-base sequencing. The resulting sequence data are clustered and aligned 

to the reference genome, and analysed using bioinformatics tools (Figure 5.1) 

(Goodwin et al., 2016). Bioinformatics uses computational tools to analyse and 

interpret large-scale biological data. It allows computational modelling of 

biological processes at the molecular level using interdisciplinary knowledge 

from molecular biology, genetics, computer sciences, mathematics and 

statistics (Can, 2014). NGS protocols exist for whole-genome sequencing 

(WGS), RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq), targeted sequencing (such as exome 

sequencing or 16S sequencing), custom-selected regions, protein-binding 

regions, and more (T. Hu et al., 2021). While the sequencing stage remains 

fundamentally the same, these methods primarily differ in the way in which the 

samples (DNA or RNA) are obtained, processed, and analysed. For example, 

for RNA-Seq, which forms the basis of this chapter, RNA is first converted to 
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cDNA prior to standard NGS library preparation and subsequent sequencing. 

RNA-Seq can be performed for mRNA, small RNA, microRNA or non-coding 

RNA  (Kukurba & Montgomery, 2015). The dataset analysed in this chapter 

originates from RNA-Seq performed on cDNA derived from total RNA and 

microRNA extracted from hiPS cells and hiPS-ECs (Vilà-González et al., 

2019).  

The experiments described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 primarily investigated 

the role of NOX4 in the differentiation and function of miPS-ECs, incorporating 

small-scale gene expression analysis of a panel of established EC, ROS and 

antioxidant markers. Whilst these in vitro studies indicated that NOX4-derived 

ROS may play a significant role in the regulation of miPS-ECs differentiation 

and function, it should be noted that data presented in these chapters was 

generated solely using mouse cells. Therefore, in order to substantiate these 

data and to assess potential translational relevance of NOX4 signalling with 

regard to future application of iPS-ECs for treatment of ischaemic diseases, in 

silico gene expression analysis of RNA-Seq data derived from hiPS cells and 

hiPS-ECs was performed. The specific aim of the analyses described in this 

chapter was to (1) confirm an important role for NOX4 in hiPS to hiPS-EC 

differentiation, (2) identify NOX4-dependent gene expression patterns and 

signalling pathways which may be subject to differential regulation in hiPS cells 

and hiPS-ECs, and (3) highlight transcriptional drivers that may be regulated 

by NOX4 with potential for selective targeting to promote differentiation and 

function of hiPS-ECs.  

5.2 Materials and Methods 

Next-Generation Sequencing  

The Next-Generation RNA Sequencing (RNA-Seq) dataset presented in this 

chapter was kindly provided by Professor Andriana Margariti. It originates from 

hiPS cells and hiPS-ECs studied by Vilà-González et al., 2019, from their study 

investigating the role of ESM1 signalling in the function of hiPS-ECs. Samples 

were generated at the Wellcome-Wolfson Institute for Experimental Medicine 
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and sequenced using the NextSeq 500 Illumina system by the Genomics Core 

Technology Unit at Queen’s University Belfast.  
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Figure 5.1: Next Generation Sequencing.  

Illustration displaying four stages in Next Generation Sequencing (Illumina): (1) 

Library preparation - the sequencing library is prepared by random fragmentation of 

the DNA or cDNA sample followed by adaptor ligation at 5′and 3′-end and 

amplification by PCR. (2) DNA library bridge amplification (cluster generation) - the 

library is loaded into a flow cell where individual fragments bind to surface-bound 

oligos complementary to the library adapters which is then amplified into clonal 

clusters through bridge amplification. (3) DNA library sequencing - in a template-

dependent manner fluorescent-labelled nucleotides are added one after the other to 

the single-stranded DNA template and then detected upon excitation allowing 

accurate base-by-base sequencing. (4) Alignment and data analysis - the resulting 

sequence data are then clustered and aligned to a reference genome, and analysed 

using bioinformatics tools. www.illumina.com/technology/next-generation-

sequencing.html.  

  

http://www.illumina.com/technology/next-generation-sequencing.html
http://www.illumina.com/technology/next-generation-sequencing.html
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Briefly, hiPS cells were derived from the mononuclear cell (MNC) fraction 

isolated from blood samples collected from healthy donors. MNCs were 

expanded in culture, then reprogrammed to hiPS cells via overexpression of 

OCT4, SOX2, KLF4, c‐MYC, and Lin28 by non-integrating episomal vector 

using electroporation transfection method with Lonza CD34 nucleofector kit 

and Amaxa nucleofector. Compared to miPS-EC differentiation, where miPS 

cells were differentiated in ɑ-MEM media supplemented with 25ng/μl VEGF, 

10% FBS, 1% GlutaMAX™, 1% Pen/Strep/Glut, 50μM 2-Mercaptoethanol 

following a one-step protocol (Section 2.1.2), hiPS-ECs involved a multi-

stepped protocol with a cell purification step that was not performed with miPS-

ECs. As such, hiPS cells were differentiated for 2 days in EGM-2 differentiation 

media (Lonza) containing 10% FB2, 25ng/ml BMP-4, 12ng/ml Activin A, 8µM 

CHIR99021 (glycogen synthase kinase 3 (GSK-3) inhibitor) and 20ng/ml 

FGF2, which was then replaced with EGM-2 containing 10% FBS, 200ng/ml 

VEGF, 10ng/ml FGF2 and 10µM LY364947 (Transforming Growth Factor-β 

Type I Receptor Kinase Inhibitor) on day 2 and refreshed every 48h until day 

6. On day 6 of differentiation, CD144-expressing cells were sorted using 

AutoMACS-mediated magnetic beads (Miltenyi Biotech, Germany) and then 

cultured in EGM-2 media containing 10% FBS, 50ng/ml VEGF and 10µM 

LY364947 (Transforming Growth Factor-β Type I Receptor Kinase Inhibitor) 

and expanded for 3 days. The cells were then transfected with either control 

empty vector or ESM1 lentivirus for 48h prior to RNA extraction for 

sequencing. Due to lack of availability of non-treated hiPS-ECs, RNA-Seq data 

from control empty vector-treated hiPS-ECs were used and compared with 

RNA-Seq data from hiPS cells derived from three independent experiments 

(Vilà-González et al., 2019).  

RNA-Seq analysis Pipeline 

An analysis pipeline, consisting of several data analysis tools, was designed 

and run on Galaxy web platform (https://usegalaxy.org/) to retrieve high quality 

differentially expressed genes (DEGs) for downstream bioinformatics analysis 

(Figure 5.2) (Afgan et al., 2018). The bioinformatics pipeline for RNA-Seq 

involved enhancing the quality of sequencing data by trimming, pruning and 

quality control of raw sequencing FASTQ data using the FASTP tool (S. Chen 

https://usegalaxy.org/
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et al., 2018), followed by alignment of reads to the reference genome (Hg38 

reference genome, UCSC genome browser) using HISAT2 tool (Daehwan Kim 

et al., 2015). Once aligned, the number of reads were mapped to each gene 

in the reference genome (GFF file) and counted using the HTSeq tool (Anders 

et al., 2014). Utilising DESeq2 tool (R package, version 4.1.0), data were then 

normalised and DEGs between experimental groups were determined. The 

Log2 fold-change (Log2FC) values were used for downstream functional 

analysis (Love et al., 2014).  
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Figure 5.2: RNA-Seq analysis pipeline.  

Flow chart depicting the steps and software tools used to analyse RNA-Seq data in 

Galaxy's web-based User Interface (GUI) and R programming language. Purple 

represents input/output files. Analysis software tools are featured in yellow. Grey 

represents the reference genome used for alignment of sequence read counts. File 

types are shown in parentheses. 
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Functional annotation and gene enrichment analysis 

Qiagen Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) platform and Gene Set Enrichment 

Analysis (GSEA) software were used to identify enriched signalling pathways, 

gene networks and biological functions in hiPS-ECs compared to hiPS cells 

(Mootha et al., 2003; Subramanian et al., 2005). R coding software (GGplot2 

– R Version 3.6.2) was used to generate volcano plots, principal component 

analysis (PCA) plots, heatmaps, and bar charts for visualising dataset genes. 

The dataset file containing the normalised gene list was uploaded to the 

software for core expression analysis with IPA. Identification parameters were 

assigned to the gene name (Entrez Gene), LogFC and p-value columns, and 

genes mapped to the IPA database. Cut-off thresholds were set to absolute 

log2 fold-change ≥±1 and p-value ≤0.05 to retain the significantly regulated 

molecules, which were then explored to identify biological functions, canonical 

pathways, upstream regulators and networks generated by IPA. IPA converts 

gene expression in the dataset into causal biological explanations and 

actionable hypotheses curated from published literature and annotated in its 

Knowledge Base (Krämer et al., 2014). Each gene presented was subjected 

to a Fisher’s Exact Test with a p-value<0.05 cut-off. All of the highlighted 

biological processes have passed an absolute z-score cut-off of ≥±2. For 

GSEA, top upregulated DEGs (p<0.01) in the dataset were uploaded to GSEA 

software (version 4.1.0) and assessed for top enriched biological pathway and 

molecular function. Pathways were selected based on significance threshold 

set at p<0.05, with normalised enrichment score (NES) ≥1.2.  
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5.3 Results 

 Quality control and overall distribution of gene expression in 

dataset 

An average of 12 million reads was obtained from RNA-Seq analysis, and a 

total number of 15,676 differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were identified. 

Analysis of the overall quality and distribution of these genes shown in the 

PCA plot demonstrates that hiPS cell and hiPS-EC datasets form clusters 

based on cell type (PC1 36%, PC2 5.9%), confirming homogeneity amongst 

technical samples with clear separation between hiPS cell and differentiated 

hiPS-EC datasets, therefore passing the criteria for quality control (Figure 5.3). 

Of the overall analysed transcripts, 5,537 genes were upregulated, and 10,139 

genes were downregulated in hiPS-ECs compared to hiPS cells. Based on 

cut-off thresholds set to absolute log2 fold-change expression ≥±1 and p-value 

≤0.05, 3,958 of the overall genes were differentially expressed (DEGs), of 

which a total of 2,642 genes were upregulated, and 1,316 genes were 

downregulated. The distribution of the samples' overall gene expression is 

presented as a heatmap with hierarchal clustering in Figure 5.4, where genes 

are shown to cluster across samples within each experimental group (hiPS 

cells and hiPS-ECs). The distribution of DEGs is presented as a volcano plot 

where DEGs are shown in red dots in Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.3: Principal Component Analysis of RNA-Seq datasets.   

PCA plot of RNA-Seq data showing clustering of hiPS cell and hiPS-EC RNA-Seq 

datasets (n=3 per each group with 4 technical replicates per each biological sample). 

Each dot in the plot represents a single sample with a PC score presented as 

percentage (%). Graph generated by Dr Hojjat Naderi-Meshkin using R programming 

language. 
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Figure 5.4: Distribution of gene expression in the dataset. 

Heatmap showing hierarchal clustering of gene expression in all samples in the RNA-

Sequencing analysis (15,676 genes). A total of 5,537 genes were upregulated, and 

10,139 genes were downregulated in hiPS-ECs compared with hiPS cells. The 

columns represent samples (hiPS cells and hiPS-ECs; n=3 per each group with 4 

technical replicates per each biological sample) and rows show different genes. 

Orange/red areas represent upregulated genes, and blue represents downregulated 

genes. Graph generated by Dr Hojjat Naderi-Meshkin using R programming 

language. Statistical significance represented as p-value ≤0.05 with absolute log2 

fold-change ≥±1.  
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Figure 5.5: Volcano plot showing distribution of DEGs in the dataset.  

Volcano plot displaying genes of RNA-Seq experiment for hiPS-EC versus hiPS 

samples. The X-axis represents log2 fold-change (log2FC) with cut-off point set to ±1, 

whilst the Y-axis corresponds to -log10 p-value with 1.3 (equals p≤0.05) significance 

threshold shown by the horizontal black dotted line. Each red dot in the plot 

corresponds to a statistically significant DEG with an absolute log2 fold change ≥1 

(vertical black dotted line). Grey dots correspond to statistically non-significant (NS) 

DEGs with not passing log2 fold-change threshold as well. Total 15,676 variables 

(DEGs) were identified. Graph generated by Dr Hojjat Naderi-Meshkin using R 

programming language. 
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 Biological Functions and Canonical Pathways analysis 

IPA core analysis allows prediction of Biological Functions and Canonical 

Pathways affected in the dataset and the direction of change, such as 

activation or inhibition of pathways, based on differential gene expression. As 

such, Diseases and Functions analysis was used to predict functions and 

processes that are enriched as the cells differentiate from a pluripotent state 

to a differentiated state. Using the custom function, DEGs were categorised to 

show functions related to ‘Molecular and Cellular Functions’, ‘Physiological 

System Development and Functions’, and then sorted based on p-value ≤0.05 

to show top enriched Biological Functions in the dataset (Figure 5.6). 

In the analysis presented in Figure 5.6A, IPA predicted 25 biological functions 

that were significantly enriched in hiPS-ECs versus hiPS cells. Amongst the 

top 5 ranked are ‘Organismal Survival’, ‘Gene Expression’, ‘Cell Death and 

Survival’, ‘Cardiovascular System Development and Function’ and ‘Cellular 

Development’. Significant functions are displayed along the Y-axis (blue bars) 

which shows the –log10 of the p-value calculated by the right-tailed Fisher's 

Exact Test, where the bars are ranked based on significance. Of most 

relevance to this thesis is the highlighted ‘Cardiovascular System 

Development and Function’ category (labelled in red), which includes a 

detailed analysis of key EC signatures relevant to hiPS-ECs (Figure 5.6B and 

Figure 5.6C). Based on the assigned p-value, IPA predicts that processes 

such as ‘Angiogenesis’, ‘Vasculogenesis’, ‘Cardiogenesis’, ‘Proliferation of 

ECs’, and others, are significantly enriched in hiPS-ECs (Figure 5.6B). 

However, based on the z-score, which reflects direction of change and predicts 

activation state, these functions/processes show a tendency towards inhibition 

without reaching statistical significance, whilst ‘Vascularisation’ and 

‘Vascularisation of absolute regions’ are the only two functions which show a 

tendency towards activation (positive z-score) (Figure 5.6B and Figure 5.6 C). 

Although ‘Vasculogenesis’ and ‘Vascularisation’ could be viewed as the same 

or similar function from a biological standpoint, IPA presented these as two 

separate processes and showed the set of genes annotated to each process. 

In total 108 and 308 genes were annotated to ‘Vascularisation’ and 

‘Vasculogenesis’ functions, respectively (Figure 5.6C) with approximately 98 
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genes overlapping between the two signatures (Table 5.1: List of overlapping 

genes in ‘Vascularisation’ and ‘Vasculogenesis’ biological function.Table 5.1). 

Taken together, this analysis suggests that although the processes related to 

EC development and function are significantly enriched in hiPS-ECs, they are 

more activated in hiPS cells than hiPS-ECs.   

Besides exploring biological functions in hiPS-ECs, enrichment of top 

canonical pathways was assessed to understand molecular mechanisms 

underlying hiPS-EC differentiation (Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8). Thirty 

Canonical Pathways were identified as being significantly enriched in 

differentiated cells compared to hiPS cells, based on p-value (<0.05). Amongst 

these, 5 pathways were predicted to be significantly activated (orange), 

whereas 25 pathways were predicted to be significantly inhibited (blue), based 

on z-score (Figure 5.7). The pathways’ activity is based on the expression or 

phosphorylation of significantly perturbed genes in the dataset. Significantly 

altered pathways are displayed along the X-axis, with the Y-axis displaying –

log10 of the p-value calculated by the right-tailed Fisher’s Exact Test. The bars 

are arranged from left to right in order of most significance (p-value ≤0.05). 

Orange and blue-coloured bars indicate predicted pathway activation or 

predicted inhibition based on z-score. In the Stacked Bar Chart view presented 

in Figure 5.6Figure 5.8, the percentage of DEGs in each canonical pathway 

are shown. The total number of DEGs the prediction was based upon are 

shown above the bars. The red and green sections in the bars show up and 

downregulated DEGs in the dataset, whilst the white section of the bar 

represents DEGs that are part of the pathway but are not enriched in the 

dataset.  

Amongst the most significantly inhibited canonical pathways, we identified 

pathways related to the nervous system (Synaptogenesis Signalling Pathway, 

Opioid Signalling Pathway, Netrin Signalling, Synaptic Long Term Depression, 

CREB Signalling in Neurons), maintenance and development of the 

reproductive system (Estrogen Receptor Signalling), including pluripotency 

signalling (Mouse Embryonic Stem Cell Pluripotency Signalling). Whereas 

signalling pathways related to Epithelial-Mesenchymal transition (Regulation 

of the Epithelial-Mesenchymal Transition by Growth Factors Pathway), tumour 
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development (Tumor Microenvironment Pathway), cell growth (Cell Cycle: 

G1/S Checkpoint Regulation) and Vitamin-D3 signalling (VDR/RXR Activation) 

were amongst those most significantly upregulated. Interestingly, EC specific 

canonical pathways such as VEGF (z-score -1.225, p<8.38^-3), HIF-1α (z-

score 0.272, p<3.76^-4) and eNOS (z-score -1, p<4.23^-3), that are reported 

to be induced EC differentiation, were significantly enriched in the dataset, 

although their activation/inhibition was not significantly altered (Han et al., 

2010; Z. Liu et al., 2007; Tsang et al., 2017). Notably, activation state based 

on z-score was negative for VEGF and eNOS canonical pathways i.e., these 

genes are more activated in hiPS cells than hiPS-ECs, whereas HIF-1α was 

positively regulated positively in hiPS-ECs versus hiPS cells (Figure 5.9A and 

B).  
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Figure 5.6: Top biological functions enriched in hiPS-EC versus hiPS cells. 

Analysis performed with IPA software outlining significantly enriched biological functions in hiPS-ECs versus hiPS cells. A) Stacked bar chart showing top 

enriched biological functions in hiPS-ECs versus hiPS cells (z-score ≥2, p-value significance threshold ≤0.05). B) Heatmap highlighting predicted downstream 

biological processes related to cardiovascular system development and function. Colours and their intensity correspond to decreases (negative z-score; blue), 

increases (positive z-score; orange) or unknown effects (white) in activity. Prediction is based on the p-value, z-score and number (#) of genes presented in 

Table C.    
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Figure 5.7: Top enriched canonical pathways in hiPS-ECs. 

Vertical Bar Chart displaying top enriched canonical pathways in hiPS-ECs versus hiPS cells. Orange bars predict an overall increase in the pathway (z-

scores ≥2) activity, while blue bars indicate prediction of an overall decrease in activity (z-scores ≤-2) with Fisher’s Exact Test p-value ≤0.05. 
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Figure 5.8: DEGs in top enriched canonical pathways in hiPS-ECs.  

Stacked Bar Chart view of Figure 5.7 displaying total number of DEGs in a given canonical pathway (numbers above the bars) and the percentage of DEGs 

up (red) and down (green) regulated in that pathway. White section in bar represent genes that are part of the pathway but are not enriched in the dataset.
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Figure 5.9: Enrichment of EC relevant canonical pathways in hiPS-ECs.  

A)  Vertical Bar Chart and B) Stacked Bar Chart displaying enrichment of EC related canonical pathways in hiPS-ECs versus hiPS cells generated in IPA. 
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 In silico characterisation of hiPS-ECs and NOX NADPH oxidase 

expression 

Similar to miPS-ECs presented in Chapter 3 and hESC-derived ECs, hiPS-

ECs are characterised by downregulation of pluripotency markers and 

upregulation of typical endothelial markers (Kennedy et al., 2021). Indeed, the 

‘Mouse Embryonic Stem Cell Pluripotency’ canonical pathway shown in Figure 

5.7 demonstrates this pathway to be significantly inhibited in hiPS-ECs, 

confirming hiPS cell transition from a pluripotent state to a more differentiated 

state (Huang et al., 2015). Detailed interrogation of this pathway shows that 

inhibition is mainly attributed to downregulation of key pluripotency 

transcriptional factors, including SOX2 (LogFC -7.307, p<9.12^-34), NANOG 

(LogFC -2.808, p<2.28^-3), OCT4 (LogFC -0.446, p<7.116^-1) and MYC 

(LogFC -0.517, p<2.33^-1) in the dataset that work in concert to maintain PSC 

identity (Figure 5.10A) (K. Takahashi et al., 2007; Yu et al., 2007). Meanwhile, 

endothelial characterisation showed variable expression of EC markers in the 

dataset. Whilst NRP1 (neuropilin 1), CD31, ICAM-1 (intercellular adhesion 

molecule 1) and ENG (endoglin) were differentially upregulated, expression of 

KDR, eNOS, FLT1/VEGFR1, CLDN5 (claudin 5), TEK/Tie2 (TEK receptor 

tyrosine kinase), vWF and CD144 were downregulated in hiPS-ECs compared 

with hiPS cells, with no change in CD34 expression (Figure 5.10B). These 

markers are vital in maintaining normal EC function and are characteristic of 

these cells, whilst downregulation is associated with dysfunction and may 

suggest an immature hiPS-EC phenotype (Carmeliet, 2000; Paik et al., 2018; 

Rusu et al., 2014; Wu & Sheibani, 2003; Yingzi Zhao et al., 2015). Indeed, a 

dysfunctional or immature EC phenotype is a common concern with PSC-

derived cells, highlighting the need to improve EC differentiation efficiency, 

which underpins the overall aim of this thesis (Kennedy et al., 2021; Williams 

& Wu, 2019). In this regard, understanding the role of NOX4 and ROS 

production in this setting may provide clues for improving EC differentiation 

efficiency and function.  

Since it is reported that NOX4 increases during differentiation of several cell 

types, and in Chapter 3, levels of NOX4 (mRNA and protein) and NOX2 

(protein) were observed to be significantly and progressively increased during 
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miPS-EC differentiation (Figure 3.11), expression of NOX NADPH oxidase 

isoforms including their subunits was assessed in the dataset (Acharya et al., 

2013; Brault et al., 2020; Clempus et al., 2007; J.-E. Lee et al., 2014). Notably, 

most NOX isoforms (NOX1/3/4/5, DUOX1), including their cytosolic subunits 

(p22phox, NOXO1, NOXA1, DUOXA1, DUOXA2, Poldip2 and RAC1), were 

expressed in the dataset. Although NOX4 was found to be significantly 

upregulated in miPS-ECs (Figure 3.11), its expression in hiPS-ECs was 

negatively regulated compared to hiPS cells (LogFC: -0.130, p<9.355^-1). 

Similar to miPS-ECs, mRNA expression of NOX2 was not detected in hiPS-

ECs, although NOX2 cytosolic subunits (p40phox, p47phox, p67phox and RAC2) 

were expressed, albeit unaltered between groups (except for RAC2) (Figure 

5.10C). This may suggest that NOX2 is expressed at the protein level, which 

would be in accordance with what was found in miPS-ECs, as reported in 

Section 3.3.7.  

 NOX4 regulatory network in hiPS-EC differentiation 

Although NOX4 mRNA was found to not be differentially expressed between 

groups, IPA tools were used to predict the activity of NOX4 in the differentiation 

of hiPS-ECs, and to identify molecules/mechanisms that interact with NOX4, 

either downstream or upstream, that may represent viable targets for 

improving differentiation of these cells. IPA bases its prediction analysis on 

information from published findings in its database (Ingenuity Knowledge 

Base) and uses causal analytics algorithms to cross-reference them with 

genes expressed in the dataset (Krämer et al., 2014). Firstly, Upstream 

Regulator Analysis was performed using IPA to identify likely upstream 

regulators (transcription factors and any gene or small molecule) connected to 

DEGs downstream, either through direct or indirect relationships, that has 

been observed experimentally to affect their expression (Krämer et al., 2014). 

IPA identified 233 activated and 175 inhibited potential upstream regulators 

(z-score >±2, p<0.01) in the dataset (not shown). Interestingly, IPA also 

identified NOX4 as a potential upstream regulator involved in the 

differentiation of hiPS-ECs which was predicted to be activated (orange), 

although not significantly (z-score 1.069, p<7.16^-4). 
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Figure 5.10: Characterisation of hiPS-ECs and NOX NADPH oxidase 

expression. 

A) Schematic diagram of ‘Mouse Embryonic Stem Cell Pluripotency’ canonical 

pathway generated with IPA and overlaid with the dataset. Gradient colours represent 

perturbed expression. Coloured nodes indicate measured up (red) or down (green) 

regulation, or predicted activation (orange) or inhibition (blue). Grey nodes represent 

dataset molecules that did not pass analysis cut-off. Purple coloured nodes 

emphasize the molecules in the pathway/network. Intensity of colours indicates the 

amount of expression, with numbers below molecules representing LogFC and p-

value. P stands for phosphorylation. B) Bar Chart showing expression (LogFC) of EC 

markers and C) NOX NADPH oxidase isoforms and their cytosolic subunits in the 

dataset. Bar charts generated by Dr Hojjat Naderi-Meshkin using R programming 

language.   
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Moreover, IPA linked 16 DEGs in the dataset whose expression is likely to be 

affected by NOX4 (Figure 5.11A). Diseases and Functions Analysis in IPA 

linked 12 DEGs to ‘Development of Vasculature’ (p<7.04^-13) and suggested 

that their expression leads to significant activation of this signature. Of these, 

10 DEGs have been implicated as important proangiogenic makers (ACTA2, 

CXCL8/IL-8, HIF-1α, EPAS1/HIF-2α, FN1, SERPINE1/PAI-1, ICAM-1, eNOS, 

H2AX and CDH1) (I. Choi et al., 2013; Economopoulou et al., 2009; Labied et 

al., 2011; Ying Liu et al., 2020; Patella et al., 2013; Pinheiro et al., 2012; 

Schildmeyer et al., 2000; Takeda et al., 2004; von Au et al., 2013; K. Zhang et 

al., 2013), whereas 2 DEGs (CDKN1A and CD44) are implicated in inhibiting 

‘Development of Vasculature’, as indicated by edged lines (Bryant et al., 2006; 

Paulis et al., 2015). The relationship between NOX4 and the dataset 

molecules are implicated in the Prediction Legend in Figure 5.11. For example, 

the colour and the shape of the arrows in the network indicate the relationship 

and directional changes between molecules. Yellow coloured lines highlight 

expression patterns in the dataset that are partially or entirely opposite to the 

effect observed in the literature, whereas orange-coloured lines indicate 

predicted activation. The colour of the nodes represents the activation state of 

the molecules based on gene expression patterns observed in the dataset. 

Red and green coloured nodes indicate differentially expressed genes in the 

dataset, where red nodes represent those upregulated and green nodes 

represent those downregulated. Orange coloured nodes indicate predicted 

activation, whereas blue nodes indicate predicted inhibition based on z-score. 

The intensity of the colour represents the extent of activation or inhibition, 

where darker colours indicate higher absolute z-scores. As such, in Figure 

5.11, except for CDKN1A, NOX4 is predicted to positively regulate all of the 

DEGs above. Moreover, all DEGs, except eNOS, H2AX and CDH1 (green 

nodes), were significantly upregulated (red nodes) in the dataset. 

CDKN1A (p21) is a cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor and regulator of cell-

cycle progression that is induced by TP53 (p53) due to DNA damage (Heldt et 

al., 2018). CDKN1A is also a well-known marker of cell senescence (López-

Domínguez et al., 2021). eNOS, H2AX and CDH1 are implicated in NO 

signalling, DNA repair and cell-cell adhesion, which, when upregulated, 
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enhance EC function and survival (Economopoulou et al., 2009; Patella et al., 

2013; Pinheiro et al., 2012). Studies have shown upregulation of eNOS to be 

involved in the differentiation of adipose-derived stem cells and mouse adult 

multipotent progenitor cells (MAPCs) to endothelial-like cell phenotypes (Arya 

et al., 2014; Z. Liu et al., 2007). Downregulation of eNOS is associated with 

impaired vascular dysfunction and cardiovascular complications with eNOS 

knockout mice showing foetal growth abnormalities (Heiss et al., 2015; 

Kusinski et al., 2012; Patella et al., 2013). H2AX is a histone protein involved 

in chromatin packaging and DNA damage response pathways which mediates 

repair of DNA double-strand breaks and functions as a tumour suppressor 

(Bonner et al., 2008; Rankin et al., 2009). Inhibition of H2AX in HUVECs under 

hypoxic conditions showed reduced cell proliferation both in vitro (1% oxygen) 

and in in vivo models of hindlimb ischaemia and retinopathy of prematurity 

(ROP) (Economopoulou et al., 2009). CDH1, also known as E-cadherin, is an 

epithelial cell-adhesion molecule which plays a crucial role in epithelial tissue 

polarity and structural integrity (Pinheiro et al., 2012). In ECs, however, CDH1 

targets CD31 for ubiquitination and degradation, whereas its depletion leads 

to stabilisation of CD31 and promotion of inflammation in ECs (J. Liu et al., 

2020). Therefore, in vitro activation of NOX4 could increase expression of 

eNOS, H2AX and CDH1 genes, including the above proangiogenic genes, and 

subsequently lead to efficient differentiation capacity of hiPS-ECs. In addition, 

NOX4 activation would inhibit CDKN1A expression that would otherwise lead 

to early senescence and cell death commonly displayed in hiPS-ECs (Y. Lin 

et al., 2017; Salmeen et al., 2010).  

To explain the molecular mechanisms underlying gene expression changes 

observed in the dataset, IPA generated a multi-levelled mechanistic network 

for NOX4 (Figure 5.11B), indicating that it exerts its effects by interacting with 

15 other upstream regulators to mediate downstream signalling in hiPS-ECs. 

These upstream regulators include transcription factors (STAT3, MYC, JUN, 

RELA, CTNNB1, EGR1, NFⱩB complex, TP53, NOTCH1, PPARG, SP1) and 

their signalling intermediates (ERK, Jnk, Akt and hydrogen peroxide) that are 

known to have critical functions in a wide range of cellular processes including 

inflammation, proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis (Chintala et al., 2012; 
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Cho et al., 2009; de Jesus Perez et al., 2009; De Silva et al., 2018; Detmar et 

al., 2003; W. Kim et al., 2003; Kokai et al., 2009; T. Liu et al., 2017; Morrow et 

al., 2007; Patella et al., 2013; Shono et al., 1996; K. Zhang et al., 2013). This 

set of regulators are connected to 1,118 genes in the dataset, including 16 

DEGs mentioned above. Except for ERK, which is negatively regulated, NOX4 

is shown to promote activation, phosphorylation or expression of STAT3, JUN, 

RELA, CTNNB1, EGR1, NFⱩB complex, TP53, and SP1 transcription factors 

via Jnk, hydrogen peroxide and Akt intermediates to regulate NOX4 signalling 

in hiPS-ECs  (Du et al., 2020; Goitre et al., 2017; Helfinger et al., 2021; K. S. 

Kim et al., 2010; Jingming Li et al., 2010; Murray et al., 2013; Parra et al., 

2013; Stains & Civitelli, 2005; Y. Zhou et al., 2013). Of particular interest are 

inhibition of Akt and significant ERK activation (z-score 2.5, p<5.4^-6), whose 

activation state is opposite to what is observed in the literature, making them 

potential targets for differentiation of hiPS-ECs (Helfinger et al., 2021; K. S. 

Kim et al., 2010). Also known as Protein Kinase B (PKB), Akt belongs to the 

PI3K-Akt signalling pathway, whereas ERK belongs to the MAPK/ERK 

signalling pathway (Ji et al., 2010). Both are key signalling pathways involved 

in regulating normal cell proliferation, survival and differentiation (Ji et al., 

2010; Y. Zhou et al., 2013).  

In addition to the described mechanistic network to explain pathways 

underlying gene expression changes downstream of NOX4, Causal Network 

Analysis in IPA allowed detection of master regulators to identify potential 

principal drivers in hiPS-ECs. Using this analysis, TGFB1I1 was identified as 

a master regulator upstream of NOX4. TGFB1I1, also known as hydrogen 

peroxide-inducible clone 5 (HIC-5), is a transcription regulator that negatively 

regulates NOX4 (Desai et al., 2014). The analysis predicted TGFB1I1 to be 

significantly inhibited (z-score -3.750, p<4.89^-16) and a likely driver of the 

expression patterns seen downstream of NOX4, including upregulation of 

ICAM-1, HIF-1α and CD44 shown above. 
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Figure 5.11: Upstream regulator analysis with IPA.  

A) Network of NOX4 targets in the dataset and their downstream biological effect. B) Mechanistic network of upstream regulators that mediate NOX4 

signalling in the dataset. EGR1: Early growth response protein 1, SP1: Specificity protein 1, CTNNB1: Catenin beta 1, TP53: Tumor protein p53, RELA: 

Proto-oncogene NF-ⱩB subunit, PPARG: Peroxisome proliferator activated receptor gamma, ERK: Extracellular signal-regulated kinases (ERKs) or 

MAP kinases, Jnk: c-Jun N-terminal kinase, Akt: Protein kinase B (PKB), NFⱩB: Nuclear factor kappa B, ACTA1: Skeletal muscle alpha (α)-actin 1, 

ACTA2: alpha (α)-smooth muscle actin, CDH1: E-cadherin, CDKN1A: Cyclin dependent kinase inhibitor 1A, FN1: Fibronectin 1, EPAS1: Endothelial 

PAS domain protein 1, HIF1-α: Hypoxia-inducible factor 1 subunit alpha, H2AX: H2A histone family member X, ICAM-1: Intercellular adhesion molecule 

1, eNOS: Endothelial nitric oxide synthase. BMF: Bcl2 modifying factor, SERPINE1: Serpin family E member 1. 
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Figure 5.12: Causal Network Analysis with IPA. 

Causal network analysis with IPA identified TGFB1I1 as a master regulator upstream of NOX4. TGFB1l1, which has a negative regulatory relationship 

with NOX4, is predicted as significantly inhibited (z-score -3.750, p<4.89^-16), with a network depth of 2 (TGFB1I1 → NOX4 → downstream genes).  

TGFB1I1: Transforming growth factor beta-1-induced transcript 1 protein, AR: Androgen receptor gene, SLC6A3: Dopamine transporter gene, PTK2: 

Protein tyrosine kinase 2, RHOA: Rho family of small GTPases, SRC: Proto-oncogene, non-receptor tyrosine kinase.
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 In silico analysis of the effect of NOX4 on EC marker expression 

In chapter 3, NOX4 expression was found to be correlated with EC marker 

expression (CD144, CD31, eNOS, KDR and vWF) during miPS-EC 

differentiation. A similar correlation was observed in the RNA-Seq data 

analysis of hiPS-ECs. EC marker (CD144, eNOS, KDR and vWF) 

downregulation was coupled with downregulation of NOX4, underpinning our 

hypothesis that NOX4 may play an important role in iPS-EC differentiation.  In 

order to assess the relationship between NOX4 and EC markers in hiPS-ECs, 

EC markers (CD144, eNOS, KDR and vWF) were added to the NOX4 

mechanistic network (Figure 5.11B) and NOX4 expression was simulated to 

model its predicted effects on hiPS-EC differentiation in silico. EC markers 

were added to the regulatory network using the ‘Build’ function, and then 

NOX4 activity was simulated using the ‘Molecule Activity Predictor (MAP)’ 

function to assess the directional changes (Figure 5.13)  

Interestingly, except vWF where IPA did not identify any links, EC markers, 

CD144, CD31, eNOS and KDR, were shown to be regulated by NOX4 via 

several nodes in the network  (Cattaruzza et al., 2003; Cho et al., 2009; Mohri 

et al., 2006; Osugi et al., 2002; Tarafdar et al., 2013; Wu & Sheibani, 2003). 

Indeed, simulated upregulation of NOX4 (red) was predicted to lead to 

downstream activation of CD144, CD31 and eNOS. This effect is mainly 

through transcriptional activation of STAT3, JUN, MYC, and intermediates 

such as Jnk and Akt. On the contrary, upregulation of NOX4, also led to ERK 

inhibition, which downregulates KDR via NF-κB, CTNNB1 and PPARG 

pathways; interestingly, CTNNB1 and PPARG also negatively regulate CD31 

and eNOS (Figure 5.13A). Indeed, this effect was reversed when NOX4 is 

inhibited (Figure 5.13B), suggesting that NOX4 plays an important role in the 

differentiation of hiPS-ECs, and that its upregulation may lead to induction of 

EC markers, thereby improving hiPS-EC differentiation capacity and function. 

Further analysis of the mechanism underlying expression of EC markers 

demonstrates that STAT3 may be the most likely pathway to mediate NOX4 

signalling in hiPS-EC differentiation (Figure 5.14). Simulated activation of 

STAT3, was shown to directly induce all EC markers (CD144, CD31, eNOS), 
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including KDR (Figure 5.14A), whereas simulated STAT3 inhibition (green) 

exerted opposite effects on EC markers (Figure 5.14B). Besides regulating 

STAT3 in a redox-dependent manner, NOX4 was shown to regulate STAT3 

through ERK, and Jnk, and Akt pathways (C. Chen et al., 2017; Jingming Li et 

al., 2010; Riquelme et al., 2016; Schindler et al., 2007). Similar simulation with 

other network molecules resulted in differing expression of the EC markers 

(not shown) and none of the other network nodes were directly connected to 

all EC markers as seen with STAT3, highlighting STAT3 as the main effector 

of NOX4 signalling required for hiPS-EC differentiation.  

 Redox regulation of hiPS-ECs differentiation 

Expression of antioxidants is central to redox homeostasis and signalling. In 

cellular systems, antioxidants serve a versatile role as oxidant scavengers for 

protection against oxidative damage. They also act as stress sensors and 

facilitate signal transduction to initiate or modulate cellular processes (Pastor-

Flores et al., 2020). As such, to characterize antioxidant expression in hiPS-

ECs and to investigate the basal redox state in hiPS-ECs compared to hiPS 

cells, expression of several genes, which encode antioxidant and 

detoxification enzymes, were assessed (Figure 5.15). The interrogated 

markers are genes involved in detoxification of H2O2 such as catalase (CAT), 

members of the peroxiredoxin (PRDx) and glutathione peroxidase (GPx) 

families, including those involved in detoxification of  O2·−  such as superoxide 

dismutase isoforms (SODx) and oxidative stress-inducible quinone and 

superoxide reductase, NQO1 (Pastor-Flores et al., 2020; D. Ross & Siegel, 

2017; Sharifi-Rad et al., 2020). Other genes belonging to the heme oxygenase 

(HO-1 and HO-2) and thioredoxin reductase (TXNRDx) family involved in the 

degradation of pro-oxidants, heme and thioredoxin, were also assessed, 

including genes involved in synthesis (GCLC and GCLM) and catalysis (GSTx 

and GSR) of the critical antioxidant, glutathione (Araujo et al., 2012; Matsui et 

al., 2017; Sharifi-Rad et al., 2020).  
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Figure 5.13: Effect of NOX4 on EC marker expression in hiPS-ECs.  

Network analysis showing predicted downstream effect of simulated (A) NOX4 activation (red) and (B) NOX4 inhibition (green) on the expression of EC 

markers (CD144, CD31, eNOS and KDR), via mechanistic downstream regulatory intermediates, with IPA. 
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Figure 5.14: STAT3 predicted as a potential regulator in hiPS-ECs downstream of NOX4.  

IPA identified STAT3 as the intermediate regulator of EC marker expression (CD144, CD31, eNOS and KDR) downstream of NOX4. A) Simulated 

inhibition of NOX4 (green) and activation of STAT3 (red) showing predicted activation (orange) of downstream EC marker expression in silico. B) 

Simulated activation of NOX4 (red) and inhibition (green) of STAT3 predicting inhibition of downstream EC markers confirming STAT3 as the main 

regulator.
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The analysis also included assessing effects of the central transcriptional 

regulator, NRF2, and its principal negative regulator, Kelch-like ECH-

associated protein 1 (KEAP1), on antioxidant and cytoprotective gene 

expression (Cuadrado et al., 2019). As expected, expression of antioxidant 

genes in hiPS-ECs was found to be variable. While some genes were 

upregulated, others were downregulated or remained unchanged in hiPS-ECs 

compared to hiPS cells. For example, NRF2, GPx2 and GPx3 members of the 

glutathione peroxidase family, TXRND2 thioredoxin reductase isoform, and 

NQO1 were amongst the positively differentially expressed transcripts (LogFC 

>2, p<0.05). On the contrary, expression of peroxiredoxin isozymes, PRDX2, 

PRDX4 and PRDX6, HO-1 heme oxygenase isoform, and GCLC and GCLM 

were among the most significantly downregulated (LogFC >-2, p<0.05). 

Expression of other antioxidant related genes, such as CAT, GSR, HO-2 and 

Keap1, including isoforms of the peroxiredoxins (PRDX1, PRDX3, PRDX5), 

glutathione peroxidases (GPx4, GPx7, GPx8), superoxide dismutases (SOD1, 

SOD2, SOD3), glutathione s-transferases (GSTα3 and GSTα4) and 

thioredoxin reductases (TXNRD1 and TXNRD3) were either up or 

downregulated, although their expression was not significantly altered (LogFC 

<±2), p>0.05) (Figure 5.15).  

Although NRF2 was differentially expressed, and its repressor, Keap1, was 

downregulated, IPA predicted NRF2 activity to be significantly inhibited in the 

dataset (z-score -2.024, p<1.53^-3) (not shown). Knowledge from IPA’s 

database shows that NRF2 is directly connected to several antioxidant and 

detoxifying genes assessed above and regulates their expression (CAT, 

GPx2, GPx3, GPx4, HO-1, GCLC, GCLM, NQO1, SOD1, SOD2, SOD3, 

GSTα3 and GSTα4)  (Figure 5.15) (Cui et al., 2013; Dhakshinamoorthy & 

Porter, 2004; F. He et al., 2020; Jowsey et al., 2003; Rangasamy et al., 2005). 

Downstream Effect Analysis with IPA shows that inhibition of NRF2, as 

predicted from gene expression pattern in the dataset, caused inhibition of 

these genes and led to significant activation of ‘Quantity of H2O2
’
 (p<2.49^-7), 

‘Quantity of O2·−‘ (p<4.53^-9),
 ‘Quantity of ROS’ (p<7.24^-12) and ‘Oxidative 

stress’ (p<4.26^-11) biological processes in hiPS-ECs via downregulation of 

HO-1, GSR, GCLM, SOD1, SOD2, NQO1 and PRDX1 (Figure 5.16) 
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(Cabungcal et al., 2013; F. He et al., 2020; Y. Hu et al., 2005; S.-J. Kim et al., 

2010; Korashy & El-Kadi, 2006; D. Liu et al., 1999; Stulnig et al., 2013; Zykova 

et al., 2010). This suggests that the quantity of ROS, likely to largely comprise 

H2O2 and O2·−, may be significantly increased in hiPS-ECs versus hiPS cells 

and that cells are subjected to oxidative stress induced by NRF2 inhibition. 

Indeed, enrichment of Gene Ontology (GO) signatures, ‘Response to H2O2’ 

(NES 1.28, p<0.033) and ‘ROS Metabolic Process‘ (NES 1.23, p<0.038),  

assessed by GSEA, further confirmed increased H2O2 and ROS in hiPS-ECs 

compared with hiPS cells (Figure 5.17). Gene Set enrichment analysis (GSEA) 

is a functional annotation method that identifies sets of genes (clusters) that 

are over-represented with correlation to a common biological process or 

function (Subramanian et al., 2005). The GO term, ‘Response to H2O2’, is 

defined as “Any process that results in a change in state or activity of a cell (in 

terms of movement, secretion, enzyme production, gene expression, etc.) as 

a result of a hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) stimulus.” (M16710). Whereas the GO 

term, ‘ROS Metabolic Process’, is defined as, “The chemical reactions and 

pathways involving a reactive oxygen species, any molecules or ions formed 

by the incomplete one-electron reduction of oxygen. They contribute to the 

microbicidal activity of phagocytes, regulation of signal transduction and gene 

expression, and the oxidative damage to biopolymers.” (M15990). 
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Figure 5.15: Antioxidant gene expression in hiPS-ECs versus hiPS cells.  

Bar chart showing antioxidant gene expression hiPS-ECs versus hiPS cells. Red 

represents statistically significant gene expression changes and blue represents non-

significant alteration of expression based on LogFC and p-value. Bar chart generated 

by Dr Hojjat Naderi-Meshkin using R programming language. 

GPx2: Glutathione peroxidase 2; GPx3: Glutathione peroxidase 3; TXNRD1: 

Thioredoxin 1; TXNRD2: Thioredoxin 1; GSTα2: Glutathione S-transferase alpha 2; 

GSTα4: Glutathione S-transferase alpha 4; GCLC: Glutamate-cysteine ligase 

catalytic subunit; GSR: Glutathione-disulfide reductase; NRF2: Nuclear factor 

erythroid 2–related factor 2; KEAP1: Kelch Like ECH associated protein 1; HO-1: 

Heme oxygenase 1; NQO1: NAD(P)H quinone dehydrogenase 1; SOD1: Superoxide 

dismutase 1; SOD2: Superoxide dismutase 2; SOD3: Superoxide dismutase 3; CAT: 

Catalase; GCLC and GCLM:  glutamate cysteine ligase catalytic and modifier 

subunits; PRDX1: Peroxiredoxin 1; PRDX2: Peroxiredoxin 2; PRDX3: Peroxiredoxin 

3; PRDX4: Peroxiredoxin 4; PRDX5: Peroxiredoxin 5; PRDX6: Peroxiredoxin 6. 
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Figure 5.16: NRF2 inhibition and ROS production in hiPS-ECs.  

Network analysis summarising the effect of NRF2 inhibition on regulation of antioxidant genes and ROS related biological processes identified by IPA 

such as ‘Oxidative stress’, ‘Quantity of reactive oxygen species’, ‘Quantity of hydrogen peroxide’ and ‘Quantity of superoxide’ in hiPS-ECs versus hiPS. 
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Figure 5.17: Gene ontology analysis with GSEA.  

Gene ontology (GO) analysis of top DEGs in the dataset (p-value ≤0.01) with GSEA 

showing significant enrichment of A) Response to Hydrogen Peroxide (M16710) and 

B) ROS Metabolic Process (M15990) signatures in hiPS-ECs versus hiPS cells.   
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5.4 Discussion 

RNA-Seq is a highly useful and revolutionary technique in genomic research 

(Z. Wang et al., 2009). It enables the detection and quantification of thousands 

of known and novel transcripts in a given biological sample in a highly scalable 

and efficient manner compared to conventional methods. Unlike qRT-PCR, 

where quantification is limited to only a few known genes, RNA-Seq allows 

quantification of the entire transcriptome in a single reaction without pre-

designed probes, providing highly accurate and unbiased information (Z. 

Wang et al., 2009). 

In this chapter, an RNA-Seq dataset derived from hiPS cells and hiPS-ECs 

was analysed, with specific focus on the role of NOX4 in the differentiation of 

hiPS-ECs, as a clinically relevant cell type for potential treatment of ischaemic 

diseases. Complementary to the in vitro studies presented in previous 

chapters, this chapter was designed to both substantiate data derived from 

mouse cells in clinically relevant human cells and to expand our hypothesis in 

silico by identifying mechanisms by which NOX4-mediated ROS signalling 

may regulate hiPS-EC differentiation and function. With regard to the first aim, 

it is important to note that established differences in regulation of gene 

expression amongst species were taken into consideration when performing 

IPA analysis which incorporated published findings derived from multiple 

species, including mouse, rat, and human. In relation to the second aim, initial 

quality control assessment and overall gene distribution via PCA plot (Figure 

5.3), clustered heatmap (Figure 5.4), and volcano plot (Figure 5.5) confirmed 

the genetic shift from pluripotent state to a differentiated state and identified 

hiPS cells and hiPS-ECs as two distinguishable cell populations suitable for 

interrogation of differential NOX4 signalling. 

Assessment of top biological functions showed that DEGs in the dataset 

cluster within the ‘Cardiovascular System Function and Development’, which 

include key vascular functions such as angiogenesis, vasculogenesis and EC 

proliferation and development, confirming commitment towards endothelial 

lineage (Figure 5.6) (Carmeliet, 2000). However, unexpectedly, analysis of 
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directional changes showed that these functions were inhibited in hiPS-ECs, 

which was reflected by inconsistent expression of EC markers commonly 

associated with differentiation protocols, suggesting incomplete differentiation 

and/or dysfunctional cells (Figure 5.6B and Figure 5.6C) (Y. Lin et al., 2017). 

This could be explained by lack of activation of critical EC-specific canonical 

signalling pathways, such as VEGF and eNOS, in hiPS-ECs, which play 

fundamental roles in EC differentiation and are well established 

proangiogenesis and provasculogenesis pathways (Figure 5.9) (Arya et al., 

2014; Han et al., 2010). VEGFs are crucial regulators of pre- and post-natal 

vascular development, which exert their angiogenic effects through three cell 

surface receptors, FLT1 (VEGFR1), KDR (VEGFR2) and FLT4 (VEGFR3), 

which are highly expressed in ECs (Carmeliet, 2000). VEGF binds to these 

membrane-bound receptors and activates a cascade of intracellular signalling 

pathways, including eNOS, to stimulate endothelial cell sprouting, migration, 

tube formation, proliferation, and survival, as well as vascular permeability 

(Simons et al., 2016). Absence of these receptors means that the ligands 

cannot bind and initiate signalling, which may explain the observed inhibition 

of VEGF and eNOS signalling in hiPS-ECs. Indeed, both FLT1 (VEGFR1) and 

KDR (VEGFR2) were significantly downregulated in hiPS-ECs versus 

undifferentiated hiPS cells (Figure 5.10B). Unlike VEGF/FLT1 signalling, 

which is linked with reduced kinase activity and is not required for endothelial 

cell function, VEGF/KDR signalling is well characterised as the major mediator 

of proangiogenic signalling both during embryonic development and in adults 

(Koch & Claesson-Welsh, 2012). Inhibition of this pathway could therefore 

explain why endothelial-specific genes, such as CLDN5, vWF, CD144, eNOS 

and TEK, which are regulated by VEGF, were downregulated in hiPS-ECs 

versus hiPS cells (Figure 5.10B) (Laakkonen et al., 2017; Matsushita et al., 

2005; Simons et al., 2016). It is also possible that as RNA-Seq indicates a 

snapshot of mRNA levels at one timepoint, this may explain why genes that 

were shown to be increased during differentiation in the study by Vilà-

González et al., 2019 where the same cells were used, mRNA expression of 

KDR, CD144 and eNOS were all found to be decreased in the current RNA-

Seq dataset.   
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To investigate the role of NOX4-dependent ROS signalling in hiPS-EC 

differentiation, expression of NOX NADPH oxidase isoforms in the dataset was 

analysed (Figure 5.10C). Consistent with our earlier analysis in miPS-ECs 

presented in chapter 3, and our published work in ECFCs (K. M. O’Neill et al., 

2020), NOX2 catalytic subunit could not be detected in hiPS-ECs at transcript 

level, although NOX2 protein expression was evident in both miPS-ECs and 

ECFCs. Since RNA-Seq is unbiased and eliminates errors associated with 

pre-designed probes used in qRT-PCR analysis, these findings suggest that 

NOX2 mRNA expression in progenitor ECs may be temporal in nature with 

quick transcript turnover or that NOX2 undergoes pre- or post-translational 

processing (Yansheng Liu et al., 2016; Schwanhäusser et al., 2011; Z. Wang 

et al., 2009). To our knowledge, this has not been previously reported in 

mature ECs so could be further investigated. Nonetheless, it is well 

established that NOX4 is highly expressed in both mature and progenitor ECs, 

with previous studies, including our investigation in miPS-ECs presented in 

chapter 3, reporting upregulation of NOX4 expression during differentiation of 

vascular cells (Brault et al., 2020; F. Chen et al., 2012; Heinrich Sauer et al., 

2005). However, our RNA-Seq analysis unexpectedly found that NOX4 

expression was not induced in hiPS-ECs versus hiPS cells but was rather 

negatively regulated. This appears to contrast with highlighted predicted 

inhibition of TGFB1I1 (also known as HIC-5), a proposed upstream master 

negative H2O2-inducible post-translational regulator of NOX4 (Desai et al., 

2014; Shibanuma et al., 1994). Nonetheless, lack of NOX4 induction in hiPS-

ECs was accompanied by inhibition of both VEGF and eNOS signalling, and 

EC marker expression, which have established links which are critical to 

support EC phenotype and angiogenic function (L. Chen et al., 2014). Indeed, 

NOX-derived ROS, including NOX4, were described to induce VEGF-

mediated dimerization and autophosphorylation of KDR, leading to the 

activation of downstream signalling pathways (Y.-M. Kim et al., 2017). 

VEGF/KDR signalling can also induce NOX4, with subsequent increase in 

ROS production and activation a positive feedback loop manner promoting 

further ROS generation (Fukai & Ushio-Fukai, 2020; Y.-M. Kim et al., 2017). 

Whilst NOX4 is constitutively active with regard to ROS production, it is well 

known that stimulation by various growth factors, such as VEGF and TGF-β, 
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is required to support downstream angiogenic response (L. Chen et al., 2014; 

Y.-M. Kim et al., 2017; Peshavariya et al., 2014). As VEGF acts mainly through 

KDR, it is therefore possible that lack of NOX4 induction and subsequent 

inhibition of eNOS expression, as discussed above, may be attributed to 

observed inhibition of KDR in the dataset. Indeed, positive regulation of eNOS 

expression by NOX4 was observed in miPS-ECs in vitro (Figure 4.2) and has 

also been reported in several publications (Pandey et al., 2018; Schröder et 

al., 2012). Another factor that may have contributed to prevention of induction 

of NOX4 and eNOS in hiPS-ECs could be inhibition of TGF-β signalling via 

Transforming Growth Factor-β Type I receptor kinase (TGF-βRI/ALK5) 

inhibitor (LY-364947), that was added as a supplement in to the differentiation 

media (L. Chen et al., 2014; Peshavariya et al., 2014). In some protocols TGF-

β inhibitors are added in the late stages of differentiation to promote 

endothelial specification from mesoderm cells and to avoid endothelial-to-

mesenchymal transition, thereby maintaining normal EC phenotype and 

function (Lin, C. H. Gil and Yoder, 2017). However, it is important to note that 

TGF-β signalling regulates many biological processes including embryonic 

development, proliferation, migration, extracellular matrix production and 

differentiation of several cell types. This is evidenced by reports that mice 

deficient in TGF-β growth factor (TGF-β1), TGF-β growth factor receptors 

(ALK5 and ALK1) or intracellular signalling mediator (Smad 2), experience 

early embryonic lethality due to abnormal vasculogenesis and angiogenesis 

(Peshavariya et al., 2014). Taken together, these results suggest that 

VEGF/KDR and TGF-β signalling may be critical for activation of NOX4 and 

subsequent eNOS signalling associated with hiPS-EC differentiation, and that 

inhibition of these pathways may underlie the apparently partially differentiated 

state of hiPS-ECs evident from our RNA-Seq dataset. Furthermore, 

supplementation of TGF-βRI inhibitor in the differentiation media in this setting 

may be prohibiting rather than activating to angiogenesis, and therefore its 

inclusion may need to be carefully considered for future differentiation 

protocols. It is also important to note that NOX4 is known to positively regulate 

NRF2, leading to activation (Brewer et al., 2011) and modulation of expression 

of up to 250 downstream genes (Cuadrado et al., 2019). However, inhibition 

of NRF2, rather than activation, was observed in our RNA-Seq dataset 
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comparing hiPS-ECs and hiPS cells (Figure 5.16), although this is consistent 

with parallel reduction in NOX4 expression. Nonetheless, it is clear from our 

analysis that NRF2 activity does affect expression of a number of antioxidant 

genes in hiPS-ECs which is consistent with a central role for NOX4.  

Despite the above potentially confounding considerations, IPA analysis 

nonetheless identified NOX4 as an upstream regulator in the dataset, 

promoting activation of several important proangiogenic molecules, including 

HIF-1α and EPAS1/HIF-2α transcription factors, underlining the apparently 

central role of NOX4 in differentiation of hiPS-ECs (Figure 5.11A). HIF-1α and 

EPAS1/HIF-2α are well established inducers of VEGF expression and have 

been previously shown to promote both iPSC and hESC vascular cell 

differentiation (Podkalicka et al., 2020). Indeed, NOX4 is reported to stimulate 

upregulation of the DNA-repair transcriptional regulator, H2AX, and more 

significantly, inhibition of the cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor, CDK1NA 

(p21), which were found to be oppositely expressed in the our hiPS/hiPS-EC 

dataset (Anilkumar et al., 2013; Salmeen et al., 2010). In this regard, it should 

be noted that replicative senescence is a major limitation in most hiPS-EC 

differentiation protocols and that DNA damage is an important factor 

contributing to senescent signalling involving CDKN1A expression (Heldt et 

al., 2018; Y. Lin et al., 2017). Hence, activation of NOX4 may not only 

upregulate H2AX expression, thereby improving DNA damage response in 

hiPS-ECs, but also enhance their proliferative lifespan and propagation in vitro 

through inhibition of CDKN1A (p21).  

With regard to downstream signalling, the network shown in Figure 5.11B 

indicates that the likely mechanism of NOX4-mediated angiogenic signalling 

in hiPS-ECs is mainly through activation of STAT3, JUN, RELA, SP1, 

CTNNB1, EGR1, NFⱩB complex, and TP53, and inhibition of NOTCH1, 

PPARG, and MYC signalling via ERK, Jnk, hydrogen peroxide and Akt 

signalling intermediates. Notably, these identified factors have been assigned 

various roles that are known to serve critical functions in a wide range of 

cellular processes, including inflammation, proliferation, differentiation and 

apoptosis (Chintala et al., 2012; Cho et al., 2009; de Jesus Perez et al., 2009; 

De Silva et al., 2018; Detmar et al., 2003; W. Kim et al., 2003; Kokai et al., 
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2009; T. Liu et al., 2017; Morrow et al., 2007; Patella et al., 2013; Shono et al., 

1996; K. Zhang et al., 2013). Interestingly, it appears that STAT3, which we 

have reported to be a key player in iPSC-EC differentiation, may represent a 

central downstream nodal effector of NOX4-mediated ERK/Jnk/Akt signalling 

in hiPS-ECs in our RNA-Seq dataset (Figure 5.14) (Cochrane et al., 2017). 

However, further mechanistic investigation is clearly required in order to fully 

define specific NOX4-sensitive downstream pathways which may underlie 

hiPS-EC differentiation and function. 

5.5 Conclusion 

Taken together, the RNA-Seq data presented in this chapter appear to 

complement our previous in vitro findings in chapters 3 and 4 in supporting an 

important role for NOX4 in regulating hiPS-EC differentiation. In addition, our 

detailed bioinformatics analysis clearly demonstrates the power of this in silico 

approach in identifying and/or predicting NOX4-related signalling 

intermediates and networks. Notwithstanding the highlighted anomalies within 

the dataset and additional technical considerations which need to be taken 

into account in future analyses, our analysis seems to indicate that NOX4 is a 

key upstream regulator of several important EC signalling genes supporting 

differentiation and function of hiPS-ECs, which may therefore represent 

potential candidates for selective targeting to increase efficacy and function.
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5.6 Supplementary data 

Table 5.1: List of overlapping genes in ‘Vascularisation’ and ‘Vasculogenesis’ 

biological function.    
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General Discussion
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6.1 Introduction 

Cardiovascular ischaemia, which is characterised by endothelial dysfunction 

and vascular damage, leads to severe pathological conditions and the 

progression of CVD, and represents one of the leading causes of mortality 

worldwide (Rajendran et al., 2013). As such, iPS-ECs present a significant 

opportunity to generate large numbers of patient-specific cells that can be 

used as cell therapy for the treatment of ischaemic diseases (Jang et al., 

2019). However, many challenges still remain with regard to efficiency and 

scalability, with most iPS-EC differentiation protocols generating low cell yields 

and producing suboptimal quality ECs (Y. Lin et al., 2017). In this thesis, we 

demonstrated efficient differentiation of ECs from iPS cells and provided 

evidence supporting a key role for NOX4 NADPH oxidase and ROS signalling 

during the differentiation process, which is likely to be important when 

considering therapeutic potential of these cells. This chapter aims to 

summarise and discuss these findings in the context of the published literature, 

whilst also highlighting limitations and proposed plans for future studies.  

6.2 NOX4 regulates iPS-EC differentiation via specific modulation of 

downstream ROS signalling 

The major novel findings of this thesis are: (1) differentiation of miPS-ECs is 

accompanied by induction of NADPH oxidase isoforms, NOX2 and NOX4, in 

parallel with prominent antioxidant profile and increased total ROS generation 

which subsided in differentiated cells; (2) overexpression of NOX4 NADPH 

oxidase in D3 miPS cells promotes EC differentiation in a ROS-dependent 

manner, whilst opposite effects in EC expression are evident with NOX4 

knockdown; 3) NOX4 and NOX2 expression are linked in miPS-ECs whilst 

treatment with the global NADPH oxidase inhibitor, VAS2870, may be 

beneficial to EC differentiation, highlighting likely complexity of ROS signalling 

in iPS-ECs; and (4) NOX4 specifically regulates eNOS signalling in miPS-ECs 

in vitro and hiPS-ECs in silico and expression of antioxidants via activation of 

NRF2 and downstream pro-angiogenic intermediates including STAT3, JUN, 

NFⱩB, ERK, Akt and Jnk.  
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In our initial in vitro studies, we demonstrated differentiation of miPS cells into 

miPS-derived ECs with characterisation at gene and protein level and 

identified significant induction of NOX2 (protein) and NOX4 (both mRNA and 

protein) and ROS generation during the differentiation process, which were 

previously reported to induce differentiation of several other cell types 

(Acharya et al., 2013; Clempus et al., 2007; J.-E. Lee et al., 2014; Xu et al., 

2016). We also identified significant decrease in expression of key antioxidant 

genes in parallel with increased ROS generation during differentiation of miPS 

cells to miPS-ECs. Importantly, similar results were obtained from in silico 

analysis of hiPS cell differentiation to hiPS-ECs, highlighting potential 

translational relevance. Specifically, in addition to increased ROS in hiPS-

ECs, we highlighted significant increase in superoxide and hydrogen peroxide 

generation and the development of oxidative stress mediated through 

inhibition of the transcription factor, NRF2, and downstream antioxidant genes. 

Interestingly, in our earlier in vitro analyses in miPS-ECs, we found that ROS, 

more specifically superoxide, which is thought to be primarily generated by the 

NOX2 isoform of NADPH oxidase and by mitochondrial respiration, to be 

higher in the early stages of miPS-EC differentiation (D2), and to be localised 

to non-differentiated (or partially differentiated) cell aggregates (D6), 

suggesting that ROS generation (at least superoxide) may decrease, rather 

than increase, with progression of miPS-EC differentiation (Dikalov et al., 

2014). Although we were unable to accurately define the specific source and 

type of ROS involved, these findings nonetheless indicate that iPS cells may 

be subjected to a highly oxidative environment during EC differentiation that 

may be damaging to the cells and underlie reduced efficiency. In support of 

both this suggestion and a specific role for NADPH oxidase-derived ROS, 

increased miPS-EC differentiation was observed upon incubation of cells with 

the pan-NOX inhibitor, VAS2870 (Wingler et al., 2012). Interestingly, we found 

the differentiated cell population within the heterogenous miPS culture to show 

reduced generation of ROS compared to non-differentiated cells, in particular 

superoxide, which appeared to be localised to miPS cell colonies, D2 cells, 

and the non-differentiated cell population, suggesting that superoxide levels 

may be important in directing the early stages of differentiation, before 

subsiding as the derived ECs mature. Notably, we also found several genes 
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encoding antioxidant enzymes to be significantly decreased in both miPS-ECs 

and hiPS-ECs, linked to inhibition of NRF2 in the latter through our 

bioinformatics analysis, which could represent a compensatory response to 

maintain ROS levels (Saretzki et al., 2008). Taken together, although our data 

seem to support a key role for NADPH oxidase-derived ROS in iPS-EC 

differentiation, further analysis is clearly required both to substantiate its 

involvement and to define specific ROS source(s) and types, temporal 

generation, and subcellular localisation, in order to understand its precise 

function in this setting. 

6.3 NOX4 as a novel target for increasing therapeutic potential of iPS-

ECs for ischaemic CVD 

As previously discussed, iPS-ECs hold great potential for regenerative and 

personalised medicine, whilst also representing a powerful in vitro tool for 

studying biology and disease without ethical concerns associated with 

embryonic stem cells (G. Liu et al., 2020). Indeed, iPS cell technology is now 

routinely used for drug discovery and screening, and disease modelling (Avior 

et al., 2016). In addition, significant effort is being directed towards advancing 

application of iPS cells for regenerative medicine and cell therapy to replace 

damaged tissue or treat various diseases (Hirschi et al., 2014). As such, iPS 

cells represent a promising therapeutic cell source as they have potential to 

provide unlimited ECs that can be used for the treatment of CVD (Y. Lin et al., 

2017). However, while iPS cells have clear potential to differentiate towards 

an EC lineage, many challenges remain. For example, iPS-EC are not 

functionally identical to adult-type ECs; rather, they show immature cellular 

phenotypes and genotypes, as we have shown in our detailed assessment of 

both miPS-ECs and hiPS-ECs (Halaidych et al., 2018; Rosa et al., 2019; 

Tiemeier et al., 2019). Lack of understanding of molecular mechanisms 

underlying cellular differentiation means that most protocols lead to generation 

of heterogenous populations of cells, including those that remain 

undifferentiated (Kennedy et al., 2021). Indeed, most iPS-EC differentiation 

protocols generate low EC yields and produce suboptimal quality ECs and 

there is lack of scalability to allow generation of therapeutically relevant 
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quantities of cells which both possess regenerative potential and are resistant 

to highly oxidative microenvironments present in the ischaemic zone (Y. Lin et 

al., 2017).  

Other limitations with iPS-derived ECs include ability for enrichment and 

expansion of homogenous mature cell populations in culture, proliferation, 

survival, in vitro and in vivo functionality, and reproducibility, all of which we 

encountered whilst working with these cells in this thesis, and which have been 

widely reported by others (Foster et al., 2018; Paik et al., 2018; Williams & Wu, 

2019). Therefore, to make progress towards effective application of iPS-ECs 

for both in vitro disease modelling and drug testing and clinical therapies, 

detailed understanding of underlying mechanisms is critical to overcome 

current barriers to translation.  

In this regard, the data presented in this thesis highlight NADPH oxidase-

derived ROS as a potentially significant factor determining iPS-EC 

differentiation and function both in vitro and in vivo. Indeed, it is well known 

that NOX isoforms, particularly NOX2 and NOX4, are key regulators of EC 

function both in health and disease, so our finding that they may also be 

important in iPS-ECs is not surprising (Altenhöfer et al., 2012). They may be 

particularly significant in the context of future application of iPS-EC therapies 

for ischaemic CVD given that NOXs are induced by hypoxia and known to 

contribute to the highly oxidative microenvironment associated with diseased 

tissue which impacts cell function (Mittal et al., 2007; Sirker et al., 2011; Yuan 

et al., 2011). Notably, NOX4 appears to play a protective role in ECs via 

preferential induction of hydrogen peroxide (Schröder et al., 2012). For 

example, EC-specific NOX4 overexpression is reported to reduce blood 

pressure and attenuate adverse cardiovascular remodelling (Ray et al., 2011; 

Schröder et al., 2012). It is therefore interesting that NOX4 is the most highly 

expressed NADPH oxidase isoform in iPS cells, whose levels increase with 

differentiation, suggesting that it may be critical in this process. In contrast to 

mature ECs, it seems that NOX4 in iPS-ECs may primarily drive superoxide 

rather than hydrogen peroxide generation; indeed, we have recently reported 

similar observations in progenitor endothelial colony-forming cells (K. M. 

O’Neill et al., 2020). It is therefore likely that NOX4-mediated ROS signalling 
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is important in iPS-ECs, although it is clearly complex and may differ in nature 

from mature ECs, with which iPS-ECs would interact as the basis of potential 

cell therapy applications.  Whilst the data presented in this thesis are relatively 

preliminary, they highlight the intriguing possibility of selective targeting of 

NOX4 and/or key downstream signalling intermediates to promote specific 

enrichment and expansion of iPS-ECs in vitro and effective in vivo function 

within a highly oxidative disease microenvironment. Such intervention will be 

critical in supporting effective application of iPS-ECs for experimental, 

diagnostic, and therapeutic purposes. 

6.4 Limitations and Future Directions 

Several significant limitations were identified during this study, including those 

already highlighted above relating to iPS cell differentiation, such as 

reproducibility, heterogeneity, and in vitro expansion. Ideally, these studies 

should be performed using at least three independent iPS cell clones to 

account for likely inter-donor variability. However, due to limitations stated 

above and time constraints, the studies described in this thesis were limited to 

a single clone. Indeed, we noticed that even within the same clone, it was 

challenging to achieve consistency between experiments, as evidenced by 

large error bars in some studies which may have contributed to some 

inconclusive data. Specifically, cells originating from the same clone and at the 

same passage number, but cultured in separate flasks, behaved differently 

and produced variable results, which explains our reasoning to limit our study 

to a single clone, where each flask was presented as a standalone experiment. 

In terms of heterogeneity, we were unable to isolate pure functional 

populations of miP-ECs that would have allowed us to measure differentiation 

efficiency, and to study likely differences in redox signalling between 

pluripotent stem cells and differentiating cells, or to measure specific ROS 

types. Also, heterogenous populations of cells were limiting with regard to 

measuring accurate effects of NOX4 modulation and global NOX inhibition on 

ROS signalling, as such interventions in different cell types would almost 

certainly exert different actions, thereby significantly affecting the overall 

results (Cave et al., 2006; Chaudhari et al., 2014; Drummond & Sobey, 2014). 
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As the data presented in this thesis appear to indicate that NADPH oxidase-

derived ROS play differential roles in iPS cells and iPS-ECs, in future studies 

it will therefore be critical to define more homogenous populations to support 

specific assessment of its likely important functions. 

In this regard, it should be noted that ROS analysis in this thesis was limited 

to non-specific methods, such as DHE fluorescence, whilst future studies 

should employ gold standard approaches, such as DHE-HPLC, for specific 

quantification of individual ROS, namely superoxide and hydrogen peroxide, 

given their established differential signalling (Narayana et al., 2008; Zielonka 

et al., 2014). Similarly, RNA-Seq analysis of pure iPS cell and iPS-EC 

populations would provide more informative data on NOX2 and NOX4-

dependent redox signalling, which was not possible with the dataset used in 

this thesis. Such analyses are critical given the established importance of ROS 

source, type, activity, concentration and cellular localisation in determining 

cardiovascular remodelling and function in both health and disease 

(Drummond & Sobey, 2014). Furthermore, the experimental design for RNA-

Seq included 4 technical replicates for each biological sample (n=3 iPS cell 

and n=3 iPS-ECs). As RNA-Seq is typically performed on biological samples 

only, it is possible that the employed analysis pipeline described in Chapter 5 

may have resulted in overestimation of gene expression. Future analysis of 

this RNA-Seq dataset could be designed such that the read counts from the 

technical replicates are combined to generate one single column of read 

counts per each biological sample, prior to downstream analysis in order to 

validate the candidate regulators and targets of NOX4 signalling identified in 

Chapter 5.  An additional key aspect of this study that could be further explored 

is regulation of the antioxidant defence system, which functions to counteract 

ROS production and maintain redox balance thereby preventing oxidative 

stress, which seemed to be impaired during iPS-EC differentiation, in line with 

previous findings (J. Lee et al., 2018; X. Zhang et al., 2021). Since antioxidant 

gene expression is reduced in iPS-ECs compared to iPS cells and the cells 

are likely subjected to oxidative stress, predicted to occur as a result of 

inhibition NRF2 signalling, it would seem worthwhile to study the specific 

influence of NRF2 on iPS-EC differentiation and to assess whether enhancing 
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endogenous antioxidant capacity may improve differentiation efficiency and 

cell function. Indeed, several recent studies have implicated NRF2-mediated 

redox regulation in maturation of iPS-derived cardiomyocytes; however, its 

role in the differentiation of iPS-ECs remains unknown (Ramachandra et al., 

2018; Zhang et al., 2021). Specifically, future studies could focus on genetic 

or pharmacological modulation of the NRF2 pathway, a master regulator of 

redox homeostasis, with the aim of enhancing endogenous antioxidant 

defence against oxidative stress, which seems to be impaired in iPS-ECs 

(Karan et al., 2020). Alternately, addition of exogenous ROS scavengers, such 

as catalase, SOD and glutathione, may be employed to target specific ROS 

types depending on their identified role in iPS-ECs (Sharifi-Rad et al., 2020; 

Zielonka et al., 2014).          

Finally, to confirm clinical relevance, it is important that the influence of NOX4 

on iPS-EC vessel-forming capacity is validated in vivo, under both healthy and 

disease conditions, to assess how gene-modified cells may affect integration 

into the host the vasculature and reparative capacity and impact of the disease 

microenvironment (Rivera et al., 2010). Application of the in vivo Matrigel® plug 

assay would allow study of iPS-EC tube formation in a more physiological 

setting whilst also interrogating interaction with endogenous ECs, both in 

healthy mice and those with co-morbidities, such as type 2 diabetes, which are 

known to promote ischaemia and reduce vascular repair (Yang et al., 2020). 

Further investigation of NOX4-modified iPS-ECs using an established 

experimental model of hindlimb ischaemia would support assessment of 

clinical relevance of our in vitro findings and specific impact of the hostile 

microenvironment associated with ischaemic tissue (K. M. O’Neill et al., 2020). 

Unfortunately, however, we were not able to perform in vivo analyses in this 

thesis due to limitations stated above.         

6.5 Conclusion 

In conclusion, the data presented in this thesis, notwithstanding their 

limitations, appear to indicate that NOX4 plays an important role in regulating 

iPS-EC differentiation and function. Given that ROS are known to influence 
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EC and stem cell biology, it may not be surprising that NADPH oxidases, as a 

major cardiovascular source, are also implicated in iPS-ECs (Burtenshaw et 

al., 2017; K. M. O’Neill et al., 2020). However, the work described in this thesis 

serves to highlight the evident complexity of ROS signalling and the 

importance of defining key aspects of iPS-EC signalling before these cells may 

be advanced towards clinical therapeutic application. Although much further 

work is required to fully define the impact of both cell-resident and host NADPH 

oxidase signalling on iPS-EC differentiation and function, it is clear that such 

understanding is essential in order to maximise the potential of iPS-ECs as a 

unique source of patient-specific cells for future treatment of ischaemic 

cardiovascular disease.  
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